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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose o·f the· Study 

The primary purpose of this study was to provide 

a handbook for the use of music with the hearing impaired, 

e specially in auditory training. Such a handbook should 

be useful for beginning music therapists, especially 

those who have not been prepared to teach music education, 

or those who have not had teaching experience. Hopefully, 

this study would provide necessary .informq.tion for the 

therapis t who seeks to understand the problems of the 

deaf and would like to apply therapy in accordance with 

accepted standards and procedures for aural rehabilita

tion. 

Subsidiary goals involve d (a) exploring the prob

lems and effects of hearing impairment, (b) describing 

the purposes, features, and techniques of an auditory 

training program, . ( c) defining and delinea.ting the role 

of music and of music therapy for the aurally handicapped, 

and (d) finding scientific studies which 'W()Uld substan

tiate or indicate a valid b as is for generally held 

opinions, principles, and practices in aural rehabilita-

1 
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tion, particularly in auditory trai.ning. A comhination 

of information available to th~iapists in the fields of 

aural rehabilitation and education of the deaf could b~ 

helpf ul to music therapists. 

Need for the Study 

When a music therapist works with children who 

are multiply handicapped, he sometimes finds himself 

working with children who are hearing impaired. The 

aurthor of this study was faced with this situation when 

employed in an institut ion for mental ly retarded children 

and adults. The feeling of inadequacy o f p reparation - in 

this particular area aroused an interest and indicated a 

need for more knowledge and w1derst a nding , as well as a 

rationale, for the use of music with the hearing impaired 

The music therapist n eeds to know _sornething about 

hearing impairment as wel l as general prin ciples and 

problems involved in the education of those suffering 

from such impa.irment. This knowled ge is esr,enti::3.l to 

he lp insure the success of the music therapist's attempts 

to work with hearing ·handicapped children. 

Sis te r Josepha (1 968 ), in her review of the 

literaturz concerning nrl.lsi c ther2.py for the deaf and hard 

of hearing, has stated that "one finds mainly articles 

and clinical reports on the Ut,e of music at institutions 
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fo r the deaf" (pp. 117-121). In presenting a summary 

o f common findings and results of various studies (Alvin, 

1965; Crigler and Snive1y, 1968, ; Datillo, 1953; Gilliland, 

1955 ; Giovaoni, 1960; Harbert, 1953; Lane, 1953; Madsen 

and Mears 1965; -Traughber, -1959; Wecker, 1939), she 

has indicated the meage rness o f research concerning the 

use of musi c with the _auditorially disabled; she , therefore, 

has r ecommen ded as useful the Modern Educationa l 'I1reatmen t 

o £ De a f 12.~..:?~. by Ewing ( 19 6 0 ) • 

Alvin (196.5) has written t ha t " r e search i n music 

and d.e;1fnes s has not been extensive because of t h e lack 

of workers who possess the necessary knowledge in the 

two fields" (p. 145). May (1961) has stated that "there 

is a need for a gcod bib liography on music for deaf . 

. Many artic l es have been written , but t h ey are at present 

hard to find " (f.L 223). rrhis statement may be inter--

preted t.o mean that. one has t o ~d.=:: a.rch for 2!_~ti..cles in 

of the dea f because there i s no bibliography e x clu~ively 

li mi ted to the use o~ ~u2ic wi th deaf children . 

HaTn.-t~'..C;l (1969) has o f fe:cec'. rec;;cmmendat.ions for 

f lJ.rther study a.s a re£~ult of he~ exploration a.nd dis ~· 

cussion of the values of music in te a ching the dea f : 
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(a) A continuing compilation of bibliographical 
material should be kept in order t o aid those 
who work with the deaf. 

(b) A bibliographical list of songs for use with 
the deaf is needed. 

(c) Someone should conduct a survey of teachers of 
the deaf to determine the extent to which , and the 
purpose for which music is used in their work with 
the deaf. 

(d) Music therapis.ts and dance therapists should be 
questioned concerning their training for and 
experience with the deaf. 

(e) Anothe r study should review the literatur e 
pertaining to the v a lues o f music in work ing 
with the hard of hearing and t he deafened [as 
a s upplement to Humrnel 's study] (pp. 103-104) . 

Definition of Terms 

Definitions of terms are presented as an aid 

to understandi n g this study. These are grouped ac

cording to three general areas of subject matter : (a) 

those pertaining to the characte ristics of ·s ound and of 

hearing , (b) those per taining to hearing loss, and (c) 

t hose perta ining ~o rehabilitation. 

Characteristics of Sound and of Hearing 

The frequency.of vib ration, that is, the number 

of cyc les per second (cps), is a physical aspect of 

sound; it is perceived as pitch ·which is a psychologi c al 

attribute of s0 '1nd . The term Hertz (Hz) is now used 
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to des ignate cps, in honor of Heinrich Hertz who con

firme d, in 1880, the existence of electromagnetic waves 

(Sande rs, 1971, p. 39). 

The unit of intensity level (loudness) is known 

as th e bel, named after Alexander Graham Bell, the in

ven t or o f the telephone . Because the bel is a rather 

l a r ge unit, a unit whose v a lue is one-te nth that of the 

be l i s commonly used; it is called the de cibel (dB), 

and i t i s a log a rithmic ratio which designate s by what 

proport ion one inte nsity l e vel d iffers from another . 

Furthermore, the decibe l is approximately equa~ to the 

s ma lle s t change in loudness t hat is perceptible to t h e 

a ve rage lis t ener (th e "just-noticeable-differe nce of 

loudness") (Bartholomew , 19 42, p. 20 6; Culver , 19 SG, 

p. 5 8; Wood, 1957, p . 54 ). 

Normal vibration of the voc al folds produces 

c omp lex h a rmonic sounds which consist of a fundamental 

tone with its various frequency components known as 

h armonics or partials . A graphic repres entation of these 

p atterns of sound, known as sound spectra (plural of sgec

t r um) , is the result of analysis of sound by means of 

speci al equipment . Vowels and voiced consonants are 

characterized by t wo or three ampli t ude (intensity) 

peaks which reflect the natural resonant or reinforcing 
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frequencies of the c a vities above the larynx. The con

centration of energy around each peak is ca~led a formant. 

According to Sanders (19 71), t he reception of the first 

a nd second f o rmants is essential for v owel identification, 

and the second formant of vowe ls coin cides with t h e most 

sensi tive frequency range of the ear--appro ximate ly 800 Hz 

to 225 0 Hz (pp . 41 , 51-53). (S e e Ap pendix A.) 

When one sound which is '\veak in intensity is 

covere d by another which is louder , t h e weaker sound 

is ap t to be very faint, or even in u dib l e . In this 

case , then, the weaker sound is ma sked (D av-is, ~1970, 

pp. .3 6 , 3 7) • 

When an a coustical engineer wishes t o emphasi ze 

a particular range of freq uen c ies, he uses ele ct r onic 

filters to reject signals ab o ve and below tl1e desi red 

f req uency. Thus, it is possible to tune to the desi red 

frequency or pass band . These bands may be wide or n arrow . 

Sometimes more than one pass b and is used for a given 

sound (D avi s and Silverman, 1970, p. 16). 

lmy speech sound that, in a t least one instanc~ 

in spoken language , can be shown to d ~ fferentiate one word 

from ano ther is des ignate d a phoneme . It is the basic 
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unit from ~hich words are built; it may be a vowel or a 

consonant. The general American dialect, spoken in mid

western areas of the United States, contains a total of 

thirty -eigµt phonemes. Sixteen of these are vowels, 

twenty- t-.,.,o are consonants (Sanders, 19 71, p ~ 37) . 

The threshold of hearing is the f a intest sound 

or lowes t level of intensity--expressed in decibels-

of a gi ven test tone, at a specified f requency, which 

can be dete c ted by a n individual at least fifty percent 

of a given number o f trials. Tones above the threshold 

are audible, those below are inaudible (Da vis, 1970, 

pp . 21- 22) • 

He a ring Loss 

Be caus e there h a s been much disagreement among 

a utho rities in the field of e d ucation of the deaf as to 

the corr e ct definition of the terms deaf , d•2afened, and 

hard of hearing (Meyerson, 19.63, pp. 118-126; Silverman 

and Lane, 1970, p. 386; Streng, 1958, pp. 9, 72), tJ1.e 

current tendency is to describe persons with a hearing 

loss as ~~!:~- *impai~~, indicating the s p ecific type 

o f loss and the degree of impa irment (Hardy , .L956; Naber, 

1966 ; Pollack, 1970; Ross a nd Calvert, 1967; San~ers, . 

19 71) . There are thre e genera l or f undamenta l types of 

hea ring loss: 
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(a) Conductive loss is due to poor transmission of 

sounds to the inner ear; the sound vibrations 

are not being transmitted through the outer and 

middle ear. If there is no impairment in the 

,,inner ear, this is called 12ure5oncl.uctivE: los::.-=;. 

Such a loss often can be treated medically or 

surgically. Medical treat~ent involve s control 

and prevention of conditions which can cause ri:1icldle 

ear infections; this is not diffi.cult. Proper 

care of respiratory conditions through correct 

prophylactic procedures and drug therapy is very 

helpful. Surgical procedures yield a succes s 

rate of anywhe re from fi fty to ninety percent 

depending upon the procedure used. . The aim 

is the correction of abnormalities of the conduc

tive mechanism. 

(b) Sensori-neural loss is the result of impairment 

of nerve endings, cells, or fibers in the inner 

ear or along the nerve pathway to the brain stem. 

Although sound waves may be conducted properly 

to the inner ear, the deficit in the inner ear 

prevents their reception and transmission to the 

brain for interpretation or understanding. When 

the impairment is confined to the structures of 
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the inner ear, it is referred to as a pure sensori

neural los s . Sometimes the term central deafne ss 

is us ed to denote impairment of the auditory p ath

ways from the inner ear to the brain. Although 

it i s not feasible to treat these nerve structures 

medically or surgically, it is possible to help 

an individual to he a r or to make use of his 

residual hearing through the use of a hearing 

aid . 

(c) Mixed l oss is encountered when both conductive 

and sensori-neural loss are present (Davis, 1970, 

pp. 47-81, 140-162; Newby, 1964, pp. 32-53; 

Walsh, 1970, pp. 164-175). 

The de gree of hearing loss is determined by means 

o f the administration of tests which measure hearing acuityt 

a nd this science is known as audiolog_y or audiometry. 

Sound sti muli are presented, usually in a structured 

setting, in the form of pure tones at certain specified 

frequencies and also through speech derived ·from standard 

word lists. The hearing measurement is plotted on a 

graph in terms o f decibel loss for each ear; and this 

picture is called an audiogram. There are slight dif: 

ferences in the number of decibels as s igned to each of 

the v arious categor ies which denote the extent of hearing 
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loss (Dav is, 1970, p. 255; Pollack, 1970, p. 6; Robbins , 

196 4, p. 14; Streng, 1958, p. 172). Streng's classi

fica tion F ill suffice to give us a general idea of these 

categories: 

Mi l d loss of twenty to thirty decibels in the 

better ear in the speech range. 

Ma r g i n a1 - los s of thirty to forty decibels. 

Modera t e -· loss of forty to sixty decibels. 

Severe - loss of sixty to seventy-five decibels. 

Pro found - los s of seventy-five or more decibels. 

Informa l testing procedures are used for infants 

a n d v e ry yo ·Lmg childre n . Th e se have bee n described 

adeq u a t e ly by Be nder (1970, pp. 183-188), Pollack (1970, 

pp .. 4 6- 55), and .My k lebus t (1964, pp . 244-284). 

Recruitni.e nt of loudness i:.--, an abnormally rapid 

i n crease i n subj e ctive loudness a s a function of sound 

pres s ure l e v e l (SPL). It is a distinguishing feature 

o f s e n s ori-neura l. hearing ·loss and is indicative of ab

normality of the sens e organ (organ of Corti) itself. 

Re crui t me nt me ans that faint or moderate sounds cannot 

be heard, yet, at the same time, there is little or 

no loss of the sense of loudness for loud sounds . Thus , 

the r~nge of comfortable hearing between that which is 
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inaudible and that which is too loud is likely to be 

great ly narrowed (Davis and Fowler, 1970, pp. 37, 94-95). 

Tinnitus refers to subjective head noises or 

ringing in the ·ears which may be localized in one ear or 

in both ears, or it may be unlocalized in the head. 

According to Davi s (1970), mos t people have some weak, 

high-pitched tinnitus most of the time, although they 

may not notice it except in very quie t surroundings. 

The sound is heard more or less continuously without any 

related acoustic stimulus. The loudness is likely to be 

matched to that of a tone some twenty decibels above 
~ 

threshold. Some people h a ve head noi s es which they 

des cribe as rushing or roaring, and they may compare 

these noise s to the wind in the trees or to an ai r blas t, 

o r , sometimes, to a low- pitched roar. Sometimes it is 

related to, and therefore beats with, the pulse. The 

noise is spontaneous and comes and goe s unpredictably. 

Mi.ld, spontaneous tinnitus may be inhibited or masked by 

speech; strong tinnitus may interfere with speeC"h reception. 

The common mild tinnitus corresponds to the spon

taneous discharge which has been found in auditory nerve 

fibers. It is regularly one of the after effects of 

exposure to a very loud noise. Mechanical or biochemical· 

irritation in the ear frequently is associated with 
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tinnitus which may continue for years without any change 

in the audiogram (Davis, 1970, pp. 96-97). 

Newby (196 4 ) has indicated that in conductive 

impairment of hearing, tinnitus tends to be characterized 

by s ounds of relatively low frequency, ranging from 120 

to 140 0 Hz . In sensori-neural imp a irment the pitch tends 

to be higher , in a range extending from 155 to 7800 Hz. 

However , there are some forms .of sensori-neural impairment 

in which the tinnitus is expe rienced as a low-pitched roar. 

Many hearing impaired people experience tinnitus con

tinuous ly; it is one of the most annoying features of 

impaired hearing (pp. 34, 48). 

Rehabilitation 

Education has been defined as the development 

of the general and special abilities of the mind thr ough 

a process of t e aching that seeks to develop character, 

train skills , and impart knowledge (Fri.end and Guralnik, 

19 60; Barnhart and Stein, 1961). The term has also been 

appl ied to progressive or desirable changes in a person 

as a result of t eaching and study (English and English, 

19 5 8). 

!~~~~-X has _been defined as the science which· 

deals with the treatment or application of remedies for 
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the cure, alleviation, or prevention of disorders (Wood, 

195 7, p. 67). 

Musi c therapy involves t h e functional use of music 

to cause nonmusical changes in human behavior. It is a 

tool b y means of which a t he rapist ~eeks to attain pre

defi neo. goals in terms of desirable behavior. The interest 

of the therapist is focused upon the nonmusical behaviors 

of the individual whose development of motor, social, 

and educational skills are more important t han his ability 

to perform as a polished musician (Dolan , 1973, p. 173). 

Backus (1957) considers change in human behavior 

to be a co.rm-ton goal of therapy a 11d of general education .. 

The difference lies only in the e mphasis whi ch education 

gives to intellectual aspects as opposed to the con

centration 0hich t h erapy places upon emotional factors 

or quality of human life (p. 1034). One usually thinks 

of education in terms of (a) t he development of intellec

tual capacity, (b) the acquisition of knowledge, and 

(c) the training of motor skills so that individuals may 

become productive citi zens of society. But education 

also seeks to expose the individual to an aesthetic appre

ciation of the fine arts. It also seeks to modify be~ 

havior by emphasizing mcral values. Therefore, it 

frequently is closely allied with - therapy. 
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According to Hirsh (1970), the aim of rehabili

tation is to restore, "as far as possible," functions 

that previously have been normal. "The concept applies 

to children or adults who, as a result of sickness or 

accident, lose some o f their ability to hear" (p. 349). 

Fo r Meye rson (19 63 , p. 2), the purpos e of rehabilitation 

is to assist the disabled person so that he may be able 

to return to society and to normal living. Reh ab ilitation, 

t hen, is the process of restoration. 

Audi to..EY_trainin~ is a process by which the hearing 

handi capped individual learns to make maximum use of his 

residual hearing to bring about ari d maintain contact 

with t he environment and to increase his ability to 

underst and spee ch (Oyer, 1966, p. 45; Robbins, 1964, 

p. 11). Auditory training will be described and discussed 

fully in Chapter Three of this paper. 

Frequently, the term residua l hearing appears in 

definitions of auditory training; yet the same author 

fails to explain the meaning of residual he a ring (Carhart, 

1960, p. 373; Ewing, _1961, p. 44 ·; Hofmarksrichter, 1963, 

p. 208). Some writers have substituted synonymous 

phras es, such as residuum of hearing , remaining hea ri~g, 

auditorv remnants, potential hearing, and potential 

auditory capacity (Goldstein, 1933, pp. 18, 502; Huizing, 
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19 60, p . 35; Newby, 1964, p. 291; Robbins, 1964, p. 11). 

Watson ( 19 6 2) has stated that the lower "level" [sj.c] 

of res idual hearing is the threshold of the child's 

hearing for pure tones. "The upper limits of this area 

are marked by the physiological limits of tolerance for 

very loud sounds" (p ~ 7) . Pollack ( 19 70, p. 16) considers 

residu a l hearing to be the difference between a child's 

unaided threshold of awareness and the aided threshold. 

It i s the full potential hearing which can be obtained 

by th e wearing and use of hearing aids "throughout the 

chi ld's waking hours 11 (pp. 1 7-18) . 

There are two types of loon svstem. The older 

one is known as an induction, or inductive, or inductance 

l~op s ystem . A coil of wire installed around a roo m 

emits a magnetic field in response to an ampli f ied elec

t r i c curr ent from the teacher's microphone. A tiny in

duction coil in the child's hearing aid picks up the 

s i gnals from the teacher's microphone and . translates 

the signals into amplified sound. This latter process 

is performed by a t·elephone attachment on the child's 

hearing aid. Provision is made often, though not always, 

for an extra switch which allows the child to turn on 

his microphone. Thi~ makes it possible for him to hear 

his own voice as well as that of the teacher. 
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The newer loop system is a carrier wave trans

mission s v stem. · The teacher's voice is amplified by her 

microph one; it is, again, delivered to a coil of wire 

encircling the room. However, this coil tra nsmits a 

h i gh-frequency radio wave which is balled a carrier wa ve. 

The carrier wav e , in turn, is modified by the audio 

signa l - -that is, the voice--either by amplitude modulation 

(AM) or frequency modulation (FM). The child wears a 

special recei ver pack which receive s t his modulated wave 

and transfers t h e amplified modulation to the child's 

ears either through ear ph ones or hearing aid receivers. 

Another rni.crophone is attached to · the chil d 's receiver 

pack so that he c an monitor his own voice (Bender, 1970, 

pp. 198-199 ). 

Silverman and Lane (1970) indicate that dactyl 

speech is synonymous wi t h fingerspelling (p. 391). 

Dactylology refers to the use or study of the m2nual 

alphabet . 

B ri ck ( 19 7 3 , p. 15 5 ) and Wo j an ( 19 6 3 , p . 8 7 6 ) 

define eurhythmics as t h e art of harmonious and expres sive 

bodi ly movement. This is achieved throGgh rhythmic 

bodily movement, and is de veloped with the aid of music. 

11 Rhythm is complex and involves action , movement, accent, 

stress, and development of patterns" (Wojan, p. 876). 
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Questio ns to be Answered in This Study 

In this study, answers were sought to several 

questions . Of t h ese questions, the following ones form 

the outl ine of and the basis of discussion in Chapter II: 

1. What is the structure of the hearing mechanism? 

2. What are the physical effects of hearing i m

pairment? 

3. Wnat are the psychological effects of hearing 

impa irment? 

4. What are the sociological e ffe cts o f hearing 

impai rment? 

5. What are the educat iorla l effects of hearing 

i mpairrr,ent? 

a. What are th e educational potenti a ls? 

b. Wha t are th e educational achievements? 

c. What are the educational goals ? 

6. What are t he communication factors in hearing 

impai rment? 

a . What is the role of communication? 

b. What are the methods of communication? 

c. What are the problems related to com

munica tion? 

The following questions indicate the manner of 

the formulation of Chapter III: 
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1. What steps or procedures must be followed 

in the rehabilitative process? 

2. What are the generalized goals of auditory 

training? 

a. How did the concept - of auditory training 

develop? 

b. What are t he principles of, and the prac

tices used in auditory tra ining? 

3. Wha~ general features are seen as character

istic, or serve as a common denominator, of 

auditory training? 

4. What specific suggestions are given for the 

use of music in each of t he ma nuals or hand

books selected for review? 

The que s tions whi ch f ollow are indicative of the 

outline for Ch a pter IV: 

1. What researc h has been done relative to the 

use of music with t he hearing impaired? 

2. How do the specific goals and techniques 

described in various works reflect the function 

of music in the general curriculum or the com

prehensive educational program? 

3. What special equipment and procedures are 

required in the Sound Perception Method? 
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4. On what acoustical findings, electronic 

equipment, and pedagogical principles is the 

Verbotonal System based? 

5. What distinctive features of the Orff ~~ethod 

are especially applicable to its use with 

the hearing i~paired? 

Procedures Used In This Study. 

An attempt to ob ta in references through Direct 

Acc e ss to Referen ce Informat ion (DATRIX), a Xerox Cor

poration service, yielded only one reference ,and itwas 

n o t related to this investigation. Therefore, the fol

lowing sources were consulted: 

(a) Bibliographies forming the basis of t he 

Computer Assisted Information Retrieval 

(CAIR) System in Mus ic Therapy (Eagle and 

Pre·witt, 1974). 

(b) The Comprehensive Dissertation Index, 

1861-1972 (1973) in the specific major 

areas of psychology and education. 

(c) The indices of the Educational Research 

Information Center (ERIC). 

(d) Biblio9raphies, journals, and books on the 

education of the deaf and on hearing re

habilitation. 
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Because professional journals and periodicals 

could not be taken out of the library, these were photo

co pied; pho tocopies of materials not availab le in the 

campus libraries were ordered through the Interlibrary 

Loan Librarian of Texas Woman 's University . Photocopied 

materials were rea d along with books and other resource 

materia ls. Several authorities in the fields of edu

cation of the deaf and musi c therapy were consulted 

by means of personal inte r view, correspondence , and 

observation of classes of aurally handicapped children. 

The investigator was also able to draw upon experience 

gained whi le working in close association with a therapist 

who earned degrees at the bacca l aureate and master's 

levels in speech therapy and audiology (Gleeson, 1970-1972). 

Delimitations of t ~e Study 

This study does not presume to be offered as a 

substitute for the comprehensive information found in 

the content of such courses as (a) the anatomy and physi

ology of the ear and of the central nervous system, 

(b) acous tics, or (c) forms of communication with the 

deaf . Nor will any attempt be made to make va lue judg

ments in these and other controversi a] areas. 
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A thesis has been written in which the values 

of music in tea~hing the deaf are presented and dis

cussed (Hummel, 19 69) . This has been made available 

in condensed form in the Volta Review (1971, Vol. 73 , 

Noo 4). Therefore, only a brief resume of this topic 

is appropriate as a p a rt of this study. 

A justificat ion for the use of music as therap y 

should not be necessary. Presumably, the music therap ist 

is convinced that a need exists for the therapeutic use 

of music . The necessary educational preparat ion is struc

tured so that the music the rapist may thoroughly under

stand the his tori cal bases for the ·use of music therapy . 

The study o f the physiological and psychologi cal effects 

of music comprise the content of several courses. 'This 

information constitutes the equipment or arrnamentar iurn 

of the mus ic the rap ist. 

A summary of the contributions of the music 

therapy profession to th e rehabilitation of the hearing 

i mpa ired has been supplied by Sister Joseph a (1968). 

Her discussion is readily accessible to music therapists. 

Descr i ptions of the work of some music therapists were 

not included, for various ·-reasons, in the summary by 

Sister Josepha. However, these reports concerning the 

work of music therapists in hearing . and speech therapy 
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have appeared in the Journal of Husic 'l1herapy (Baird, 

1969; Cartwright and Huckaby, 1972; Latham, Edson, and 

Toombs , 1 965; Michel and May, 1974; Seybold, 1971). 

Therefore , they are readily available to members of the 

music therapy profession. Hence, this study has been 

limited to a description and di.scussion of the efforts 

of hearing and speech therapists in using music func

tionally for rehabilitation of the hearing impaired. 

In summary, this study is limited to presenting 

information for the benefit of the beginning music thera

pist. The content and focus of discussion are the primary 

areas of concern in rehabilitation Aof the hearing impaired , 

especial ly in auditory training. The pertinent infor mation 

which forms t h e body of this investigation may be 

characterized as: 

(a) that which is basic or fundamenta l to the 

education and training of qualified speech 

and hearing therapists and educators of the 

hearing impaired. 

(b) that which appears i.n professional journals 

and related literary works ordinarily avail

able and of particular concern onl.y to 

persons engaged in the study of and/or the 
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practice of hearing rehabilitation, speech 

therapy, or education of the deaf . 

(c) that which is not readily available to music 

therapists, p a rticularly be.cause it is not 

incorporated in the Journ al o f Music Theraov 

or other related works. 



CHAPTER II 

HEARING AND THE LIMITATIONS 

IMPOSED BY ITS IMPAIRMENT 

1. Structure of th~ Hearing Mechanism 

The human ear is made up of three parts, the 

outer , middle, and inner ear. The outer ear consists of 

two parts. The expanded portion which projects from the 

side of the head is known as the auricula or auricle, or 

the pinna , or the ear flap. The second component of the 

external ear is called the meatus acusticus externus, or 

the external acoustic meatus, or the external auditory 

canal, or -the ear canal . It is about an inch in l~ngth 

and end s at the membrana tympani which is also called 

the tympanic membrane, or the drum membrane, o r the ear

d rum (see Appendix B, Figure 1). 

The middle ear is also called the tympanic cavity, 

or the cavum tympanum, or the tympa num, or the drum. The 

middle ear consists of the area between the eardrum and 

the inner ear. This cavity is between one and two cubic 

centimeters in volume which is the approximate size of a 

sugar cube. The middle e a r is lined with mucous membrane 

which is continuous with the lining of the nasal cavities, 

the na.sopharynx, and the Eustachian tube. This latter 

24 
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structure is sometimes called the tuba auditiva, or the 

t ub a acustica, · or the tuba audit iva Eustachii, or the 

auditory tube. Also, within the middle ear are the audi

tory ossicles: three small bones c alled the malleus, in-

cus, and stapes, o r the hammer, anvil, and stirrup. They 

are linked together to f orm a mechanical bridge between 

t he ea r drlli71 and the fenestra ovalis , o r fenestra vestibuli, 

o r the oval window , which is one o f the entrances to the 

inner ear. 

The inner ear is also known as the auris interna, 

or the internal ear. It is found in the pet rous portion 

of the temporal bone and consists ~fa series of inter

connected tubular structures referred to as the labyrinth. 

The labyrinth consists of two parts: the osseous or bo ny 

labyrinth , and the membranous labyrinth. The membranous 

labyrinth which i s enclosed within the os seous labyrinth 

contains the f luid, endolymph; this flu id is similar to 

the fluid within cells. The o sseous labyrinth contains 

perilymph, a clear fluid simil a r in chemical cons tituents 

to cerebrospinal fluid. Although its phy s ical properties 

resemb le those that are characteristic o f water, it is 

more viscous. There are two major divisions within the 

la.l?yrinth: 

portion. 

the non-acoustic portion and the acoustic 
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Within the non-acoustic portion lie the vestibule 

and the semicircular canals which are the organs of equi

libri um. They are held in place by numerous fibrous bands 

which stretch across the space between them and the bony 

walls . The saccule and the utricle are located within 

the vestibule. They are the sense organs of static equi-

libri um , that is, the linear relationship of the body 

to the pull of gravity. 

The semicircular ducts form the membranous portion 

of t he semicircular canals. They are three in number and 

are positione d at right angles to each other. They are 

situated above and behind the vestibule. The canals sha r e 

one common aperture so that they communicate with the 

vestibule through five orifices in its posterior wall. 

Th e structure is similar to that of the saccule and the 

utricle. In this instance, the acceleration or decelera-

tion of the body as it rotates in space is believed to be 

the stimulus responsible for initiating retlex response(s) 

of the vestibular system(vertigo, nystagmus, nausea, etc.). 

The acoustic portion of the labyrinth is the coch

lea, which resembles a snail shell; ·it is approximately 

the size of a pea, or the tip of a little finger (see 

Appendix B, Figures land 2). The cochlea forms the 

anterior part of the labyrinth. It consists of (a) • a 
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coni cal-shaped central axis or pillar, the modiolus; 

(b) a canal, the inner wall of which is formed by the 

central axis; and (c) a delicate lamina, or thin flat 

plate, which projects from the modiolus and partially 

divides it in two. The bony canal of the cochlea winds 

spira lly around the rnodiolus 2 3/4 turns. Unrolled, it 

is about 30 millimeters, or about an inch i n length. At 

the base it is about 3 mill i meters in diameter; it dimin

ishes gradually in diameter from b ase to summit, where 

it terminates in the cupula , which forms the apex of the 

cochlea (see Appendi x B, Figure 3). The b asi lar membrane 

stretches from the free border of the lamina to the outer 

wall of the cochlea and complete ly separates the canal 

into two passages . These pas sages communicate with each 

oth er at the apex of the modiolus, through a small opening, 

named the heliotrema. The lower canal, the scala tymp ani, 

or tympanic canal, ends at the fenestra cochleae, or the 

fenestra rotunda, or the round window which is closed by 

the secondary tympanic membrane and communicates with the 

tyrnpanic cavity or middle ear. The upper can a l is known 

as the scala vestibuli, or vest ibular canal. A second, 

more deli cate membrane, the vestibular membrane of Re issner, 

extends from the spiral lamina to the outer wall of the 

cochlea. It is attached at a distance above the outer 
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edge of the basilar membrane. In this manner, a third, 

triangular-shaped canal is fo rmed. This middle canal 

is known as the scala media, or the ductus cochlearis, 

o r the cochlear duct (see Appendix B, Figures 3 and 4). 

The basilar membrane supports the spiral organ 

o f Cort i which is compos ed of a series of epithelial 

structures (see Appendix n, Figures 3 and 4). These 

include supporting cells and hair cells which bear a 

number o f non- motile cilia, or hairs, at the free ends. 

The basal ends of the cells are in contact with fibers 

of the cochlear branch of the acoustic nerve. A shelf

l i ke structure, the tectorial memb rane, covers, and 

main tains contact with, the cili a of the hair cells 

(Culver, 1956, pp. 48 - 51; Davis, 1970, pp. 47-53; Denes 

& Pinson , 1963 , pp. 65-75; Geldard, 1972, pp. 167-176 , 

401-437; Gray, 1973, pp. 1068-1096 ; Jacob & Francone, 

1974, pp. 295-301; Littler, 1965, pp. 1-4; Myklebust, 

1964, pp. 11- 15; Newby, 1964, pp. 16-23; Steen & Montagu , 

1959, pp. 171-1 81; Stevens, Warshofsky , et al ., 1969, 

pp. 36-43; Woodburne, 1967, pp. 139-146, 175-191) ~ 

2. Physical Effects of Hearing ~airmen t 

To best have a workable concept of what hearing• 
is, we need to replace our thought of "the ear" with 
the thought of "the hearing mechanism." The normal 
use of hearing involves adequate functioning of a 
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series of connecting structures: the outer ear, the 
middle ear, the inner ear, and the brain. Each part 
of this mecharii srn. o • has a different function in 
the process of hearing. Damage to any one part of 
the sequence will have a different, adverse effect 
upon the ability to hear (Robbins, 1964, p. 6). 

Because modern man usually lacks the ability to 

move the pinna, it is often con sidered to be ornamental 

rather than functional (Newby, p. 18). It does serve the 

minor role of concentrating the sound and d~livering it to 

the ear c ana l. In turn, the canal contains hairs and 

wax-producing glands which serve to protect the drum mem-

brane from the penetration of dirt and insects. It also 

decreases th e effect of temperature and humidity and pro

t ect s the middle ear and the inner ear from physical dam

a ge . Acoustic waves impinging upon the pinna travel into 

the ear canal and set the drum membrane into v ibration. 

Because the ear canal is an acoustic resonator, it am

plifies sound waves at frequencies near its resonant fre

quency--3,000 to 4,000 (Hertz)--which humans hear most 

sharply. If too much wai accumulates in the ear canal, 

the resultant blockage will interfere with one's ability 

to hear. When the pinna or the canal is rudimentary or 

missing (agenes is or atresia) , hearing will be impaired. 

Sound vibrations via the eardrum are transferred 

to the ossicular chain of the middle ear and are modified 
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by t he action of connecting muscles in the chain to pro

tect the ear ag~inst the damaging effects of very loud 

sounds. This is done more effectively when loud sounds 

increase gradually to allow time for the muscles to 

func tion. The purpose of this chain is to conduct vi

brations by direc t me ch anical transmission to the inner 

ear at the oval window. In addition, this bone levera ge 

system serves (a) to amplify incoming vibra tions by doub 

ling or tripling their force, and (b) to attenuate the 

energy some 15 t o 30 times. The l atter process is known 

as imped ence matching and, for t h is discussion, involves 

the relationship between the si ze of the drum membrane 

a nd the size of the ova l window. 

There are two other openings in the middle ear, 

the purpose and function of which are significant for the 

understanding of auditory processes: The Eustachian 

tube and the round window. The Eustachian tube provides 

a tubular connection between the middle ear and the 

nasopharynx, making possible the e q ualization of air 

pressure on both sides of the drum membrane; this is done 

by the act of swallowing, yawning, or sneezing. Lacking 

this protective device, the drum membrane would be in 

danger of rupture. The round window, located just below 
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the oval window, provides another membranous contact 

between the middle and inner ear. As the stapes moves, 

its footplate which is attached to the oval window creates 

pressure waves in the cochlear fluid which is forced to 

the round window in a bulging action·. 

When hearing loss results from lesions in the 

middle ear, it is classified as conductive loss and some-

times called transmission deafness. The most common 

caus e of conductive impairment is an inflammation or in

fection of the middle ear called otitis media, which is 

c ommonly associated with upper respiratory infection. 

The vestibule of the inner ear houses the utricle, 

sensitive to the pull of gravity, and the saccule which 

may be a sense organ for vibration. This central portion 

of the inner ear joins the loops of the semicircular canals 

(that form the sense orga n for turning in space) and the 

snail-like coil of the cochlea, the organ of hearing. 

Three practical consequences of the close anatomical 

association between the non-acoustic labyrinthine sense 

organs and the cochlea are: (a) the symptom of vertigo 

(an illusion of spinning or revolving movement of a per

son's body or of the environment) is often associated with 

certain forms of deafness; (b) the surgeon can make the 

bony channels of the vestibule and semicircular c~nals 
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alternative pathways for sound; and (c) tests of the non

acoustic labyrinth are very helpful in the differential 

diagnosis of certain forms of hearing loss. 

The cochlea is divided by a membranous wall into 

upper , or vestibular , and lower, or tympanic, galleries 

(scalae) or canals .. The basilar membrane provides another 

division, the cochlear d uct. It is on the ves t ibular 

side of the basilar membrane that the sensory ce l ls 

known as the organ of Corti are found. The vibratory 

energy from the midd l e ear c aus es the fluid in the cochlea 

to move against the basilar membrane which bulges and un --

dulates . This , in turn, results in a shear ing a ction 

between the basilar and tectoria l membrane s causing one 

or more of the thousands of attached hairs to bend so 

as to generate electrochemical impulses (see Appendix B, 

Figures 4 and 5). It is at this point that s ound is 

transduced from mechanical to neural energy. These im

pulses are carried by nerve fibers to t he · rnain trunk 

of the acoustic portion of the eight h c rania l nerve, and 

thence, through a complicated system of relay stations 

and integrating areas , to various centers of _the brain 

for p r ocessing and interpretation. The end result is . 

the sensation of hearing. 
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A defect o f any one compo nent of a sens ory end-
1 

organ , such as the e ar, ~esults in a defect of the periph~ 

eral nervous s y stem. Thus, one sometimes hears the term 

"peripheral deafness" used in reference to some types 

of hearing loss. Deafness which results from deficien-

cies in the inner ear (irrespective of the specif ic site 

of t he lesion), or of the eighth cranial n erve between 

the inner ear and the brain stem , i s c lassified as being 

of the sensori-neural type wh ich is f r equently ca lled 

perc eptive impairment or nerve loss. Congenital hearing 

loss of the sensori-ne ural type may be the res ult of 

genetic defect or of prenatal maternal disease causing 

damage to the embryo in utero. When the impairmen t is 

acquired , the causative agent may be disease, trauma 

such as fr a cture of the temporal bone o r expos ure to in

tense nois e, the toxic effects o f drugs, or the process 

of growing older. The aging process is cons idered to 

be the most common cause, and the condition is r eferred 

to as presbycousis, or presbyacous ia, or presbycusis. 

When the acoustic nerve leaves t he cochlea and 

enters the brain stem, it h as reached the c e ntral ner

vous system (see Appendix B , Figure 6). There f ore, any 

defect in the ne rve pathways within the brain stem, 

cerebellum, or cere bral hemispheres produces a central 
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audi tory disorder. Disorders of this type are neuro-

logical and fall' within the domain of study of th e neu

rologist and neuropsychiatrist rather than that o f the 

otologist (Culve r , pp. 51-55; Davis, pp. 47-59, 83-87, 

101- 126; Litt le r , pp. 6-11; Myklebust , 1964, pp . 11-18, 

41-42; Newby , pp. 1 6-29, 32-56; Steve ns, Warshofsky, 

et a l., pp. 36-51; Seltzer, 1966, pp. 559-5741\). 

According to Robbins (19 64 ), response to sound 

is dependent up on the a dequacy of th r ee interrelated and 

interlocking systems: 

1. Sensory System--where mech a nica l impulses 
are converted to elect r och emi c al i mp ulses whi ch 
constitute the " language " of the bra in. 

2. The Cent ral Nervo us System--which ultimate ly 
interprets and r eacts to the sensory stimul us. 

3. The Psychological Processes--which enab l e 
the Sensory and Centra l Ne rvous Systems to f unction 
(p. 10). 

The Sens ory System, according to Robbins, is 

synonymous with the peripheral nervous system. For the 

auditory sens e, this involves almost all of t he structures 

of the oute r, middle, and inner ear and the acoustic 

branch of the eighth c ranial n e rve. It excludes the 

nonacou~tic labyrinthine structures, that is, the vesti

bular mechanism, and the vestibular branch of the eighth 

cranial nerve ; these mediate the labyrinthine sense of 

equilibrium and of bodily orientation. Inadequacies in 
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the sensory system may interfere with auditory perception 

partial ly or compl~tely. Another possibility is that 

the auditory signal may be distorted, or the re may be 

gaps, or unevenness o f acuity, in the hearing range. 

The centra l nervous system consists of the bra in 

and the spinal cord. Hm·1eve r , the fibers of the eigh th 

cranial nerve enter th e brain stem directly !rom th e 

cochlea . They travel a compl icated route f rom sub-

cortical to cortical l evels . Some f iber s cross over 

to the opposite hemisphere. Th is ar rangemen t s e rves 

as a protective device so that trauma to the t empora l 

lobe on one side may not n ecessarily resul t i n loss of 

hearing . When t he ne rve fibers rea ch t he sensory pro

jection area of t he cerebral cortex , s ensory r eception 

takes place . The specific area f or audition is i n the 

ter.1pora l lobe . But the sensory perception--in t his case 

it i s h earing--i s not comp l e te until other ne r ve fiber 

activity t ake s place. In other words , t he memory has 

to be called upon to give meaning to the sensory in forma-

tion. The associative process involves a coffiputer-like 

activity in the brain for exchange and synthesis of 

data. Thus, not only is the project i on area for he a ring 

involved, but also projection and association areas for 
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other senses. Perception does not take place until the 

stimulus has been received and interpreted. Finally, the 

motor areas of the brain {cerebral cortex and cerebellum) 

must become involved in the response which is made by the 

organism (Jacob and Francene, pp. 224-226). 

Sub-cortical and cortical brain dysfunction may 

be a result of inherent, organi c deficiency, trauma, drug 

toxicity, or disease. The ty~e of difficulty manifested 

wil l depend upon the site of dysfunction: activities af

fecte d might be listening, directing one's attention 

to a particular sound, retrograde or antegrade recall, or 

remembering and understanding r:~ ounds as symbols for 

experiences from the past. 

The term central deafness may be applied to a 

defect or to dysfunction at the sub - cortical level. 'rhe 

term aphasia is used to designate a symbolic diso r der 

at the cortical level; this may be receptive or expres-

sive. Some time s a disorder of this type may be classi-

fied as a speech disorder , or a language disability, 

rather than an auditory problem. Or there may be 

psychogenic deafness due to emotional factors (Myklebust, 

1954, pp. 143-178, 182-213). 
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The psychological processes which make learning 

possible take pl~ce in the brain, but they are developed 

and influenced by the quality of experiences in the 

environment and involve the ability to integrate experi

ences and i mpressions. The sequential developmental pat

tern should include: 

(a) Ieentification--recognition of, and r e 

sponse to, people and things. 

(b) Internalization--the storing of experiences 

with the auditory component. 

(c) Imitation--the desire to be and to act like 

the parent-figure (Robbins , p. 9). 

The psychological processes involve the normal use of 

sensation by the central nervous system to make contact 

with the environment and to interact with the environ

ment. A defect or disruption of normal activity within 

any one component of this triad diminishes the response 

of the organism despite the potential capability . 

3. Psychological Effects of Hearing Impairment 

· One of the best ways to understand the psycho

logical effects of impaired hearing is to become aware 

of the psychological· levels of normal hearing as outlined 

and discussed by Ramsdell (cited in Davis , 19 70, pp. 435-
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442) . At the primitive level of hearing, we react to 

the changing background of sounds of the world around us 

wi thout being awa re that we hear t.hem. Nor are we a~rare 

that our hearing of this auditory background of daily 

life establishes a feel ing, or af f ective tone, of being 

a part o f a living world. We live in our environment 

in different degrees of security and insecu_ri ty which 

req uires us to main tain a readiness to react to the 

changing events of our environme nt. Of ,course, once we 

become aware of a background sound we ar e no longer 

hearing at the primitive level. When the sounds of our 

en vironme nt serve as signs or signals o f events which 

are happening or will occur, we are he a ring at the warning 

level. And o ur ability to react gives us a sense of 

security. Rams dell (1970) considers the aesthetic ex

perience of the enjoyment of the sounds of nature and 

o f music to be a function of the secon~ or warning level 

(p . 441). Man, as a soci a l being, has a ·need to com

municate with others . For this purpose, he uses words 

which are symbols for creatures and objects as well as 

for activities and abstract ideas. Therefore, the 

third level of auditory function may be called the sym

bolic level. We hear at all three levels simultaneously, 
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but the psychological effects of hearing impairment or 

los s . at the primitive and warning levels seem to -ere ate 

th e most crucial impact (p. 439) o 

At any level, the sensory deficit may be thought 

of as a type of sensory deprivation. Naber (1966) con

siders deafness to be a major form of sensory deprivation 

and the developmental experiences of a deaf child to be 

dif ferent from that of a child with normal hearing: 

difference manifests itself in the child's reactio ns 

"'The 

to his environment and the environme .1t's reaction to the 

child" (p. 483). Streng (1958) characteriz es deafness as 

a cutting off of auditory stimulation: 11 Deafness, in 

whatever degree, n e cessarily brings a modification in the 

total r eact ion of the individual" (p. 8). After observing 

hundreds of patients, Ra~s dell (1970, p. 439) is convinced 

that the a.nswer to their persistent quest ion, "Why do I 

feel so depressed, so c aught in a dead world? 11 is to 

be found in the 11 destruction 11 of the 11 sound--coupling 11 

which connects the individual at the unconscious level 

with the aliveness and activity of the world. Thus, 

Ramsdell sees the outstanding effects of sensory depriva

tion in the deaf to be a sense of insecurity and depr~s

sion. 
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Various studies (Goldberger, 1966; Hebb, 1955; 

Li lly, 1956; Roserizweig and Gardener, 1966; Shurley, 

1961; Ziskind, 1965) have attempted to define and ex

plain the effects of perceptual isolation on persons with 

normal hearing. Because these experiments involve multi

sensory deprivation (vision, taction, and hearing), the 

effects are not exactly the same as in impairment of 

only one sense modality such as hearing. Nevertheless, 

according to Myklebust (1964), these studies adequately 

reveal man 's ma r ked dependence on environmental contact 

to mainta in a sense of well-being. Furthermore, it 

should be noted that 

all types and degrees of de afne ss , at any age, bring 
about i s ol ation an d de tachment from the envi ronment , 
especially from e a s y , normal contact with othe r 
people (Myklebust, pp. 49-50). 

Ruesch and Kee s (1966), in discuss ing disturba nces of 

perception, have observed that "the deaf are us ually more 

unfortunate than the blind, because the loss of hearing 

isolates them almost completely from others " (p. 1 79) . 

Certain pathological conditions associated with deafness, 

such as recruitment, di stortion of sound, tinnitus and 

vertigo, are thought to cause additional anx{ety and 

frustration; these, •in turn, may be re£lected in behav

ioral characteristics (Myklebust, p. 130). Data 
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supporting this assumption is lacking; however, this is 

no cause for denying the influence of these variables 

upon the individual. It means that, at the present time, 

we must rely on the verbalizations of those who have 

experienced one or more of these phenomena. 

Hearing not o n ly provides informatj_on concerning 

events in our environment, it also provides a means for 

monitoring our thoughts and feelings. Myklebust (1964) 

has suggested that impairment in hearing would cause 

dif ficulty in the development of feelings and attitudes 

similar to those of one ' s peers, the psychological pro

cess known -as identification which is thought to be re

lated to the acquisition of language (pp. 116-117). 

The monitoring function of audition is essential to ma in

tain realistic contact with the people and events in 

our environment. vlhcn input from this channel is reduced, 

it requires an increase of input from other channels. 

Thus, impaired hearing forces the individual to depend 

upon his senses of vision and taction (especially the 

vibratory sense) to maintain environmental contact. 

This , in turn, results in a difference in sens ory experi-

ence, in problems, and in the psychology o f those with 

impaired hearing (pp. 54, 118) . Because of these dif-

ferences, it has been speculated that the personali'ty 
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of the deaf person may have developed in a faulty manner 

and that it ten ds· -towards the abnormal. Goldberger (1966) 

h as suggested that the personality is a determining fac

tor in the psychological effects o~ and the adaptive re

s ponse t~ sensory ·isolation. Se llers (1963) utilizes 

t his approach in discussing the effe cts of prosperity 

a nd adversity on the altruistic and on the egocentric 

t ypes of personality. He attributes Beefuoven 's greatness 

t o his built-in mechanism o f n ever s urrendering to ad

versity which acted "only as a challenge and as a s pur 

t o gre ate r effort 11 (p. 1169) . In contrast, Sellers 

theorizes t hat the egocen tric per s onality's reaction to 

a dversity is one of "bitterness towards himself and re

sentment towards his fellowman whom he seeks to connect 

causally \vith his adversi t y '' (p. 1160) 

Pintner, Eisenson and Stanton (19 46) initiated 

the early work on the relations hip of emotional factors 

to deafness . Toge t her with Brunschwig (1936~ Pintner de

vised special personal i ty tes ts in the form of question

naires ; these were standardized on control groups of hear

ing children . Deaf groups we re compared chiefly on t h e 

basis of the teaching methods used , the presence or ab~ence 

of other deaf persons in the home, and the age of onset 
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of deafness. Deaf children from homes where there were 

other deaf persons, such as the parents or siblings, were 

foun d to be better adjusted than deaf children who had 

normal hearing parents and siblings. Notable differences 

in personality adjustment were seen in that the fears 

of deaf children tended to be more unrealistic and they 

tolerated delayed reward less well. Some studies 

(Springer , 1938: Springer ana· Ro slow, 1938: Myklebust 

and Burchard , 1945) used the Brown Personality Inventory 

and the Haggerty-Wickman-Olson Behavior Rating Schedules 

to study the emotional stability of deaf children who 

were matched in intelligence and socio-economic status. 

Although no differences were found between the congeni

tally deaf a n d the advantitiously ( acq uired ) deaf groups, 

there was a higher incidence of psychoneurotic tendencies 

and behavio r problems in the deaf than in the hearing 

children (Mykleb ust , 1964, p. 122 ). 

Free play and drawing tests are most useful 

procedures for studying the personality of children of 

preverbal age. However , these techniques were not used 

in the earliest studies of the personality development 

of hearing impaired children. Instead, investigations 

were made after some degree o f verbal facility had been 

achieved. Projective techniques and paper and pencil 
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tests are dependent upon verbal facility. Yet, the 

hea r ing, impaired · are slower than those with normal hea ring 

in acquiring language. The bulk of the data on children 

an d youth in attendance at residential and day schools 

is derived from pencil and paper tesf.s. Myk lebus t ( 19 6 4) 

cons iders the data to be too limited and meager (pp . 121-

122 ). Meyerson (1963) regards the data as unreliable . 

He b elieves t hat, instea d of a psychology of deafness, 

"we have primarily a sociology of ch i ldren and youth who 

a t tended s pecial schools and classes'' (pp . 125-143) . 

Personality tests of hearing impa ired adults ha.ve 

been adminis tere d in the form of p e rsonality inventories 

(P intner, Fusfeld, and Brunschwig, 1937; Myk lebus t, 1964; 

Welles, 1932) and questionn aire s (Heide r and Heider, 194 1 ) . 

More recent studies (McAndrew, 1938; Levine, 1948, 1956) 

have used pr ojective tests , such as the Rohrschach (19 42 ). 

However, Neyhus (1962) found that performance on the 

Rohrs chach and on the Rotter Incornplete Sentence Test 

( 19 50) was related to language faci.li ty. Therefore= , it 

would seem that such tests should be used only after 

adequate language has been acquired. Bindon ( 19 5 7) 

used the Rohrschach Test in combination with t he Make A 

Picture Story (r~PS) Test (Schneidman, 1951), which is 
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not dependent on linguistic ability. Myklebust (1964) 

devised a Human Figure Drawing Test which was an adap

tation of the Goodenough Test and the Scales devised 

by Witkin (1954) and by Machover (1949); these seek to 

evaluate human behavior in terms of body i mage. The 

findings of these studies tended to agree with the pre

viously cited studies of the personali ty of .deaf children. 

Additional specific characteristics were revealed 

by the projective tests. Levine (1948, 1956) reported 

that the deaf were significantly inferior in conceptual 

·thinking and had l imited interests but we:re 11 signifi

cantly superior in mental reaction to the more concrete 

type of test stimulus" (1956, pp. 127-128). In Bindon's 

study (195 7) the Rorschach indicated greater rigidity 

and the :MP ... PS showed schizophrenic signs in children whose 

deafness was the result of rubella. The Drawing of a 

Human Figure Test demonstrated the altered perceptual 

b eha v i or of the deaf. On the basi s of sex and the type 

of school attended, his self-image and perception of 

others differed from that which is judg-ed to be normal. 

The refore, Myklebust (1964) concluded from this study 

that there i s a relationship betwee n deafness and person

ality developmen t and that the psychological organization 
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and structure are different when deafness is present 

from infancy (pp. 172, 176). 

Because the personality becomes apparent in the 

behavior and so6ial adjustment of an indivi dual, it might 

be best to consider the available data in terms of the 

social effects of hearing impairment. 

4. Socioloqical Effects o f Hearing Impairment 

Investigations into the effects of deafness on 

social grouping and relationships (Gregory, 193 8 ) seemed 

to indic a te that de af children formed less adequa te social 

relationships than the hearing and that this was rel a~ed 

to the limitation o f language. The f inding·s o f t hese 

studies of children and youth were conf i r rnec by the data 

from further investigation s of Habbe (1 936 ), Kendall 

(1958), Kirk ( 1938 ), Knapp (1948), Levine ( 1958), Lyon 

(1934), Menninger (1924), Mott (18 99 , 1900), Myk lebust 

(1960), Soloman (1943), anc1 Zeckel (1950). 

Rei vich and Rothrock ( 19 72) employed Uie technique 

of factor analysi s 0 £ problem behav ior of deaf children 

to identify clusters or patterns ()f individual r)roblem 

behaviors; the pPrpose was to ma_ke corrpari.sons ·with . other 

populations, such as the deaf, normal ('•vithout phy~; ical 

or psychological handica~), and disturbed (emotlonally 
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dis turbed and delinquent) children. Three factors were 

found to be universally present in all the populations 

of children and adolescents 1 and the factor structure 

was "more similar to t han different from" the other 

populations studied. These were virtually identical 

to the conduct problem, personality problem, and 

immaturity-inadequacy dimensions of Quay and Peterson 

( 19 6 7) • Two other factors, labeled isolation and com-

munication problem, may represent a deafness-specific 

cluster of behavior problems. 1'Al though these dimensions 

do not appear to be quantitatively important, both may 

well be related to the sensory deficit that characterizes 

this population" (R.e ivich and Rothrock , ppw 93-103) e 

Accordin g to th e findings o f this study, then, it appears 

that the incidence of problem behaviors is not higher 

in popul ations of hearinq impaired children and youth , 

and the problems 

are not as great 

of isolat ion and communication ap parently 

they had previously been thought to 

be. This viewpoint, however, is i n direct opposit ion 

to that o f the professional experts who have worked with 

the deaf. The investigators, therefore, recommended 

controlled comparison studies o f the isolation ari.d com··· 

munication factors in order to arrive at 11 de fini ti v e 

quantitative conclusions" (p. 103). 
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If the isolation and communication factors are 

not significant, 011e may ask, 11Hhy do marriage patterns 

and socialization tendencies indicate that the hearing 

impaired prefer to associate with those who are simi

larly handicapped?" Vernon (1969) thinks the answer lies 

in (a) inadequate education, (b) too much stress on 

oral communication, (c) insufficient vocation al training, 

a nd (d) too little participation of the hearing impaired 

in decision making and in guidance programs. The latter 

is seen to be the fault of normally hearing individuals 

in positions of auth ori ty . It is suggested tha t the de af 

have more to say about affairs which directly conce rn 

them (Vernon, p p . 541-542). 

Vernon (1969 ) has stated t hat t he educational 

achievement and vocational attainment of the deaf popu

lation is grossly below that o f national averages . The 

deaf have been forced into blue-collar work ; very few 

work at white-collar jobs. Also, very few· are able to 

enter trades Fhich require skilled labor; instead, tho 

deaf are employed in unskilled and semiskilled kinds of 

work (pp. 541, 558). Yet, according to Myklebust (1964) 

the deaf have shown preferences for occupations other 

than manufacturing or trades. It has been suggested 
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that guidance and counselling be given special emphasis 

to determine and to develop the aptitudes of the deaf. 

Furthermore, vocational training should extend over a 

longer period than that which is required for the nor

mally hearing person (Myklebust, 1964, pp. 380-401). 

Employment trends point to the increasing demand 

for hi gher levels of educ a tional ach ievement in every type 

of work . Thi s means that , if.the deaf are to compete 

succ essfully in the job market, they must be given better 

educat ion and vocation a l training (Vernon, pp. 541-560). 

5. Educationa·l Effects of Hearing Impairment 

a. Educational Potentials 

The re h as been consi. de rab le controversy con·

cerning t he mental status of the deaf child. According 

to Goldstein (1933), deafness is, intrinsically, a handi

cap of the sens ory organ, but not essen t ially an index 

of mental inefficiency. 

If effective me as urements and accurate tests 
were devised to record the in tellig ence q uot ient 
of the dea f child, his I. Q. registration wou l d not 
differ from that of a normal ch ild. The handicap 
of deafness deori ves the child of one of the mcict 

~ . . 

vital a.ve nues for reaching the brain, and, unless 
other avenues of approach are found, the mental 
development of such a child must suffer (p. 251). 
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Meyerson (1963) has summarized the findings of 

what he considers to be the major investigations. In 

individual performance t e sts, one group of investigators 

(Lyon and others , 1933; MacKane , 1933; Amoss, 1936; 

Peterson , 1936; Roth, 1938; Zeckel and van der Kolk, 

1939; Morrison , 1940; Capwell, 1945; Johns on, 1947; 

/ 
Oleron, 1953) f o und the intelligence quotients to be 

lower foi deaf ch ildren as c ompared with no rmal hearing 

children control groups. liThe median I. Q. o f the means 

re po rte d by the s e investigators was 9 l 11 (Meyerson , 19 6 3 , 

p. 128). Another gro up o f investigators (Drever and 

Collins, 1928 ; Schick and Meyer , 1932; Schick, 1933; 

Bishop, 1936; Kirk , 1938; St reng and Kirk, 19 38; Lane and 

Schneider, 1941; Burchard and Myklebust , 1942; Amin , 1946 ; 

Lane , 194 7; Hood , 1949 ; Borelli, 1951) foun d the IQ's t o be 

the same . "The median I. Q. o f the means repor t ed by 

these investigato rs was 100" (p . 129). A th ird group 

o f i nvestigators (Ma cPherson, 1945; MacPhersciri ~rid Lane, 

1948; Levine, 19 48 ) found higher IQ's in deaf children. 

"The median of the mean I. Q. 1 s reported by these inves-

tigators was 110 11 ( p . 129 ). 

On group nonverb a l and nonlanguage tests (inclutj

ing the Goodenough Drawing-of-a-Man Test), one group of 

investigators (Reamer , 1921; Day , Fusfeld, and Pint~er, 
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19 28; Peterson and Williams, 1930; Shirley and Goodenough, 

1932 ; Lyon and others , 1933; MacKane, 1933 ; Streng and 

Kirk, 1938; Springer, 1938; Johnson , 19 4 7) found the IQ's 

of dea f children to be lower. 11 The medi an L Q . of the re

ported means wa s about 85" (p. 129). Another group of 

investigato rs (Shirle y and Goodenough , 1932; Louttit, 1936 ; 

Kel logg , 1940; Johns on, 1947) f o und the IQ's to be the 

same. The reported IQ ' s were close to 10 0. 

Those who investigat ed the intelligence of hard 

of hearing children were in agreement tha t on verbal te~ts 

these children obta i ned slightly, but statistically signiEi-

cant , l ower IQ' s than th e ir normal hear ing controls 

(Wal dman, Wade , and Aretz, 19 30; Madden, 1931; Pintner and 

Le v, 1939). " The med ian dif fere nce reported was 5.4 

I. Q ,. points" (p. 129). 

Vernon (1969) has provide d a t able of studi es of 

inte lligence and cognitive c apacities of d ea f and hard 

of hearing children. In a ddition to the earlier studies 

cited by Meyerson , this table shows the pertinent data 

for the more recent studies of Kirk and Perry (1948), 

Myklebust (1948), Glowa t sky (1953), Graham and ·Shapiro 

(1953), Ross (1953), DuToit (1954), Lavos (1954), 

Frisina (1955), Hiskey (1955), Goetzinger and Rousey 

(1957}, Vernon (1957), Larr and Cain (1959), Brill (1962), 
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Mi ra (1962), Anderson, Stevens, and Stuckless (1966 ), 

Vernon (1967a, 1967b, 1967c, 1967d, in press) . Therefore , 

Vernon concludes that "it is clearly evident that the 

dea f and hard of hearing population has essentially the 

same distribution of intelligence as the general popu

lation" (Vernon, 1969, p. 547). Other studies (Furth , 

1966 , pp. 222-228; Lennenberg, 1967, pp~ 59-67; Vernon, 

196 7b, pp. 289-298) tend to confirm this statement con

cerning th~ manifestation among deaf people of the ability 

to think in terms of abstract concepts. 

It is recognized that in some cases, where the 

disease or condition causing the hearing loss has left 

res idua l brain damage, the intelligence and thought pro

cesses will be affected; one could expect a lowered over

al l IQo Examples of such diseases or conditions are 

men ingitis, complica tions of Rh factor, premature birth , 

maternal rubella, and some genetic syndromes (Hardy, 

1965; Hardy, Monif, and Sever, 1966; and Vernon , 19 67a , 

c, d, e~ f , 1968a, 1969a) . 

b. Educational Achievements 

The educational achievement o f deaf · person s , 
and many who are hard of hearing, stands in sharp 
and ironic contrast to the facts established in 
regard to their intelligence (Vernon, 19 69 , p. 54 7) . 
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Early studies of educational achievement by means 

of standard tests revealed that children in schools for 

the deaf were retarded from three to five years (Reamer, 

1921; Day, Fusfeld, and Pintner, 1928; Hall, 1929) . The 

amount of retardation increa sed with age, so that older 

deaf children were more retarded than younger children. 

More recent studies have s upported the conclusions of the 

e arlier work (Johnson , 194 7; Levine, 19 4 8; Lyon and others, 

193 3; Heider and Heider , 1941; Lane, 19 49; Fusfeld , 1954). 

There is general agreement that the greatest retardation 

is seen in understanding the meaning of word s and para

graphs. The least retardation is found for arithmetic 

computation and spelling (Meyerson , 1963 , p. 129) . 

According to Vernon (1969), the most extensive 

re cent survey of the educational achievement of the deaf 

included 93 percent of deaf students 16 years or older in 

the United States (Boatner, 1965 ; McClure, 1966). Only 5 

percent achieved at tenth grade level or better; most of 

these were hard of hearing or adventitiously deaf . Sixty 

percent -were at grade level 5.3 or below , and 30 percent 

were functionally illiterate . Another . study (Wrights tone , 

Aronow , and Moskowitz, 1962) was based on 73 school gro

grams for the deaf and represented 54 percent o f all 

school-age deaf children 10 to 16 years of age. 

Approximately 80 percent of the 16-year-olds .we re below 
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grade 4.9 in reading; and the average gain in reading from 

the age of 10 to the age of 16 was less than one year 

(generally grade level 2.6 to 3.4). Schein and Bushnaq 1 s 

s tudy (1962) revealed the appalling ly small percentage 

of deaf youth who are able to enter college--only 1.7 

percent as compared with 9.7 percent of the hearing school 

age population (Vernon, 1969 , pp. 547-548). 

The Babbidge Report (1965 ) was based on a popu

lat ion of 23,33 0 deaf children from 269 schools and classes 

and represented 76 percent of deaf sch ool age children. 

Acco r ding t o Ve rnon, the Babbidge ~eport yielded the 

f ollowing data: 

(a ) The med i an average on the S tanfo rd-Binet [ t e s ts] 
of school-l eavers was 5.9 [grade level]. 

(b} 13 percent of the students 11 l eft" at age 16 or 
b efo re . 

(c) Abo ut -3 pe r cent wer e denied adrr,iss.ion [to public 
and private res ident i a l schools fo r the deaf]. 

(d) Th e waiting list for pub lic residential schools 
repr esented 3. 6 percent of the enrollment as 
compared with a figure of 48.5 percent for pri
vate schools. 

(~) Thes e figures were obtained by volun tary response 
from 59 public residential schools and 9 private 
r esidential schools, representing 90 precent 
and 57 percent respectively of th~ pupils enrolled 
in such schools. Day schools and classes w~re 
not r e presented or included in these figures 
(Babbidge, 1965, Appendix D; Vernon, 1969, 
p. 548). 
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Unfortunately, Vernon did not define or clarify 

h i s usage of "school- leavers" and those who 1
' left" school ... 

One might assume that those pupils who achieved a 5.9 grade 

level finished or graduated; and one might also suppose 

that the students who "left" before the age of 16 years 

were so-called "drop-outs." Indeed, a careful scrutiny of 

the Babbidge Report (196 5 ) indicates the correctness of 

t he first assumption (pp. 9-10, 23). But the se cond as

sumption may be either slightly or completely erroneous. 

A guarde d inte rpretation is pos s ible only after one has 

read a complete description of the residential school 

s y s tem, particularly for the deaf. 

The fact ors and items to be considered include 

(a) the number of grades offered; (b) the age span in

cluded in the Preparato ry (Preschool), Lower, Middle, and 

Upper School levels; (c) the promotion system; (d) the 

type of high school program in which pupils are enrolled, 

that is, whether it is college preparatory, acade mic, or 

vocational training; and (e) the variety of certificates 

and diplomas which the students receive upon completion 

of school courses and/or training. At the time the data 

for the Babbidge Report were being collected (based on 

the 1963-64 school-year), the public residential schools 

"for the most part'' attempted to offer elementary and 
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as much secondary education as the student could complete 

before the compulsory school-leaving age--usually 21 years. 

(These schools were designate d as Eublic if any public 

fun ds were received t o support t he school either by tuition 

payments or otherwise.) The reporting public residential 

schools listed the following as being va riously given at 

the completion of the high school experience: f ull diploma, 

vocational diploma, general diploma, regular diploma, 

academic certificate, vocational certi fi cate, certificate 

of high school credit, certif i cate of attendance, general 

certificate, enro llment certificate , certificate of com

plet ion, and certificate. Some secondary dip lomas are 

given "at the completion of t he 10th grade , " and thes e are 

based on achievement test score s while others are based 

on "satisfac t o ry wo rk" or on standard requirements for a 

high school diploma in the state, etc. A few diplomas are 

quite specific in terms of honor point a verage -require

ments , completion of a specified number -of aca demic and 

vocational units and of majors a nd minors, while most of 

them state the requi rements in less objective terms, such 

as "course completion," completion of high school courses 

with good average grades, and "academic level commensurate 

with chronological age and no r ms for class" (Babbidge, 
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19 65, Appendix D). Such an array of certificates and 

diplomas would seem to indicate a disparity of standards 

of achievement. 

Additional informative statements gleaned from 

the Babbidge Report include the following: (a) the median 

of the best achie v ement leve l ranges from something less 

than 7th grade to something l ess t h an 9th grade; (b) high

es t grade ave .rages re a che d were for the group from public 

r esidential s c hools, ages 16 through 19, representing the 

per formance of the b etter students who · were able to com

plete the course earlier than the others ; (c) possibly the 

mos t significant problem in the e ducat ion of the deaf 

is that of finding more effective ways of teaching lan

guage and communication to very young deaf children 

(pp. 7-10 , 2 2 - 2 5, 10 l) . 

The data from these studiE-:s indicate that deaf 

children and youth are not being given adequate oppor

tunity to learn even though they have the potential or 

capacity to learn~ The challenge, then , is to det~rmine 

the cause of such a c.iscrepancy .. Is it due to inadequate 

goals or methods? 
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c. Educational Goals 

Silverman (1970) has noted the divergence of 

opini on concern ing the most desirable arrangements and 

methods for the education of the deaf; this is due to 

f undamental differences in the long-range outlook for 

them . This outlook, in turn, is determined by the over-

all potential o f the de af (p~ 387). In a 1952 go vernment 

report, the recommended aim oi the e ducation of the deaf 

child '1 shoul.d be to make hi rn a well-~ integrated , happy 

deaf individual, and not a pale i mitat ion of a h ear ing 

person" ·(S i lver man, .19 70, p. 389). 'The report furt h e r 

stresses th e need to recognize that each i ndividual is 

different with his own , un i que personality. 

Another viewpoint is evidence d in the philo sophy 

that there is "one world" in which the deaf pe rson must 

f unction and this constitutes a worl d o f he a ring and 

speaking peop l e (Si lverman, 1957, p~ 395) . This view

poin t leads to the recognition that , while deafness im

poses certain li~itations which must be accepted, educa

tion in its broadest sense strives to couple the deaf 

person to the world about him in a psychologically satis

fying way (Silverman , 1957). The task, then, is to 

develop the ability to communicate . And although the 
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authorities (Levine, 1956; Meyerson, 1963; Mykleb ust, 

19 64; Sanders, 1971; Si l verman , 1957, 1970; Str e ng, 1958) 

have stated their philosophies in te rms wh ich are dif

ferent, t he meaning is the same : it is necessary to 

ci rcumvent the weakness due to impaired ears by using 

compensatory channels . These cha nnels include no t only 

the use of residual hea ring through 2Inplification and 

auditory training, but also the vi sual, kines the ti c and 

tactile ( v ibratory) senses . 

The deve lopment of l an guage skills , receptive 

and expressi v e , cons titutes t he ma jor endeavo r in the 

deve lopment - of proficiency in communication . The r e ason 

for this e mphas i s on l a nguage is the conviction that 

langu age is a c ritica l factor in t he a ttainment of t h e 

higher l evels o f experienc e a n d that i t is the m2ans by 

which e xperien ce is syr:,boli2ed and commun ica.t.ed (Eyklebus t , 

19 5 4 i 1 9 6 4 r PP ~ 2 2 4 I 2 2 g ) • 

On e final , genera l goal in the education of the 

deaf and h ard of hea ring is, l ikewise , the common goal 

o f education in genera l ( f or all c hi ldren and youth ). 

It is t he leading or guiding of each ch ild into the max i

mum devel oprr.ent o f his potentialiti e s (Streng, p. 29), 

or the training o f all his inherent ab ilities 
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(Hofmarks r ichter, 1963, p. 207). 
I 

For Bender (1960, 

1 970 ), these potentialities would include "a warm, happy 

acceptance in his family and his community, a rich and 

complete education, and full citizenship in society" 

(p . 181). Ewing (1961) and Hofmarksrichter (1963) have 

expressed similar definitions for the full potential 

and goal of education. 

6. Communi cat ion Factors in Hearing Impairmen!:, 

a. The Role of Communication 

In Streng's view , the most i mportant avenue in 

the development of the child to his full potential is 

co mmunication (p ~ 21) . Furthermore, the establishment 

and maintenance of a mode of communicat i on between the 

e ducator and the acoustically handicapped chi l d is the 

means through which social, intellectual, emotional, 

and spiritual growth may be f ostered (Streng, p. 162). 

Corrununication is not only the key to· i ntellectual 
comprehension b ut also a medium for t he expression 
of feelings and emotions (Chough, .1967, p .. 349) .. 

According to Miller ( 19 66) , speech communication is 

i mportant because it is one o f man's primary tools for 

the understanding, manipulation, and control of his 

environment (p. v). 
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Hofmarksrichter . (1963) has stated that 

the first change in the education of the deaf and 
the foundation o f schools for the deaf had its origin 
in the humanistic conviction of the s ignificance 
of language for a human being (p. 20TI. 

Furth (1966) affirms the primary aim of schools for the 

deaf- - the teaching of l anguage , with particular emphasis 

o n speech and lip reading, o r more properly, speechre ading 

(p . 12). 

Accordi n g to Levine (1 956 ), langua ge a lone may 

n o t be the full anm,rnr, but it is a de af chi ld ' s g r e a tes t 

emancipator f rom menta l bondage. The basic concern of 

e ducation should b e to attun e the ;' deaf" mind to the 

ve r b al world, and the n to its knowledge and its con c e pts; 

communication i s the me a n s by which this is accomplished 

(Levine, 19 56, p. 22). Silverman (19 57 ) has outlined 

and di v.ided the "skill s o f communica t ion II i n to the com-

ponents of (a ) speech , (b ) a uditory t rainin g , (c) lip

reading (speechreading) , and (d ) language. The l ast 

category would comprise r eading and writing (pp« 395 , 

399 ). These interre lated skills are the major specifics 

in the educational s cheme for those who are acoustically 

handicapped. 
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b. Methods of Communication 

Merritt· (1965) h as gathered together and summarized 

information on, and definit ions of, the v arious methods 

of communication. These definitions are based upon the 

opinions o f representative authorities and professionals 

in the field of the education of the deaf. The descrip

tion of these methods will be found in the ensuing para

graphs: 

(1) Manual Communication indicates the use of 
the manua]·_-a-lphabet and/or the l anguage of sj gns ~ 

a. The manual alphabet , or fingerspel ling , is 
the "forming" o f the letters from A to Z by certain 
fixed posit ions of tl':e fi nge rs of o·ne hand . Words 
can then be spelled out on one hand and also ~en
tence ~ . This is, in effect , a form of writing in 
the air; and fo r those who u s e this method o f com
munication, it is just as much a verbal lang uage 
as are spoken words. 

b. rrhe language of signs involves the us e of 
conventional signs for obj e cts and actions . These 
signs h a ve been· determined by, and to a large degree 
are suggestive of, the shape, form, or thought which 
they represent . The hands and armb a re used to make 
g es tures which convey a chain o f ideas in a hiero
glyphic sense or manner. Corre ctly used, this is a 
graceful port rayal of the thoughts, act ions, and 
f eelings of man. An appro ach to g.rarnmatical con
s truction is assumed by these formalized s ymbo J.s 
so that past, present, n n d fut ure may be indJ.cated 
for a single actio n sign supported by the appro
priate time or tense sign~ 

( 2) · Oral Communication refers to the us e of speech 
and speechreading (sometime s referred· t o as lip 
reading ) and amplification o f sound for all com
munication between the hearing and the deaf and 
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among the deaf themselves. It is founded on the 
communi cating process of the hearing person and i s 
intended to r ·esemble this process as closely as is 
possible. 

( 3) The Combined Method was developed at the 
Rochester School in New York and, hence, i s fr e quently 
referred to as the Rochester Method. It permits the 
use of speechreading, speech, electro~ic amplifica
tion, and fingerspelling. 

( 4) The Simul t.aneous ~_ethoa ·, advocated. by, and 
used at Gallaudet College , goes one step further 
than, or ¼ycrri tJ1at of, the Combined :Method. In 
addition to all of the media o f the oral method, 
it includes both forms of manual cornrnunication (th e 
l anguage of signs as well as fingerspelling) (Merritt , 
PP • l_ 7 / 1 8 I 2 0 I 2 7 / 2 8 ) • 

In addi ti.on to these established. methods of com-

munication, there are some ne'der systems and newer termi-

nology in current use. ~1e language of sions is some-

times referred to as the l\me rican Sign Lan g uag e to dis

tinguish it from newer systems o f signs which are a modi

fication of the Arr~erican Sign_~E_g_u~ge. These newer 

systems, however , are attempts to approximate the English 

l anguage according to the following principles: ( a ) 

a gesture_ should represent a single English word o~ part 

of a word; (b) ges tures should be ordered as words are 

ordered in the spoken languagei ( c ) gesture words should 

be "inflected" in a manner simila.r to tha t for spoken 

words; and (d) ges tures should be adapted or invented 

for a target , "basic" vocabulary. The first of these 
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newer gesture systems was developed in 1951 by Richard 

Paget who selected Basic English (Ogden's 850 words) as ~--..._,_,.,,,,,,_,,.."'......,.,._ __ 
his target vocabulary , later adding words appropriate 

for children. In 1962, David Anthony began the develop-

ment of a manual system for use in teaching deaf retar

dates. This was the forerunner of the system known as 

Seeing Essential English from which two separate systems 

have evolved, Linguistics 9~ _ _vis2-1al English and S igni ng 

Exact ~nglish. Anothe r system for use at the preschool 

level has been developed at Gallaudet College; it is 

called Signed English (Bornstein, 1973). The term Manual 

English has been used to designate these new gesture 

systems (Hoemann , 19 6 8) . £;~d_§J2~ is similar to the 

combined system in that it depends upon cues from th e 

lips and from the hands, oral and visual cues. However, 

it is unique in these respects. The syllable is the basic 

unit of expression and constitutes ·the greater amount of 

information obtained from the lips. The position of the 

hand identifies separate groups of vowel sounds; the 

shape of the hand identifies a group o f visually con

trasting consonants. From these groups the observer 

(listener) must choose the sounds according to the ~hape 

of the lips. In other words ·, he is reading phonetic 
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language in the same manner as one would use the coordi 

nates on a map. Thus, Cued Speech combines incomplete 

oral information and incomplete manual information into 

a pattern which in its entirety is complete (Cornett, 

1969 , pp. 59-69). Tota l communication is a newer term 

which refers to the need for a system of symbols which 

the deaf can see and learn to underst and, especially if 

they cannot understand speech with o r without amplifica

tion. Thus, it is comparable to the t erm manualism as 

opposed to the term c ralism (Vernon, 1972, pp. 531-532 ) . 

It is not the f~nction or purpose of this paper 

' to discuss · the relative merits of each of the systems or 

methods of communication. Th i s h as been done by experts 

in the field of education o f the deaf , and their experi 

ence warrants their authority to _do so (Bender, 1960, 

1970; Levi ne, 1956; Merri tt, 1965; Meyerson, 1963; 

Mykleb ust , 1964; Owrid , 1972; Rupp and Mikulas, 1973; 

Sanders, 1971; Silverman, 1970; Vernon, 1969). However, 

there is an implied duty incumben t upon the th erapist 

to become acquainted with the techniques of these var

i ous modes o f communication . The deaf child is usually 

eager to commun i cate and knows his own best ways to. s uc

ceed at i t. The hearing partner should accept his choice 

(Tervoo rt , 1967). 
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Instruction in the use of the manual alphabet 

would prob~bly be available through a teacher of the deaf 

in a special s chool ficility or through a college or 

university. Silve rman (1970) mentions that a dict ionary 

of signs based on a system of recording them with respect 

to location, c o~figuration, and movement has been com-

. piled (p . 390). At the present time , a numbe r o f die-

tionaries, texts, and referen~e materials are available 

( see Appendix C) . 

Because the mu ~d.c therapist will find i t rnost 

convenient to communicate with the hearing impaired by 

means of speech , it is important to understand the p ro

blems that are involved in this mode of cormunication 

anc. to be aware of remedies suggest ed by sorne of the 

authorities in the f ield of educatio~ of the deaf. 

c. Problems Related to Communi c at ion 

Speechreading i s the process of comprehending 

the words ,of the speaker by associating them with th e 

movement of the lips . It is a rece pt ive l a nguage pro

cess used to some extent by everyone but of critical 

importance to those who have sig·nificant degrees of 

hearing loss. Both speechreading and the language of 

signs are visible symbol systems. However, while 
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speechreading is a verbal language, the sign language 

is not (Myklebust, 1964, pp. 241, 246). 

Speechreading as a language system is a modifi-
cation of the phoneti c systerr, . - It is a verbal 
language .... The movements which are recei ved 
visually supplant t}1e sounds which the hearing 
person receives auditorially ... . It requires close 
proximity to the speaker, somewhat closer than in 
the case of the sign language .... Furthermore, 
all o f the movements made in speaking are not visible 
on th e li ps.. However, study of speech has shown that 
one need not hear all of the sou.r1ds in order to 
compreh end. . i t is n6t necessary to see all of 
the speech moverr;entE.; (Myklebus t, 19 6 4, p., 24 2). 

Li p reading is sometimes called speechreading becaus e it 

involves observing more than the lips of th e speaker 

(Silverman , 19 70 : p. 242). Streng (195 8) ci1aracterizes 

lip readi ng or spee chre adi n g as 

an art which must be acquired by the peTson r:,1ho re·
ceives his language s timuli t h rough the visual sense. 
. . . Lip reading ha.~~ been likened to th€ trcurn-·~ 
cribing of shorthand . The lip rea der is required 
to derive rn8an.ing from the pc=i_rtia l clues he ob-
serves ( pp. 165- 1 66). 

Sanders (1 9 71) classifies the visual c ues and dis~ 

cusses the nature of their contribution to communication. 

General background or contextua l cues originate from the 

physical environment in which the message is communi

cated; the people in the envi r onment; the relationship 

of U1e speaker to the people i n the environment; and 

the general appearance of the speaker, including his 
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build, his age, and his type of dress. Cues directly 

related to the message consis t of those that arise from 

an activity in which the speake r is engaged or those 

tha t are expressive of an emotion, and from those that 

are clearly intentional ges tures. Cues from implemental 

activitie s are primarily of an invo1 untary nature and 

may scarcely b e noti ceab le as separate entities. Ges-

tural cues, unl ike express ive movements , are made ccn-

sciously and used i n a commun i c atiop situation. 'They 

may be made with a l most any b o dy pa rt, t ho ugh we are 

most aware of those involving the h ead , face, shoulders, 

hands and arms (pp . 11 5-119 ). Ac cording to Rues ch a nd 

Kees (1966 ), gestures are used "to illustrate , to em

phasize, to point , to e xplain, o r to inte r r upt; there

fore , they cannot be is o l ated fr om the verbal compo nents 

of speech '1 (p. 37). Last to b e considered, but not the 

le as t in s igni fi c ance , a re the c ues arising directly 

from th e s poken message; these cons titute the visible 

characteristics of t he spoken message i tself . The organs 

of articulation that contribute most to the visible 

aspe cts of speech and to speech intelligibility are the 

lips, the tongue, and th e jaw . To t he information ob

tained from these articulators must be added that 0h ich 
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is contributed by the secondary movements of the facial 

muscles associated with the formation of certain phonemes 

(vowels and consonants which differentiate one word from 

anotJ1er ) (Sanders, 1971, pp. 121, 124 ). 

Streng (1958) points out the difficulties pre

sente d by th e similarity in appearance on the lips of 

certain voiced and unvoiced consonants which can be con-

fused wi th one another. In addition to this, s o me con·

sonan t sounds (k, 3.., and ~) are not visible becaus e they 

are produc ed within the mouth cavity (pp. 166-16 7). 

Meye rson ( 1963) declares t hat the interpretation of 

En glish spee ch from only the visible movements associa ted 

with phonation appears to be t heoretically impossible. 

Everyone wi ll agree that spee ch and lip reading 
are useful tools for the deaf child. In th eir 
fines t develo pment they enla r ge the li f e space of 
th e chi ld t remendously , permit increasi ng ly finer 
differentiatio ns for gro·wth, and reduce the com-· 
rnunic ation barriers be t ween t he child, his family, 
and the world. For reas ons that are p r esent ly un
known, howe ver, not every deaf child learns to speak 
and lip r ead . . many who do le arn, after 12 to 15 
years of continuous drill , l a te r do not use the ir 
h ard-won ski lls (Meyerson , 1963, pp. 156). 

Furth (1966) reveals his pessimism in his statement that 

to communicate Tv1.T ith the hearing, writing is the 
most used and most reliable me thod employed by the 
deaf. Contrary to general popular opinion, very 
few deaf pe~s ons are expert lip readers. Some have 
a limited facility in it but the great majority 
cannot master it at all (p. 10 ). 
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On the other hand, Myklebust (1964) admits that 

while there is the possibil ity that some persons with 

deafness may not be able to acquire this type of language, 

there is an appreciable number of individuals wh o can 

speechre~d with marked accuracy (pp. 242-243) * 

Silverman (1970) has organized into groups 

the factors which influence speechreading ability . 

Factors concerning the speakef include his distance, 

position , and direction from the speechreader and the 

extent to which his face is i lluminated. Also important 

is the character o f his speech: his precision of a rt icu

lation, how fast he talks , th e mobility o f his . face, 

and the familiarity o f the speechreader wi th t he speaker. 

The language material is another factor to ·be considered 

in terms of the vocabulary and language structure. At

tributes of t he speechreader himself include his vision, 

intelligence, general information, and ability to syn

thesize from contextual clues, to recognize discrete 

units of speech, to associate his own "feel" for speech 

with the speech he sees on the face of the speaker, as 

well as the fun damental structure of his personality 

which may determine his attitude toward speechreadi~g 

(p. 412). 
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In a ddition to these factors which can serve 

as hazards and i ~pediments to speechreading, Streng 

( 19 5 8) adds the corJrne n t tha t 

Extreme 1y rapid , extremely slow, or exa ggerated 
speech is anat hema to the lip r eader . . . It goes 
without say ing· that the speake r ~1h orn the lip r eader 
appreciates is one who t a l ks a t a moderate rate with 
clearly articulated visible move ments, facing the 
lip reader and finishing h i s sente nces once he 
begins them (p. 168 ) . 

Nitchie (1950) o f fers many v a luab le sugges tion s 

f or the teacher . Among these she s ugges ts that it is 

better to repeat a word in its thought connectio n than 

to repeat a singl e word. For t he same reason, it is 

easier to unders t and the long phrase than t he short 

ph rase ( p .. 17) . 

Speak to the partially deaf p e rson at the came 
l evel o f loudnes s as wh en speak ing t o othe r people. 
Th e rhythm of speech helps i n lip r eading, and li p 
reading he lps in i nterpreting the imperfect or blurred 
sounds that may come t o the ear. 'I1l1e prn .. 1 er to antici-· 
pate though t, be ing give n a clue o f so~e kin d- - as 
the sub j ect of the convers a tion , a clue word , a 
gesture, facial expression , etc.- - should be deve lope d 
( N it ch i e , 19 5 0 , p . 3 5 ) . 

Ew ing and Ewing (1 96 1) present some points rega rding 

technique in working with chi l dren . 

Firstly, in t he early stages of a child's train
ing, peop le who speak to him shoul d t ake c a re t o 
sit or stand s o th a t their faces a re on a level 
with his. Secondly , the light , e.g., from the win
dow, s h ould iall on th e face of the speake r and 
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not upon the child's. 1I1hirdly, the most con~ f ortab le 
distan ce for lipreading- is about four feet from a 
speaker's f a ce. _.'Z\~t frorr~ one to two feet li p reading 
is almost impos sible becaus e t h e eyes o f the l ip
reader can only be focused upcn one feature of a 
s peaker's face. The best lipreading i s dependen t 

_upon observation o f the mus cul a r movements and ex
pression of a speaker ' s face as a whole and not 
upon l ip movement only (p. 81). 

The implementation of t hese suggestions along with 

the exercise of t ho ughtfulness and intellige nce i n speak

ing to the hearing impaired should facilitate better 

understanding of the mes s age b e ing commun ica ted . Further-· 

more , it should lessen the f a tigue and nervous st r a in 

of t he person who bears the burden or task of speech

reading . 



CHAPTER III 

THERAPY FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED 

1. The Process ~of Rehabilitat ion 

In Chapter I of this study, definitions of terms 

were presented. Rehabilitation was characterized as a 

restorative process. Its purpose is that of assisting 

the disabled ~erson to return to society and to normal 

living; it seems to be used as a sub s titute for the terms 

therapy, training, and education. Because some hearing 

impairments are congenital and not acquired, several 

authors (Minde l and Vernon, 1971; Newby, 1964; Pollack, 

1970 ) have chosen to us e the ter m habilitation. Wha tever 

term is us ed , the requi red steps in the process r ema in 

the same. 

A careful and comp lete assessment, or differen

tial diagnosis of the specific hea ring impairment requires 

the services of physicians--especially otologists or 

otolaryngologists- - audiologists , and ancillary personnel . 

Additional examination and testing may be required in

volving the services of neurologists, clinical psycholo

gists, and psychia t rists . In addition to these sp~ci.ali sts, 

73 
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it will be necessary to coordinate and integra te their 

knowledge and s~rvices with whatever information and coop

eration can b e supplied by the parents, educator or 

therapist, and speech pathologist. To facilitate such 

a cooperative effort, each member of the team must be 

governed by an attitude of mutual respect a n d o pen 

mindedness with a rnininrnm of defensiveness (Myklebust , 

1954, pp. 17-30). 

Earl y screening for detection and diagnosis o f 

hearing impa i rment in infants has been urged fo r various 

reasons. Meyerson (1 963 ) has stated tha t there are in-

di cations, - not y et refined in technique , tha t respons i ve

ness to sound may develop in relatively un respon s ive in

fants and children if they are e xposed to auditory stimu

lation (p. 179 ). Bender (1970 ) has provided a descri pti ve 

summary of investigations us ing differi ng a pproach es t o 

audiometry. One o f these metho ds depends upon the ob 

server's subjective i nterpretation of .sub t le b e havioral 

reactions of neonates, infants , and children. These 

e lici ted responses incl ude (a) auropalpebral reflex 

(eye blink ), (b) r eflex response of the stapedi us muscle 

using th e impedance bridge a s a meas uring device, (c) 

the Moro reflex which involves arms and legs , (d) cessati on 
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or stimulation of crying, (e) a gasp res ponse, (f) · changes 

in heartbeat, and (g) a 180 d egree turning of the head. 

The investigations of Downs (1964), Eisenberg (1965 ), 

Mccroskey and Craig (1969 ), Miller (1964), She pherd 

(1963), Steinsch neider , Lipton, and Rich mond (196 6 ), 

Suzuki and Taguchi (1968), Waldon ( 1964 ), and Wedenberg 

(1960) used this method. Evoked response aµdi o metry 

(EVA) uses the psychogalvanic (PSGR) or electrodermal 

(EDR) response and the electroencephalogram (EEG) to 

measure hearing acuity. The invest igations of Brazier 

(1959), Hirsh (1952) , Hnation and Rene u (1968 ) , J erger 

(1963 ) , and McCandless and Best- (1964), were bas ed upon 

these objective methods of recording phys iological re

sponse to sound (pp 1 82-188 ). 

Bender concurs with Meyerson (196 3) i n the opinion 

that these studies are helpful but not yet completely 

reliable. She believes that ob j ective tests for th e 

hearing acuity of young children are extremely sub

jective , b ecause they depend on the sk ill and experience 

of the examiner both in administering the test and in 

interpret ing the results . 

There is still no hea ring test for a child as prac
tical as t~e .simple b ehaviora l test by which a ~hild's 
behavioral response to known sounds and his functional 
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use of sound a r e closely observed by an examiner 
equipped with a wealth of experience and insight 
(p. 188). 

She further urges the pairing of this early detection of 

hearing loss with an early program of therapy for language 

acquisition (pp. ~33- 189). 

Mindel and Vernon ( 19 71) refer to t he II cri tica.l 

~:tage hypothesis II which ass ur.-ies that for normal language 

development the re rcust be a combination of i ntact hearing, 

undamaged linguist ic c apacity, and proper lctnguage stimu

lation during the first three to six years o f life. 

Basic to this hypothesis is the premise that once these 

early yea rs are passed, on e c annot expect an individual 

to achieve mature linguistic abi lity . When the optimal 

period of lang uage development has passed, - th e acquisi

tion and use of grammatical rules becomes very difficul~ 

if not impossibl~ for the deaf. This is due to the slow 
.I 

and frustrating methods which delay language acquisition 

(pp. 53-54). Although Pollack (1970) -agrees with Bender, 

she has suggested that a definite or final diagnosis be 

deferred until a child has undergone a period of diag

nostic training accompanied by ongoing medical, neuro

logical, and psychological evaluations. 

At all times a clinician must be alert to the possi
bility that the hearing impa i rment may be associated 
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with emotional maladjustment, mental retardation, 
brain injury, or perceptual and learning disab ilities 
(p. 55) • 

The significant role of the p arents in the manage-

ment of the child is recognized. For this r e ason, many 

speech and hearing clinics work veri clos e ly with the 

parents i n educating, g u idin g , and training them t o t ake 

an active part in t he rehabilitative process by providing 

a desirable, sound- filled , and stimulating environment 

for optima l development of the mental and phys ical capa

cities of their childrsn (Ewing , 196 0 ; Kno x , 1968 ; Levine, 

1970; McLaughlin, 1960; Miller , 19 60; Mi n del and Vernon , 

1971; Myk l eb ust, 1954 ; Poll ack, 1970; Simmons, 1966; 

Tracy , 1 9 6 4 ) . The parents , especially th e mother , ser ve 

as the first models for cornmt nica.tion. According to 

Pollack (1970), "on l y the mot.he r c an give the cons tant 

repetition and interes t a n infant nee ds 11 (p. 2 3 ) • :'All 

parents o f deaf ch ildre n n e ed the utmost help tha t any 

of us, whose business it is to be e xpe~ts, can offer 

th em" (Ewing , 19 6 0 , p . 2 / 2 ) . 

Part of the f unct ion of the audiometric t es ts 

is to a s sist in the medical di a gnosis. Another purpose 

of audiometry is the over-all assessment of hearing to 

determi ne the fifness o f the i ndividual for certain tasks 
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or duties, his need for special education or other as

sistance, hi s claim for compens at ion or insurance, and 

his need for, and probable benefit from the use o~ a hear

ing.aid. Basically, a hearing aid is any device c apab le 

of intensifying sound reaching a person 's ear. The 

type of hearing aid which is prescribed depends upon 

the e xtent of residual he a ring and its distribution 

across the frequency spectrum. Tests to determine speech 

reception in noise and tolerance for loudness are also 

used. The clinical evaluation of hearing a ids involves 

the testing of the right and left ears i~dividually and 

binaurally. Hearing is also tested in a free field , th at 

is, th~ sound is fed into the room thro ugh a spe aker 

rather than directly through headphones. The f ree field 

score makes it possible to compare hear i ng acuity with 

and without amplification. 

While it is true that people with conductive 
deafness do respond we l l to amplification, the need 
for them to resort to its use has been dramatical l y 
reduced b y the advances made in medical and s u rgica l 
t reatment of this type of loss . Therefo re, most 
candidates for hearing aids are p eople wltl. sensori
neural deafn ess (Sanders , 1971, p. 155). 

A hearing aid does not compensate completely for a 

hearing loss; it will not provide norma l audi t ory ~unction; 

however, it cai make speech louder but not necessarily 
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clea r e r. I t can al s o a mplify unwanted environmental 

sounds. For t h is r e a s on, it is ne cessar y for the wea r e r 

to b e wi lling to use t he aid and know how to operate 

it and keep it in good work i n g cond ition. Thi s will in

volve a period o f train ing , s ometimes ca l l e d di a gnosti c 

training or counseling. A knowledge o f t he fun d a menta l 

principles involved i n amplif i cation and a familiari t y 

with the ma jor c omponents ana · contro ls o f t he hearin g 

a id wil l se r ve to eliminate the feeling o f i nadeq uacy 

on the part of t he therapist and should enable him to 

make bette r use of amplifying units . 

S ande rs (19 71 ) h as sta t ed that the a i m of r eha

bilit a tion is to tra in the person t o make t he bes t us e 

of his res idua l h e a ring i n communicationo This is 

achie v e d t h r ough optimum us e o f t he hear i ng aid and 

tra ining i n aud itory discriminatio n s o that t here i s a 

resultan t improveme nt i n audito ry p e r cep t i on an d verbal 

communi cat ion abi l i ty (pp . 15 6 , 161-162 ) . Therefore, 

it b e comes apparent t hat the pur pos e and us e o f the 

hearing aid i s inevitably a nd close ly a s soc i ate d with 

a udi tory train ing (Ewing, 1961, pp. 54-67; Mil ler , 1966, 

pp. 4, 113- 11 5; Minde l and Ve rnon, 1971 , p. 34; Mykl e bust , 

1964, p. 128; N·ewby, 1964 , pp. 100-101, 287-305; Poll a ck, 

1970, p p . 15-18, 29 - 37; Silverma nn and Davis , 1970, 
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pp. 179-180, 280-316, 318-331; Sanders, 1971, pp. 132-

199; Streng, 1958, pp . 114-160). These aspects o f the 

rehabilitative process are essential to (a) the develop

ment of a lis tening function, (b) the production o f in

te lligible s pee ch , and ( c) the acq ui.si tion of syrnbolic 

language through the bui l ding o f an adequate vocabulary 

and the mastery o f syntactical structure. 

2 .~ 'I'h e Generalized Go als of Auditory Trainin.5.I 

a. Histo rica l Development 

The goa l o f auditory training i n cludes the dis

c r i mination o f sound and the improvement of the audi tory 

c apacity o f hearing impa i red i ndiViduals . The idea o f 

conveying sound t o the ears to achieve thi s goa l h as b een 

traced back to the f irs t century A.D. when Arch igenes , a 

Syrian doctor p r a cticing in Rome , c onveyed a strong sound 

to the ear vi a a t ub0~ to treat auditory impairment . In 

the sixth century A. D., Trallianus, from th e city of 

Trallus in Lydia, r eport ed that many physicians us ed 

large bells or sel f contrived in s t r uments to stimulate 

poorly functioning hearing o rgans~ This form of ther apy 

seems to have disappeared until the year 1295 when t h e 

surgeon , Lanfra~chi, recommended auditory training by 
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means of a weak tone or soft voice in one type of audi-

tory impairment. Acco r ding to Bender (1970), these 

attempts at aural rehabilitation, unfortunately, did not 

reflect the more prevalent conception of deaf-mutes , who 

were viewed ~s queer, comic, and depraved. Because of 

ignorance and superstition, they were equated with fools, 

idiots, and other doomed souls who recei ved the same 

t re atment as the insane who were thought to b e possessed 

by devils (p. 17). A reflection of t his attitude was 

manifested in various forms of fright therapy designed 

to awaken the sense of hearing; these methods have been 

described by Wedenberg (1951 , p. 14). 

The humanist i c emphasis of the Renaissance brought 

about a revival o f interest in the plight of th e handi -

capped and a reassessment o f the potentialities of the 

deaf-mute, who had b een referred to and regarded as 

deaf and dumb (sardus et mutus ). Jerome Ca rdan (also 

known as Girolamo Cardano, Hieronymi Cardani , and 

Hieronymus Cardanus) (1501-1576), a -mathema tician, phil~ 

osopher, and physician from Padua, Italy , has b een 

credited as b e ing the first to pe rce ive the causal re

lat ionship of deafness and mutenes s; he was also the 

first to recognize the ability of the deaf to use reason. 
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According to Wedenberg (1951), the chang~d a t titude 

res ulted in new ·trends in education which were reflected 

in the medical writings concerning the deaf . Some of 

these writers were Hieronymus Mercurialis, Guido Guidi, 

and Jean Riolan the younger (Johann~s Riolanus ) . They 

recommended loud noi ses and trumpet blasts to awaken 

the auditory sense or to restore the heari ng (p . 15). 

According to Wedenberg (1951), during the six

teenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries , deaf-

mutes we re subjected to a variety of teaching methods 

out of which evolved and crystalized two principal 

systems: -(1) the Spanish--Ge :r:man s p eech, or oral method, 

and (2) the French sign language, or sign method. Teachers 

using these methods frequen t ly ob se rved that th e ir pupils 

had residual h e aring; accordingly, they found it e xpe

dient to speak directly into the ea r to achieve the 

best possible results (p. 15). Two French contempo-

raries of the eighteenth century , Ernaud and Pereira, 

attempted to stimulate the use o f residua l hearing by 

means of auditory training exercises ; they also encourage d 

their clients to use their vision for lipreading and to 

use taction to feel the vibrations of t he vocal cords 

and to identify invisible speech sounds. According to 
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Bender (1 9 70), one means of stimulat ion which Ernaud 

us ed was to pla~e a cornet against a client's ear be

fore sounding it (p. 94). 

A seventeenth century Englishman, Holder, 

theorized that hearing los s was due to a lack of proper 

tension in the drum rnembrane, which was due, p erhaps , 

to so1ce irregularity in the ossicular chai n or a de

fect in the muscles contro lling these structures. He 

tested this theory by beating a drum while standing 

behind hi s client so that, hope fully, the vibration 

would tighte n the tympa nic merobrane. Whene ver this 

was don e , Holder cl a imed , h i s cl ient was able to hea r 

his own name spoken softly b ehind him, even though he 

coul d hear nothing els e (B en der, 1 970 , p. 62). 

Th e fir s t s ystematic and scientific attempt to 

formulate a conception of the possibilities for improve 

ment o f hearing th rough auditory stimul a t ion and tra ining 

was initiated in 1802 by I tard, an o t ologi s t, whose i n

vestigatory method included ear e xamination, systematic 

training, and careful observat ion. In 1805 he selected 

six clien t s enroll e d in the Paris Institution for the 

Deaf and Dumb ; he had determined that the clients se

lected for the ~tudy had res idual hearing. According 
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to Wedenberg (1951) , Itard initially used a l arge church 

bell which he struck with a piece of wood, gradually de

creasing the intensity of the tone stimulus by winding 

a handkerchief around the stick or striking the bell 

with his hand. He followed these trials with the sourid 

of a chiming clock. These trials were conducted in a 

long, narrow corridor and the chiming clock was moved 

to a greater distance fron each client on each successive 

trial in anticipation of improvement in auditory capacity 

or sensitivity. 

'I'he tones of a drum and of a flute were sub-

stituted for the sounds of the church bell and chiming 

clock. The clients were trained to di s criminate in terms 

of differences between loud and soft tones, direction 

o f sound s ource, and rhy thmic response to the beating 

of the drum. The sustained tones of the flute were used 

for test ing discriminations between high and low pitches. 

A description of Itard 1 s attempts to teach vowel dis

crimina tion has been provided by Wedenberg ( 1951, pp. 15-

17 ) . Many difficulties were encountere d in perception 

ofi and dis crirnination between., the individual vowels 

when spoken at a distance from the client . Less d~f

fi c ul ty was enco·untered in discriminations between vowel s 
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spoken directly into -the ear; and, after these were 
I 

learned, Itard proceeded to teach his clients to hear 

the differences between the consonants. He encountered 

such great difficulties and the work was so time consuming 

that he continued working with only three of the original 

six clients and suspended treatment of the other three. 

Each client received one hour of training daily for more 

than a year. His final opinj_on was t hat the results were 

unequa l b e cause of the differences in individual qualifi

cations, intelligence, and diligence o f the clients. 

Al though the results seem not to have b f;:en commensurate 

with the expenditure of time and effort, I t ard's work 

was valuable because hi s i deas were adopted by other 

teachers of the deaf in France and in Germany~ 

This particular study has been described in detail 

because its basic pattern seems to have been adopted in 

principJ.e for present-day practi c e in auditory tr2in i ng. 

Fur-t:hermore, it resulted in an incre ased interE.':.st and ex--

perime~tation in stimulating the use of residua l hearing 

to provide auditory feedback for speech training . How

ever, this interest and activity waned and became sporadic 

until the inception of the work of Urbantschitsch, who 

gave careful, methodi6al training to clients in the 

Doebling State Institute for the Deaf in Vienna. 
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According to Wedenberg ( 19 51) , Urbantschi tsch 

tested the hear1ng f unction of his clients by means of 

air and bone conduction . For this purpos e, he used 

(a) the tuning fo rk , (b ) s us tained vowels produced by 

the h urn an vo i c e , ~ d ,-~.fl1lS:hill11 ( di rect 1 y into the ear) 

and with great intensity ( l oudly ), and (c) mus ica l 

tones . His first experiments co vered a period of five 

years and involved several deaf-mutes. In 1892 h e 

selected, from a school population of one hundred and 

fifty, 6 0 c 1 ien ts whose negative responses to all o f 

the hearing tes t s indicated that they were total l y deaf . 

The initial s o und stimulus was produced by a harmonica 

which had a range of five octaves ; Urbantschitsch had 

constructed it so that the intensity could be changed 

or regulated at will. The next step was to train the 

clients to hear and d iscriminate in te rms of vowe ls, 

cons onants, words , and sentences. Afte r the clients had 

become habituated to the sound of o ne particular voic e , 

they were taught to respond to several othe r voices o f 

differen t pi t ches a nd to receive instruction in noi s y 

surroundings . There were several daily training sessions 

of not more than five o r ten mi nutes duration. The 

training extended over a period of six months to one 

year . 
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In 1893 a demonst r ation , using eighteen clients , 

I 

was presented for.the Me dical Society of Vienna. According 

to Wedenberg (1951), the demons tration stimulated interest 

in the work of Urbantschitsch, whose methods were tested 

in many schoo ls for the de af in Europ~ during t he n ext 

few years (p. 19). These metho ds were bro ught to t h e 

United States by r1ax A. Goldste in v1ho n a d worked with 

Urbantschitsch while pursuing postgraduate work in Vienna. 

Goldstein, an otologist, developed and emphas ized 

methods of helping deaf ch i ldren become aware of sounds 

as vibration through the use o f touch. He used p iano, 

accordion , organ , and harmonica. He also recommended 

the use o f musical ins truments which would present an 

opportunity for reception of both tactile and auditory 

impressions . He defined his "Acoustic Method" as : 

"Stimulation or educa tion of the hea ring rnechanisrn and 

its associated sense o rgans by sound vibration as applied 

either by voice o r any sonorous instrument" ( 19 33, p. 215) . 

In addition , he stressed the const a nt, daily, and sys

tematic practice of such stimulation t hroughout t he entire 

course o f acoustic tra ining in order to assure success-

ful results (pp. 219 - 220). It is noteworthy that Gol ds tein 

did not rule oub · the use of touch and vision for teach i ng 
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speech production and lipreading. 

may be considered as multisensorv . 

Indeed , his approach 

European contemporaries of Urbantschitsch and 

Goldstein were very actively experimenting with mechanical 

devices for arnpli fication of sound and production of sound 

reserr~ling the human voice. Similar work was going on in 

America and in Great Britain. The result of this a ctivity 

was the invention and subsequent refinement of the phono-~ 

graph, telephone, hearing aid, and the audiometer . The 

phonograph is mentioned because attempts were made to 

use Edison's phonograph in the education of the deaf, 

but the som1d quality was t oo poor and its intensity 

was not ade quate. Th e telephone is mentioned because the 

search by Alexander Gr2.ham Bell for a means of amp lifying 

speech for the deaf led to his invention of the tele

phone. Furthermore , a hearing aid can be considered 

a miniature telephone. 

The development o f the audiometer has led to 

more precise and standardized methods of mec1.suring hear-

ing loss. Its use , in conjunction with objective re--

cording of responses by means of the psychogalvanometer 

and the electroencephalograph, has provided more specific 

information about· the degree and type o f hearing l oss 

and is especially usefu l with young children . 
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The development of group and individual hearing 

aids a nd a u d itory trainers (desk aids ) has had a pro

f ound effe c t . The hearing aid has made it possible t o 

del i ver to the ear as much sound as the ear will tolerate 

witho ut discomfort and without di s tortion . It has pro - ,-

vided the auaitory feedback n eeded fo r speech training. 

Thus, aural rehabilitation has been made avai l ab le t o 

those with severe and profoun d l osses. And aural r eha

bilitation ha s b een made a vailable to in fants and young 

children so that l a nguage can be acquired and speech 

developed at an earlier agee Specia l refinements of 

engineerin~ a nd construction have fac ilitated delivery 

to the ea r of the frequencies which could not b e per

ceived w1aided . Several sy stems or methods o f training 

deaf children are based upon the ampl i f ication o f speci f ic 

ranges o f fr equencies . r:rwo of these ( Guberi na , 19 71 , 

and van Uden , 19 71) invol ve the use o f music and will 

be desc ribed i n Chapter IV. 

According to accounts furn i s h ed b y Wedenberg 

hims e lf ( 1951, p. 31; 1967, p. 588; 1970 , v-vi) , his 

work as an otola r yngologist b egan in 1939 after the 

birth of a hearing impaired son. Prior t o that tim.e 

he had been a de~tist in Stockh olm. His work was pat

terned upon the methods of Urbantschitsch and Goldstein ; 
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but iri 1946 it was expanded and refined with the greater 

potentialities afforded by electronic equipment . The aim 

of this work was to train the hearing of children through 

s pecific practice, using specially selected words composed 

of low-frequency vowels 2nd high-intensity consonants . 

At first the words were spoken a d concham (directly into 

the ear) without a hearing aid. Later, a specia l electro-

acoustic app a r a tus was used which , by means of electrical 

fil ters, made it possible to reject signals above or he

lm·: the desired pass b :::i.[t6 ; thusr tuning to the desired 

frequency was accomplished. 

The spectral composition of speech sounds, par

ti cular l y the formants, was taken as a bas is for the 

identi fication of the separ ate sounds b y the ear, espe

cially the two lo·wer vowel .forr.1a:r:ts and t~e voiced con-

sonant formants . By us ing corrbinations o f the fre q uencies 

appropriate to the child's threshold of hearing for pure 

tones, a d j ustments were made to coincide with t he fre

quencies and intensitie~~ at hrl: ich ci ff e rent formants of 

speech were p r esented. Practice with the words was given 

daily for a period of th ree years . Later, simple everyday 

phrases were incorporated into the exercises. 'I1he uni-

sensory method (one single modality of perception) was 

stressed . . 
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Jui abudnance and variety o:E data ,!Jere obtaj_ned 
I 

and recordgd concerning the thirty-six c~ildren in the 

study. Wedenberg was convinced that the results of his 

study suggested the possibil.ity of t raining the deaf and 

hard of hearing to speak spontaneously, even if that be 

defectively, bef o re they have reached school age (p, 124). 

Atte mpts to assess the value of early training 

of young children with an emphc:J.s j.s UDon th,2 use of a.udi-

tio~1 have produced soffie statistical evidence i.n suppcrt 

of the c ontention that ecrly t.ra i niri.<] 2 .. nd use o f hi~aring 

aids contributes to the early deve lopment of language 

(G aeth, 1963, :966; Griffiths, 1964, 1967; Ste~art, 1965; 

Whetnall and Fry, 19S4., 1964). I-Io1.vcver, as Pollack (1970) 

has i ndicated , th 0 collect~on of stati.stical eviaence for 

a significant ly l arge group of very young children must be 

11 a long t erm prcj cct in ·wh:i. c h rnan1 cl inical a.nd educatj_onal 

c e nters apply and test an a.uc..i to:cy a p prc)act. 1
i (pp .. 44--45) . 

Although the history of auditory training hn.s 

ext ended over a considerable lengt h of time, continuity 

of effort and promising develormen ts h ave been evident 

only within the pre s en t century. Various authors (Bender , 

1960, 1970; Davis, 1970; Goldstein, 1933, ·1939; Hudgins, 

1954; Newby, 196~; Pollack, 1970; Sanders, 1971; Watson, 
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1962; Wed enberg , 1951) have indicated that the progress 

in refinement of· techniques in experimental studies and 

in training have been dependent upon scientific advances 

in acoustical engineering . 

b. Principles of and Practices in 

Auditory Training 

The basic aim of auditory training has been, and 

continues to be, that of as sisting the hearing handi-

capped individual to make bet ter use of his resjd11al 

heari ng . This is one point u p on which agreement seems 

t o be unanimous (Dicarlo, 1948; Ewing, 1964; Harri son , 

1954; Hudg ins , 19 54; McDermott, 19 71; Newby , 196 4 ; Oy er , 

1966; Pollack , 1970; Streng, 1 958 ; Robbins, 1964; Rollin s , 

1972; Silverman , 1957; Silverman an d Lane , 1970, 

Watson, 1962; Whitehurst , 1970 ). But, as Sa n ders (1970) 

has indicated , this should be considered as a s 1.1bsidiary 

goal , not just to improve hearing but to improve com

munication ( p. 20 4 ). When statements of various authors 

regarding the possibilities and goals of auditory train

ing are compared , one finds that these include: 

( a) Develo pment of a listening function which 
is continuous and takes into account the followi.ng 
factors in perceptual development: 

1: Awareness of the stimulus 
2 . Attention to the stimulus 
3. Mot ivati on 
4. Learning 
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(b) Better understanding of the spoken language 
of others 

(c) Better speech production in terms of voice 
quality, articulation, and rhythm, so that there 
is an improvement in speech intelligibility 

(d) A more rapid development of language function 
i n terms of extensiveness and flexibility 

(e) Higher attainmen t in sch ool subjects, espe
cially in the b asic skills so that there is an ac
celeration of the gene ral educational program 

(f) Better soci a l and e motional a d justmen t 
through the provision of a direct link with both 
hearing and hc::aring .impai red people and the \·w rld 
in gen e r al (Hu d gi n r; , 1954, pp. 33 ) , 347-- 349; l~elly, 
1953, 197 3, pp . 1-,.2,. 8, 38; Poll ack, 1970, p p . 37--
41 ; 0 y I;:~ r r 19 6 6 , pp . 4 6 -· 5 1 ; Wat s on , 1 9 G 4 , p • 2 9 ) • 

Kelly has sugges ted that an added goal of improved 

auditory nemory s pan migh t effect an increas e in retention 

of ::3ound (p. iv). Thif:;; particular r e s ult ough t to h t tVE:: 

an enhanci n g effect on any one or a ll of the above goals. 

It may be n ote d t ha t t hese goal s of auditory t rainin g 

have much i n corr~on with the genera l goa Js o f t he edu-

c a t.ion of the: dE~af as outlined in Chc:pter II . 

The re are t ~ o b a sic 2pproach ~s to auditory train-

ing, th e rn ultisensory and the unjsensory. 'I1he rnulti

sens or1 approach emphas izes the use o:E cor:1pensatory 

channels, or sense modalities; thus, thE; h~aring irn-

pai r ed -look fo~ and rely upo~ cues made available through 

the use of vision , taction (touch), and proprioception 

(pressure ) ( Dorland 1 1965, pp . 1228, 1294, 1504). 
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In contrast to the m ul tisensory appro2_ch, the 

uni sensory appro~ch would permit use of one sense modality 

only (namely, hearing) and forbid or eliminate use of 

other sense modal ities. We have found that this method 

was utilized by Itard , Urbantschitsch, and Wedenberg . 

Pollack (1970) infers that the unisensory approach was 

also the orig·inal intent of t he Acoustic Method 

(Goldstein, 1939) but that, at a later date, the book 

include d ci1apters by teachers who added t a cti le and visual 

training (p. 19). However, an earlier wo r k by Gol~stein 

(1933) is the source from which the descriptive infor

mation and definition of his acoustic method was obtained. 

The fine point of interpretation would seem to indicate 

that Goldstein intended perception by touch to functi o n 

in a secondary role to that of hea r ing f o r thE~ fo1.Jow-

ing purposes; 

(a) Interpretation of pitch, rhythm, accent, 

voJ.umeo 

(b) Analysis of speech-sounds. 

(c) Synthes is and speech construction ( p . 144). 

"This d efini tion is comprehensive -enough to include 

sound waves and their significance as appreciated b~ 

optical perception" (Goldstein, 1933, p. 215). 
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The viewpoint expressed by Pollack (1970) is 

that the unisensory approach emphasizes intensive train

ing of the impaired sense modality so that the child is 

e nabled to respond mu 1tisensorily. That is preferable 

to a mul ti.sensort approach ·which has traditionally em

phasized vis ua1--motor skills and has led to overcor11pen

sation by the unimpaired modalities (p. 42). Pollack 

cites various perceptual studies (Gordon and Taylor, 1964; 

Hardy, 1966; Krech and Crutchfield, 1959; Negus, 1963; 

Rasran, 1955, Urbantschitsch, 1958) to support her posi-

tion that ( a) the act of attending to a stimulus is a 

selective f ocus fer aw a reness which is constantly sh ift-

• :i (J ) l tt t . . d. . d .., ~ 1 1 . · • 1 n g , a_n a :> r.iv~ 1e n a en 1 on 1_ s _ iv J_ _e o, per ce p .: u a a 1. s c r 1. nn -

nation i s poorer. Furthermore, if one stimulus is stronger 

(as in no~rnal vision and abnormal hearing ) , it inhibits. 

If both stimuli are equally strong (as with no rma l vision 

and normal hearing), f a cili tation takes place. However , 

data derived frorn facilitation research (Clarke, 1957; 

Elliot, 1937; Gaeth, 1963, 1966; Hudgins, 1960; Klingberg, 

1962; Sum½y and I. Pollack, 1964) have tended to support 

the belief that a comb ined, or bimodal, that is, audio

visual, method of presentation of stimuli is more ef

fective in achieving desired results than a method which 

utilizes a single sense modality. 
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A careful scrutiny of the plan which Pollack 

proposes for deve lopment of a li stening- func t ion seems 

to underscore the similarities of methodology in t h e 

u n isensory eind rn u 1 tisens ory a ppro2.ch e s to auditory 

training. rThe s ignificant difference lies in the p riori ty 

of hearing over the other sense modalities . And, if no 

auditory fe edback o ccurs after a ll r easonable II period 

of time , the clinician may a dd kinesthetic, but not 

visual , cl ues (Pollack , p . 100) ~ 

Once a listening f unction has been de ve l oped , 
th e chil d c an use vir,ua l cue s to supplement the 
auditory cues to a greate r or lesser degr e e, de
p e n d i ng upon seve r al fact ors such as degree o f lo s s , 
a ~ ount -o f environme n ta l noise , position of speak er , 
typ e o f activi ty, and so o n . He becomes multi
sensory and integrate~~ all the sensory stimuli in 
a n atura l wa y (p. 19 ) . 

Pol l a ck re cogn izes the respons _;_b ility of t he audiologist 

f o r the diagnosis and h ab ilitation of de a f preschool 

chi l dren in her t erminology . Her sy s tem of aud i t ory 

and communication training is called .educational a.udiolog:y , 

and t he u n isens o ry a pproach i s referred to a s ..cLC.QJ.Jp.edi-.C.s . 

Methods o f instruction in l angua ge and the skills 

of comm.un i cation, which include auditory training, 

have been characterized as follmvs: ( a ) · Formal, logical , 

systematic, g-ra rrrmatica.l, a naly tical , or artificial;· (b) 

informal, synthetic, natural, "mothero" Historically, 
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the formal method preceded the informal, particularly 

for auditory training. An early advocate of the informal 

method was Greenberger {1892); a more recent advocate 

is Groht (1932, 1953, 1957, 1958). 

Earlier in this chapter, the recent trend and 

recommendat ions for early diagnosis o; and trea tment 

foL hearing i mpairmen t were noted. This tepdency has 
j 

been prompted by conce rn fo r the natural acquisition and 

development of language, a goal made more realistic by 

modern technology . Pollack (1 9 70) and Watson ( 1962 ) 

2.r e in agreement in expressing their opi~io ns relative 

to what they call "scs si.on~3 o f acous tic exercises ll 

which compartmental iz e the use of residual hea.ring into 

spe cific perioc.s on the timetab le~ They stress the need 

to exploit every opportunity for training as it occurs 

naturally in the recurring d a ily cycle of events in a 

child's life. Moreover, they recommE?.nd that ths child's 

hearing aid be worn throughout his waking hours so that 

it may function as a quasi-sense organ. Pollack has also 

suggested that th(~ hearing aid can be worn at night too. 

Newby ( 1964) has stated that the kind and type 

of auditory training a child needs depends upon the 

degree and type of hearing impairment. To these we 
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should add the . determining factor of age of onset of hear-

ing impairment. Certa inly a congenital hearing impair-

ment will require a more extensive training program than 

an acquired loss. An adult who is experiencing a pro

gressive conductive impairment, with or without surgery 

or a h e aring aid , needs a training program which will 

make more e xplicit for him the rules, cues, and strate

gies of listening which he us~d wh en his hearing was 

n orma l. Whe n hearing impairme nts are due to complicated 

vari e ties of sens ori-ne ural hear i ng loss which a re un

equal at t h e dif f erent fre que ncies , r ehabilitative pro

c e dures a r e required , not only to r e -tea ch what was 

once known, but also to attempt to sub stitute other 

ways of li s tening. This includes t he supple me nta tion 

of listening with looking so that new cue s n~ a.y be sub

stitute d for thos e that are no longer available (Hirsh, 

19 7 0 , p. 3 5 0) . Sanders (197 1 ) h as sugges ted that the 

auditory training progra m should make a pe r son capable 

of comprehending speech un der a variety of conditions 

of variable difficulty, including the pres c :iC..: e of com

peting stimuli (p. 206). 

According to Oyer (1966), the task i nvo lved in 

auditory training 'is similar to other tasks designed to 
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establish o r improve a skill or set of skills, and i nvolves 

systematized and dire cted practice .. An i mportant consid

eration is the influence o f many factors upon the effec

tiveness of the training program~ Oyer enumerates the 

following factors: 

1~ 

2 .. 
3. 
4. 
5 • 
6. 

7. 

8~ 
9 ~ -

10. 

Knowledge and competenc e o f the audiologist 
who has outlined and is managing the aural 
rehabilitation program 
Motivation o f the h e aring-handicapped person 
Age of the client . 
Intelligence of the client 
Practice materials employed by t he c linician 
Approp .t"iateness o f methods employed by the 
c linician 
Opportrn.1i t.y for the client to have syf:: tema t ic 
practice 
Length of time the client practices 
Establishment of proper h2bits hy the client 
Client ' s understanding of bas i c principles 
i n vol ·vE,d 

11.. Cl ien-i-·_ 1 s knov;le cl(Je of proqn:~sr;; ( i.mmediate 
report of su~cess or failure , and of errors and 
correct stimulus ) 

1 2 .. Intelligent cooperation with the clinician 
o f t hose in close associc .. 4-tion with tht~ hea.ring-•
handicapped i ndi vidu~l (pp. 46-47). 

Cogni zance of these factors ·with appropriate action there-

upon would seem to be consistent with sound prin ciples 

of educational p sychology and of therapy in g eneral. 

3. Review of Selected Manuals and Han<lboo ks 

a. Gene r a l Features 

Most of the manuals of audi tory training selected 

for review in the present stu~y were meant to be used 

with young children of nursery ·school age or younger. 
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For this reason, the introductory sections of some of the 

manuals were written with the parent in mind, and these 

contained explanatory and informative material (Lowel l 

and_ Stoner , 1960; Robbins, 1964; Utley, 1950; Whitehurst, 

1959 an11S66). The information conveyed therein h as 

been incorporated into the body of this study. Several 

of these informational points need to be stressed: ( a) 

parents should be involved in the education of their 

children whether or not their progeny are handicapped; 

(b) the speed of learning is increased when an activity 

is enjoyable; a ch ild is motivated t o cooperate through 

playful activities rather than work (Lowell and Stoner, 

ix--x) . 

The manuals of auditory training for children 

which have been cited and textbooks f or students and 

teachers (Davis & Silvennan, 1970; Pollock , 1970; Sanders, 

1971; Streng, 1958; Travis, 1957) have i ndicated a variety 

of procedures for developing an awareness of patterned 

and changing sound. Auditory training is carried out 

simultaneously i n t hree general areas: (1) gross and 

environmental sounds, (2) music, and (3) speech . Pollack 

(1970) has extended this list so that the core of listen

ing experiences includes: 
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1. Vocal play 

a. Voice games--sounds made with the various 
components of the speech apparatus including 
".tunes" and laughter with attention to tone 
and inflection which should be varied and 
pleasant 

b. Calling games accompanied by appropriate 
gestures 

2~ Music--where we deal with pitch, intensity, dura
tion and rhythm through the use of radio, tele
vision, and phonog raph 

3. Noisemakers (objects that produce unique and 
loud sounds )- - Visua l clues , that is, facial ex
pression and gestures, should be used. 

a. Non-musical 

(1) devices o r instrum~nts such as whistles , 
horns, b e lls, clappe rs ( or Hallov.re 1 en 
clackers ), kitchen utensils such as 
saucepan lids 

(2) body sounds made by clapping of hands 
or stamping of feet 

(3) toys such as blocks, rattles, and animals 
( including snapper type of crickets of 
various sizes ) 

b. Mus j_ cal Instruments such as d r t .ms , tamb ourine , 
rhythm sticks , sandpa per blocks, cymbals, 
chimes, tuned bells, triangle, xylophone, 
harmonica, piano, organ, temple or chinese 
wood .blocks, castanets, guitar 

4. Other environmental sounds (or everyday sounds) 
such as the running or splashing of water, a 
spoon stirring in a cup, the banging together 
of a knife and fork, shaking of coins , jangling 
of key s , .9runching (o r crushing or r ustling ) 
of paper, pounding of a hammer, buzzing or ringing 
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of a doorbell, ringing of a telephone, ticking or 
ringing of an alarm clock, and the sounds of ani
mals, airplanes, cars (automobi les), and sirens 

5. Prespeech activities such as babbling and echo
lalia of phonemes, words, and sentences 

6. Speech and language (pp. 76~83, 89). 

Hirsh (1970) has stressed the importance of mean

ingful auditory experience which emerges from c a reful 

arrangement of c ircumstances rather than from teaching as 

such ( p. 3 5 3) • This de velopment of auditory percepti on 

must evolve , then, through the following sequence o f 

experiences: 

1. Awa ren ess o f sound 

a. as opposed t o (or contrasted with) silence 

b. as being loud or q uiet (so ft ) 

2. Learning to attend ( listen) to a variety of sounds 
(without visual a ssociation wi th the object ) 

3. Curi osity about the sound so that it can be 
locali zed (associating the object wi th the sound)- .. -
sound discrimination 

4. Recogni zing the sounds (knowing the meanin g of 
t hem) 

5. Reacting appropr i ately to sounds 

6.· Imitat ing o r using ( these s ounds ) 
pp. 75-76, 79) ~ 

(Pollack , 

Robbins (1964) has indicated that t h e abil~ty of 

the child to localize s ound will be dependent upon his 
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hearing acuity, his maturity, and experience. Thus, a 

reasonable goal may be only tha.t of the child reaching out 

toward sound, or moving toward it (p. 40). According to 

Robbins, the child should have a pleasurable reaction 

to sound. A prerequisite for imitation of sound is 

that the toys and noisemakers which are introduced to the 

child must (a) belong to the child's real or play world, 

and (b) be those which the child can manipulate and 

operate himse lf (Robbins, pp. 40, 41 ). Pollack (1970) 

has stated that a sound becomes meaningful to a deaf 

chil d when he knows how the sound is made (p. 82). 

Pollack considers i t advisable to have the mother, 

teacher , or therapist play with toys and imitate the 

sounds made by them , then follow thi s procedure by in

troducing the real sounds from real objects and live 

animals. When the child understands the association 

between a sound and an object, additional listening prac

tice may be given by using recordings - of familiar sounds. 

If a child en joys looking at pictures, the book can be 

11 read" emphas izing the sounds associated with the picture 

rather than the words. According to Sanders, the use 

of pictures inc reases the possible scope o f activities , 

extending the ran~e of gross (environmental) sounds 
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that can be used in training sessions, especially those 

that cannot be brought within the classroom (p. 258). 

Because the term "noisemakers" includes musical 

instruments as well as nonmusical devices for so urces 

of sound, some of the concepts which may be taught through 

the use of noisemakers are: 

a. Sound and silence 

b. Loud and soft 

c. High and low or up and dov.rn 

d. Fast and slmv or run a11d wa lk 

e .. How many ( counting) . 

These concepts a re inherent in music. 

One of the ultimate goals of an auditory training 

program is to develop facility in t he understanding and 

use of spoken language . Therefore, the gre ate r portion 

of the material in the auditory tr2ining manua ls deals 

with the sounds of speech. 

Various authors (D a vis an d Silverman , 19 70; 

Lowell and Stoner , 1960; Pollack , 1970; Robbins, 1964; 

Sanders, 1970; Streng , 1958; Travis, 1957; Utley , 1950 ; 

Whitehurst, 1966) have stressed the use Df amplification 

to facilitate or ensure the success of auditory training . 

Their suggestions lnclude the following measures: 
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(a) Talking (and singing) close to a child's 
I 

ear; forms of amplification that are always 

available 

(b) Using other simple devices that direct and 

concentrate sound--a megaphone, a cupped hand, 

or a cardboard tube 

(c) Attaching headphones to a phonograph, radio, 

or television set, especially effective in 

motivating the child 

(d) Being certain that the child and everyone who 

works with him know how to operate the hearing 

aid of whatever type (individual, or designed 

for use with a group) 

(e) Studying the instructions and specification 

sheet which should accompany electronic 

equipment and consulting qualified experts . 

Robbins (1964) believes that the child must be 

taught to assume some responsibility for the hearing aid 

as soon as he has been fitted for and presented with 

one. At first he will need guidance; but gradually, 

over a ~eriod of years , he can learn to carry out certain 

expectations independently of supervision: 

(a) Insert· his earmold (which will have to be chang~d 

from time to time as he grows older)., 
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(b) Turn the aid off when he removes it. 

(c) Turn the aid on when he puts it on. 

( d) Put the aid on in the morning in an habitual way 

as a part of getting dressed. 

(e) Indicate when the aid is not working. 

(f) Adjust the volume. 

(g) Remove the aid when engaging in athletics or 

rough play . 

At a "high school" level and beyond, he should 

also learn to: 

(a ) Clea n his earmold. 

(b) Regulate the volume and tone controls to his best 

advantage as situations ch an ge during the day. 

(c) Repl ace batteries. 

(d) Note trouble signs and make very minor adjustments 

such as t r ying a new receiver or a new cord 

(p. 24). 

b. Specific Suggestions for the Use of Music 

in Each Manual 

Having described the general features which 

the auditory training manuals share in common with each 

other, the specific recommendations and suggestions.given 

in each manual for the use of music in auditory training 
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are now presented. Because some of the music activities 

are based upon earlier experiences with so-called noise

makers, occasional reference may be made to these sound 

s ources. 

P_lay It By Ear (Lowell and Stoner, 19 60) 

This manual is a collection of auditory training 

games primarily intended for parents but very useful for 

teachers and therapists who work with young, hearing 

impaired children. The thirty-six activities are grouped 

to form five broad unit s labeled: (a) Sounds, (b) .Music, 

(c) Voice, (d) Dista nce , and ( e ) Direction. However, 

instead of describ ing the musically oriented activities 

within each broad unit or area, the recommended techniques 

for teaching vari ous concepts are presen ted. This, in 

effect, telescopes two or three activi t ie s from several 

broad areas into a single unit or entity for exposition or 

explanation, focusing attention on each concept. 

The concept of duration is introduced through 

the ringing of an alarm clock. Initially the child is 

allowed to touch the alarm so that he can feel the vi-

brations. If he is able to distinguish between the 

presence and abse.nce of sound by touching the clock~ he 

should be encouraged to respond using only the auditory 
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sense. However, if he still needs to use the :Vibratory 
I 

or tactile sense~ the parent or therapist might try touching 

the child's arm, the table, the chair in which the child is 

sitting, or the floor, using the clock (pp. 1-2). 

Lowell and Stoner recommend use of a recording of 

music with a strong beat, such as a march, to help the 

child (a) become aware of music, (b) enjoy it, and (c) 

know when it is on or off. The recording is shown to 

the child who is allowed to watch as the needle is placed 

on the record. The child is encouraged to respond in 

various ways, such as waving a flag in time to the music, 

as long as he hears the music. When the needle is removed 

from the record, the child is told that the music is off, 

and he puts the flag or other object down. When the child. 

is able to respond visually with accuracy, his view should 

be blocked so that he uses the hearing modality alone. 

Other responses of the child might be to wave a scarf, 

move a puppet, clap his hands, beat two sticks together, 

or dance in time to the music. In this activity, the 

difficulty of the task of auditory discrimination may be 

increased by: 

(a) Using music with a less definite beat and 

rhythm. 
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(b) Reducing the loudness of the stimulus. 

(c) Moving the child farther away from the source 

of the music. 

(d) Using different rhythms and tempos, such as 

a slow march, a fast march, a walking rhythm, 

a jumping rhythm, etc. (pp ~ 43-46). 

The contrast between loud and soft sounds is demon

strated initially by using a drum and relating loud and soft 

t o the ideas of heavy and light as well as big and little. 

Th is might be achieved through pantomime o r the use of 

pictures (pp. 21-22) . Lowell and Stoner recommend using 

recordings of musi c in which the contrasts between loud 

and soft passages or sections are easily distinguishable; 

they specifically suggest "The Sta r Spangled Banner . 11 

One could, if necessary, use any music in which the in

tensity is fairly constant, producing the desired contrasts 

by manipulating the volume controls (pp. 47-48). 

Further suggestions by Lowell and Stoner include 

the following ideas: 

(a) The p arent or therapist should prepare two 

drawings or pictures, one representing a child's reaction 

to loud music by holding his hands over his ears, and one 

repres e nting a response of pleasure to soft music, or one 

showing a person's face with a f inger near the .lips to 
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suggest a gesture meaning "quiet, please!" The therapist 
I 

makes the responses depicted in the pictures, telling the 

child whether the music is loud or soft; she then helps 

the child to make the same responses and points to the pic

tures to reinforce the idea. Next, the child is encouraged 

to respond to the music either by pointing to the correct 

picture, picking it up, or placing something on the correct 

picture. If it appears that the child is responding to 

the location of the needle on the record instead of what 

he hears , one should screen the record and needle with a 

piece of cardboard held in one hand. If cereal or some 

other edible item is placed on the picture by the child, 

he should be allowed to collect and, presumably, eat 

these at the end of the activity. 

(b) To maintain the child's interest in this 

activity, one might use recordings in which individual 

instruments are more prominent than others. 

(c) Another way to vary this _activity would be 

to use musical instruments directly instead of recordings 

of them. 

(d) The therapist could "overact" in demonstrating 

the difference in the amount of energy needed to produce 

loud or soft music. 
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When the child has grasped the concept of loud 

and soft, his responses may be varied as follows: 

(a) Large and small pictures or items could be 

picked up by the c hi ld and deposited in a place, such as 

a box, de s ignated by the therapist. 

(b) If small or inexpens ive instruments--or even 

the piano--be used., the child may imitate in his responses 

the stimulus provided by the therapist. 

(c) The child may be allowed to respond by beat ing 

heavily or l .i.gh tly on the table with his hand, or he m.:i.ght. 

walk or rnarch with he a.vy or light steps . 

(d) · The child might res pond by mak i n g marks with 

a crayon, pencil, or pen, us ing h eavy and light strokes . 

To increase the difficulty of auditory discriminati on, 

the therapist could produce a tone at a given pitch., va ry ing 

the intensity, then moving to another pitch until a great 

v a riety of pit ches has been used (pp. 47-50). 

In activities which are designed to introduce 

the concept of J2l.!,;, c~. to the child, Lmvell and Stoner sug-

gest. using any of th e following instruments: (a) a piano, 

(b) a violin, ( c) a comb covered with a piece of . waxed 

paper, or (d) two glasses or bottles filled to diffe!ent 

levels so that th~y produce different pitches when tapped 

with a spoon. The contrast between high and lm·1 · pitches 
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should be great enough to make the difference obvious 

and easy to distiriguish. Gradually, the contrast may be 

lessened, or a third pitch in between the high and low 

pitc~es may be added. Hand signals may be used to indic2te 

high a n d low, and the child may be encouraged to imitate 

the pitch pattern with his voice, using a free vowel such 

as 11 ah 11 (pp. 3 3- 3 7) . 

In further activities in which pitch discrimination 

is continued, L m,.,7 ell an d Stoner recommend having available 

a sliding whistle or a toy horn capable of producing both 

hish a.n d low tones or two horns , one with a high p i tch 

and the other with a low pitch. Ideally, the child should 

be given a dup l icate of v-,1hatever instrument the therapi st 

uses. 

Directions for making graphic representations of 

high and low pitches include the following steps: 

(a) The therapis t paints or draws a series of 

long and short, brightly colored vertical bars on a large 

piece of cardboard or posterboard. Or one may fasten s trips, 

of construction paper to the cardboard. 

(b) At the upper end of each of thes e vertical 

bars the the rapist pins or attaches a small picture or 

cut-out of a horn resembling the toy horn to be used in 

this activity. 
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(c) The child is instructed to respond to high 

pitches by removing a ~orn from a long or high bar. He 

should respond to low pitches by removing a horn from a 

short or low bar* (p. 52). 

Lowell and Stoner offer the following variations 

of technique for the purpose of maintaining tte moti.val:,ional 

level of the child: 

(a) Any real or toy i ·nstrument may be substituted 

for the toy horn. Suggested alternatives include the 

piano , any horn from the brass family, bells with definite 

pitches , xylophone, harmonica, or the therapist's own 

singing voice. A picture of the instrument being used or 

of a person sin9ing should replace that o f the toy horn. 

(b) For older children, cut-outs of musical notes 

may be used instead of pictures o f musical instruments .. 

( c) The child may hola the pictures in his hand and 

place thern on the proper bar to indicate the pitch he heard. 

(d) The child may point with his finger or a 

small pointer to the pictures attached to the long and 

short bars. 

*The musician with a knowledge of · acoustics will 
have to remind himself that a visual pattern is being used 
at a preschool l~vel to demonstrate the concept of high and 
low pitches; the emphasis is on the adjective rather than 
the noun. 
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(e) The child may indicate what pitch he has 

• I heard by h ol ding ·the pictures up high or down low. 

(f) The therapist might sing simple songs and 

rhymes or play recordings of them, at the same t ime moving 

his hand or taking the child's hand a·nd moving it high or 

l ow to indicate the varying pitch of the music . 'I'he child 

might also h urn ·vJhile the therapist is singing, following 

the up and cown movement of the hand. 

(g) The therapist might place musical notes in their 

proper positions on a flannel board or a bulletin board. The 

chi ld, with the help of the therap ist, points to these notes 

to indicate -that he hears the v a rying pitch of the music 

(pp. 52 - 53). 

Lowe ll and St one r s uggest the followins measures 

for inc reasing the difficulty of auditory discrimination: 

( a) Decre a s ing the distan ce b etwee n the high and 

lmv pitches. This could be considered equi v a. 

lent to asking the child to distinguish be

tween the high and low of 

1. Two high sounds, 

2. Two low sounds , and 

3. Two sounds in a middle register or 
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(b) Using a third pitch midway between the high 

and low pitches. A medium sized colored bar 

must also be added to the posterboard to 

represent this pitch. The procedure, using 

these three pitches, would be patterned after 

that of the previous activities. 

(c) Adding more pitches. 

(d) Using two musical instruments together in place 

of o n ly one. The child must not only dis 

criminate between high and low pitches, he 

must also identify the instruments producing 

the sounds. 

(e) Having the child try to recognize a song 

from t he pitch patterns alone. 

(f) Presenting sounds softly. 

(g) Presenting sounds at varying distances from 

the child. 

(h) Using no ampli f ication (pp. 53-54). 

The complexity of the task may be increased by: 

(a) Using high and low p~tches consecutively, 

asking the child to indicate which pitch 

was given first and which was· given second. 

(b) Using high, medium, and low pitches consecu

tively, having the child indicate the pitch 
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given first, the pitch given second, and 
I 

the pitch given third (p. 75). 

The following sugg~stions are given by Lowell 

and Stoner for the purpose of increasing language diffi

culty: 

1. Teach the child simple songs and rhymes and let 
him sing along as they are p layed on a record. 

If possible, give the child an opportunity to 
sing with simple (one note) piano accompaniment. 
Have him li s t en to, and a pproximate his voice to, 
the piano notes . 

3. Give the child an opportunity to sing in a family 
group. 

4. Be sure to teach the child the words of songs used 
in his clubs, church activities, etc., and help 
him with the pitch qualities o f the song. 

5. When the child has a reading voc ab ulary, give him 
th e words to recorded songs so that h e may sing 
along with the record . 

6. If the child shows any interest in wanting to play 
a musical instrument, give him an opportunity, if 
possible , t o do so under a very patient and under
standing teacher. Remember that such an activity 
is only for the child's enjoyment (p. 53). 

Lowell and Stoner offer the following suggestions 

for teaching the concept of tempo or rate of speed. 

(a) The therapist beats a drum slowly, at the same 

time explaining to the child that this action is slow. He 

then moves a doll or a toy in similar manner accompanied 
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by the comment that this action is also slow. This pro

cedure is repeated several times. 

(b) After beating the drum slowly three or four 

times , the therapist helps the child move the doll or 

toy slowlyc 

(c) When the therap ist stops beating the drum 

slowly, the child is allowed to move the doll or toy by 

himse lf. Adequate practice should be given for firmly 

establishing the idea of slow tempo. 

(d) All of the preceding steps are used to intro-

duce and demonstrate fast motion. 

(e ) . Once th e chil d has grasped the idea of fast 

tempo, he can b e asked to discriminate between slow and 

fast drum beats. If h e is un c ertain of the correct re-

sponse, the therapist should help him either by tappi ng 

gently on his arm o r hand or by helping him move the do ll 

or toy at the appropriate rate of speed. 

( £) Initially the child should be allowed to use 

his visua l sense to see the therapist beating the drum. 

Later on, the child may be asked to turn around or--

much later--to close .his eyes. If however, t he audi-

tory sense is insufficient by itself , the · child's hands 

should be placed -on the drum so that he may perceive through 

the tactile sense. 
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(g) Just as various toys may be substituted 
I 

for the doll, so may other responses be encouraged, such 

as: 

1. Letting the child "walk" his fingers 

across the floor at the appropriate tempo. 

2. Permitting the child to "walk II his fingers 

up the therapist's arm at the appropriate 

tempo. 

3. Allowing the child to walk or run, ac

cording to the correct response, to a 

designated destination. 

4. Having the child imitate, by beating 

on the drum, the slow or fast beat of 

the therapist. 

5. Asking the child to imitate the slow or 

fast beat by clapping his hands. 

(h) The difficulty of auditory discrimination 

may be increased by: 

1. Substituting another noisemaker or musical 

instrument for the drum. 

2. Shortening the pauses between the slow 

beats given by the therapist. 
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The complexity of the task may be increased by 

I 

asking the child to choose between two possible sources 

of sound as well as discriminating between slow and fast 

tempos. Gradually, the number of sound sources may be 

increased. One might also draw lines close together to 

represent fast beats; lines farther apart would represent 

slow beats. These lines might be drawn on strips of paper 

or cardboard which could constitute a creative response 

limited o n ly by the imagination of the therapist (pp. 

15-20). 

Lowell and Stoner suggest using the drum and three 

small flags to introduce the concept of how many? in terms 

of the numbers one, two, and three. The flags are made 

by attaching a six by eight inch piece of plain paper or 

cloth to a small stick, using glue or tape. Six circles 

which are one inch in diameter are cut from paper or cloth 

that will provide a distinct contrast to the color of the 

flags. The circles are distributed and glued or attached 

so that the first flag has one circle, the second flag 

has two circles, and the third flag has three circles. 

After the therapist has demonstrated the correct responses 

and the child is able to make these required responses, 

that is, picking · up the appropriately marked flag, interest 
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may be maintained by varying (a) the type of sound source 
I 

or musical instrument and (b) the response of the child. 

Some alternative choices might require that the child: 

(a) have a duplicate noisemaker, repeating the 

same number of sounds he hears. 

(b) place the appropriately marked flag in a 

mound of modelling clay or Styrofoam. 

(c) hold up the appropriate nwnber of fingers. 

(d) choose the correct combination of units of 

toys fastened together in groups of two and 

three, or a single unit of one. 

(e)_ stack blocks in combinations representing the 

number of sounds heard. 

(f) make the correct number of marks on paper, 

using a crayon. 

( g) put the required number of objects, such as 

balls, beads, blocks, etc., into a container. 

(h) pick up or turn over cards with pictures 

of one, two, or three similar objects on them. 

(i) clap his hands correspondingly. 

Once the child has mastered the "one, two, and 

three" concept, the number of sounds may be increased 

according to his ·ability. Lowell and Stoner also suggest 

that several sound sources be used and that the child 
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be asked to indicate how many sounds were made by each 

sound source. One might also have the child indicate 

how many fast and how many slow sounds he heard or, addi

tionally, how many loud and soft sounds he heard (pp. 

29-32). 

In an activity which is called 11 Rhythm Band Fun," 

Lowell and Stoner present a variety of procedures designed 

to give the child experience in listening to and playing 

various rhythm instruments. Hereby, the concept of timbre 

or tonal quality as a distinguishing characteristic is 

involved in learning to recognize the sound of various 

instruments. The presentation of each instrument is 

patterned according to the following procedure: 

(a) The therapist and the child sit at a table 

facing each other, a cardboard screen measuring twelve 

by eighteen inches is placed at the center of the table. 

Both the therapist and the child have a pair of rhythm 

sticks. 

(b) The therapist holds the rhythm sticks above 

the screen, within the view of the child, and taps them 

together. 

(c) The child in turn picks up his rhythm s~icks 

and taps them, imitating the rhythmic pattern played by 

the therapist. 
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(d) After the child has had sufficient practice 

using the visual ·sense, the therapist should tap the 

rhythm sticks behind the screen so that the child may tap 

his sticks in response to what he hears. 

(e) As soon as the rhythm sticks have been 

"mastered," other rhythm band instruments may be substi

tuted, such as a triangle, tambourine, or drum; o r sand 

blocks, bells, cymbals, or maracas. Directions for making 

these instruments will be found in Appendix D. 

When the child has been given sufficient practice 

in identifying and playing a variety of rhythm instruments, 

recordings which h ave distinct rhythmic patterns may be 

used. Now the purpose of the activity is to have the child 

play a rhythm instrument, following or duplicating the 

rhythmic patterns of the recording(s). Initially, it 

may be necessary for the therapist to help the child 

discover and follow the patterns. But once the child 

seems to have gained confidence, the t~erapist might play 

an instrument which is different from that being played 

by the child. In this way, the interest of the child 

may be maintained through variety in tonal characteristics. 

If one wishes to use recordings in which rhythm 

instruments are p·rominent, the child could identify the 

instruments he hears in several ways: 
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(a) If he has expressive language for the in

struments, he should name them. 

(b ) A selection of rhythm instruments should be 

placed in front of the child so that he can 

choose the correct instrument and play alon g 

with the recording. 

The diffi culty and complexity of audi tory dis

cri mi nation may be i ncre as ed by: 

(a) Asking t h e child to (1) determine the rhyth mic 

patter n o f a record ing and (2) choos e an 

approp ri ate ins trument for accompany ing i t . 

(b) Ha ving th e ch ild choose the cor r ect ins t r u

ments to play along with a recording in which 

several instruments a r e featur e d. 

(c) Divi ding the g-roup of rhythm instruments so 

that both the therapi s t and the child p l ay 

the corre ct ins truments at the correct times 

(pp. 5 5- 59) . 

Lowell and Stoner recommend the following pro

cedure for introducing nursery or Mother Goose rhymes 

to the child. 

(a) Tell the story, illustrating .it with pictures 

and showing to the child the pictures on the record jacket 

or cover. 
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(b) Sing the rhyme, unaccompanied. 
I 

(c) Play the recording "mouthing" the words syn-

chronously with the recording. 

(d) Gradually encourage the child to sing along 

with you and with the recording. However, one must not 

expect the child to do this immediately because the under

standing of rhymes is a gradual process which extends over 

a considerable per iod of time. One should remerr~er that, 

because these rhymes are meant to be enjoyed, it is im

portant to make them interesting and enjoyable or £un

filled. 

Lowell and Stoner believe that there is value 

in developing the child's ability to discriminate be

tween various rhymes and parts of rhymes, the ultimate 

goal being speech and l anguage stimulation and develop

ment. Therefore, they have suggested procedures similar 

to those which are recommended by them for use in developing 

concepts. Of course, this entails the _preparation of 

teaching aids, in other words, cutting out or drawing 

pictures which illustrate the rhymes or parts of rhymes, 

or even sounds from rhymes, for instance, a man or woman 

singing (pp. 145-149). 

Appendix I of the Lowell and Stoner manual contains 

a complete description of the terms which are marked by 
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an asterisk when they appear in the directions for the 

various activities. The descriptive treatment of a term 

might take the form of (a) a definition, (b) factual 

information regarding the type of place where such an 

item might be procured, or (c) directions for making an 

item or for playing a game. There is also a list of 

s tandard responses which are a means of varying the 

responses of the child so that his interest may be main

tained at a high level (pp. 161-184). These are very 

useful for use with children of preschool age (see 

Appendix D for the standard responses and the fishing 

game) . 

Appendix II consists of specimens or models of 

upper and lower case letters as well as Arabic numerals 

with arrows indicating the correct manner of forming these 

symbols. Appendix III is a table of speech sounds-

consonants, vowels, and diphthongs (pp. 185-187). 

This particular manual, Play It By Ear, has been 

reviewed in great detail because the directions and sug

gestions are systema tized. Furthermore, they are in accord 

with pedagogical techniques and methods used in nursery 

school classes. Similar techniques were observed by the 

investigator who·was able to assist in their implemen

tation under the direction of a speech therapis·t who holds 
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degrees at the baccalaureate and master's levels in speech 

therapy and audiology. It is believed that a therapist 

who has not had sufficient opportunity to observe classes 

of this type, or one who is inexperienced, might derive 

great benefit by having access to this information. 

Educational Audiology for the Limited Hearing Infant 

(Pollack, 1970) 

This book offers an explanation and exposition 

of the "Acoupedic Approach" to the training of hearing im

paired youngsters. It is addressed to audiologists and 

teachers, with the expectation that they will supply the 

mother of the hearing impaired child with infdrmation, 

guidance, and support so that the mother can help the 

child "recapitulate 11 early experiences and develop a normal 

listening function (p. 88). The underlying philosophy 

or basic premise of acoupedic training is 

that-limited- hearing children need the same founda
tion of listening experiences as the normal hearing 
child regardless of the age at which they enter the 
therapeutic program (p. 74). 

Therefore, this program places the responsibility for 

auditory training and stimulation, as well as teaching, 

upon the home. The primary aim of the activities in 

the clinical setting is to offer demonstrations for the 

mother so that the home training may be more efficient 
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and effective. At the same time, the clinician is en

abled to observe· the responses of the infant so that 

proper guidance can be given to the mother. 

Pollack seeks to foster a positive approach to 

the development of a normal listenin~ function rather than 

imposing limits that might be implied by the audiogram. 

Emphasis is placed upon the child's listening throughout 

his waking hours so that he a ring will become an integral 

part of his pe rsonality. Therefore, Pollack disapproves 

of formal sessions of auditory training. She does recom

mend that music be used often, adding the comment that 

although an o rg an is most effect ive with a 
profoun dly deaf child, th e radio, television, and 
phonogra ph can be heard through powerful hearing 
aids (p. 78). 

The current popularity of the guitar might e nhance its 

effectiveness as a source of pleasure and fascination. 

At first, it will be necessary to use music which 

is predominantly rhythmic; hence, the child will be held 

and rocked to a lullaby, or he will b~ held and marched 

around the room to marching music. In the Appendix, under 

a section entitled "Li s tening Games for Parents," Pollack 

suggests dancing and clapping to music a$ additional 

musical acitivites (p. 226). The dancing might take the 

form of (a) moving the child in such a way that the quick, 
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jerky, up and down, and sidewise movements would be 

imitative of a jig, or (b) turning around in circles. 

The mother needs to be reminded to sing whenever she holds 

her ~hild (p. 79). 

According to Pollack, there is a distinct advan

tage in using mus i6 which emanates from the radio, tele

vis ion, or phonograph. It is possible to vary the loud

ness levels until a comfortable listening level is found. 

And when the child is allowed to manipulate the volume 

control, the opportunity is presented for him (a) to be

come aware of high or low s ound intensities, and (b) 

to begin to indicate when the sound is on or off. Pollack 

recommends moving the child farther and farther away from 

the source of sound in order to extend his range of hear

ing. This gradual process should be continued until he 

no longer responds to the music (p. 79). 

Auditory Training in the Perkins De~f-Blind Department 

(Robbins, 1964) 

Robbins believes that auditory training should 

be given both formally and informally from t he very 

beginning. The formal lessons are designed to establish 

listening habits and to encourage growth in the process 

of listening, discrimination, and interpretation. Ini

tially~ these lessons must be ~tructured carefully to 
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develop an awareness of sound and a curiosity about it 

as well as rewarding experiences with it. At the same 

time, it is important to use every opportunity for re

acting to sounds as they occur naturally during the day. 

With the exception . of a few highly distractible and 

emotionally disturbed children, the multisensory approach 

is advocated for the presentation of every new auditory 

situation. Once the multisensory impression becomes mean

ingful, it is possible to concentrate upon the auditory 

component so that it can be experienced in isolation. 

When a response to an auditory stimulus is firmly e stab

lished, it ~s reintegrated with the other sensory clues, 

chiefly within the modalities of vision and t action (pp. 

18- 19) . 

Approximately one-ha lf of this book provides a 

wealth of background inf ormat ion for teachers and therapists 

rather than parents. Of special interest is a table show

ing the decibel level at selected frequencies of various 

noisemaking toys which are commonly used to produce so

called gross sounds as opposed to environmental sounds 

(see Appendix E). These toys can be used diagnostically 

as well as in training children to learn to use their 

residual hearing~ Equally interesting and useful is another 
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list comprised of environmental sounds audible for each 

of three categor~es according to the extent of hearing 

loss (see Appendix E). This second list serves to direct 

a ttention to the differences in intensities of environ

mental sounds as a determining factor in the perception 

o f these sounds. Another intent is to stimulate the 

ima gination to discover the infinite variety of ever

present sounds with which the child may become familiar. 

Most of the suggestions offered by Robbins for 

"activities with musical sound" are organized for the 

perception o~ and training in.,. what she calls "rhythm and 

a ccent" (pp . 52-53). In many instances the word rhy th.~ 

a s used by Robbins may more correctly mean bea t or meter 

as indicated by the time signature. The very first ac

tivity involves the use of a drum to demonstrate simple 

beat patterns which are then imitated by the child. 

These patterns utilize meters of two, three, and four 

beats or pulses per measure with a str9ng emphasis or 

accent on the first beat. One pattern consists of two 

beats with a strong accent on the second beat. 

Robbins has named the second activity "descriptive 

music." By this she means to say that one should choose 

music that is appropriate for the actions of marching, 
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running, skipping, dancing, tiptoeing, swaying, and so 

on. She suggests using the piano initially and later 

simple recordings of appropriate music to elicit a response 

of r _hythmic action in discriminations of different rhythmic_ 

and tonal patterns. 

The third activity involves "discrimination of 

basic rhythms." The following suggestions a_re offered 

for the presentation of simple songs, using either a 

piano or a recording: 

(a) Always let the child listen for a few measures 
before asking him to respond by beating the time 
(by clapping, fo r example). He needs time to 
orient himself to the beat. 

(b) Present a new rhythm on the piano somewhat slowly 
at first, gradually working up to the regular 
tempo. 

(c) Intro duce basic rhythms in 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, and 
6/8 meters which have already been worked on in 
a simplified form with the drum exercises (p. 52). 

Kent (1958) is the source of the following procedure sug

gested by Robbins: 

(a) Illustrate rhythm with one chord (CE G for exam
ple), playing in slower tempo at first and greatly 
emphasizing the first beat. Show the child how 
to tap the piano lightly with one hand, emphas iz
ing the first beat. At first, allow him to use 
all the sensory avenues available to him -
looking, listening, and feeling. -Later, encour
age him to listen [only]-- if he has any [residual 
hearing or] auditory ability. 

(b) Increase the tempo and repeat the preceding ex
ercise. 
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(c) Introduce a simple tune which illustrates the 
time [meter] and repeat the exercise. 

I 

(d) Introduce a second rhythm in the same manner. 

(e) Contrast the two, having the child indicate which 
one is being played. If the child is merely 
guessing, or really doesn't appreciate [understand] 
what is being asked of him, and consequently is · 
making more wrong answers than right, then you 
must help him to notice this thing called " rhythm." 
You must play the chords for him, and show him 
over and over which is the indicated rhythm. 
Show him in any way you can possibly imagine. 
[It is impor tant to convey the desired concept 
and avoid the learn ing- of incorrect responses 
or mistakes.] 

(f) Compare the two by quickly changing from one to 
another. 

(g) Incorporate oral response when possible, such as, 
counting in time or using nonsense syllables-
Eu~ pum purn, or la la ];.a la (pp. 52-5 3) . 

In the fourth activity which i.s called "recognition 

of familiar song-games," so-called "action songs" are used 

for the discrimination of song patterns, appreciation of 

rhythm, and other related activities. The suggested song 

list includes: 

Farmer in the Dell 
Lazy Mary 
Labbie Loo [or 

Looby Loo] 
London Bridge 

Mulberry Bush 
Ring Around the [a ] Rosy 
Round and Round the Vi llage 
Ten Little Indians 
This is the Way We [Walk_) 

These action songs are acted out or dramatized through 

simple activities which are descriptive of,or reflect 

the meaning o~ the words. Robbins suggests using finge r 

play, dancing, pantomime, or play with objects. · To be 
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most effective, the songs should be played slowly and 

distinctly on a piano. They could also be recorded on 

tape. The faster tempo of many commercial recordings 

suggests their use at a more advanced level. Robbins 

believes that over-verbalization without clear associations 

is detrimental for many children; f or others, structured 

language experiences are demanded. For these reasons, 

she considers it advisable for the therapist to invent 

his own "song words," using standard well-known tunes. 

In this way, it is possible to use concrete language 

which is related to the child's experience with objects, 

people, and actions rather than abstract ideas. As a 

result, the child will be involved more meaningfully in the 

activity. A few of these adaptations are as follows: 

(a) Ten Little Indians becomes Ten Little Fingers. 

(b) This is the Way We ___ (do almost anything): 
pat your head, tickle your nose, clap your hands, 
jump--jump--jump, hold up your arms, make a fist, 
open your hand, and so on. 

(c) Round and Round the Village becomes: 
Round and round the table. 
Round and round the table. 
Round and round the table. 
And then we jump, jump, jump (or all fall 

down, or the like). 

(d) Labbie Loo [or Looby Loo] becomes: 
Here we go skipping 'round, 
Here ~ego skipping 'round, 
Here we go skipping 'round. 
La lala la lala la. 
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You hold your right foot up (later, left foot, 
right arm, left armt 

You put your right foot _down. 
You give your right foot a shake, shake, shake. 
And turn yourself around. 
You bend and touch your toes. 
And then you touch your nose. 
You give your hands a clap, clap, clap. 
And stand up on your toes . 

---------and so on. 

These creative songs can be acted out quite easily and 

vividly and are simple enough to be understood by the 

child at an early stage of l anguage development (pp. 53-54). 

The culminating activity in rhythm is "accent 

work as an introduction to the area of speech." The 

concept of accen t in speech is begun by working with 

"nonsense" syllables. In the first lesson, the piano 

is used to play chords; the child is expected to count 

the number of chords played on each trial. When he has 

mastered this task, he is given help in imitating nonsense 

syllables in differing groups, for example, fa, fafa, 

bu, bububu, and so on. Once the concept of "how many 

syllables in each group" is grasped, attention is drawn 

to the duration of the sound. Long and short chords are 

played on the piano; at the same time, a motor response 

is made, such as drawing a line until the chord stops. 

After the correct·response is firmly established, long and 

short chords are played so that the child underg,tands 
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better the contrast between long and short. Then, com

b inations of long and short chords are played, and the 

child is asked to respond with nonsense syllables which 

re flect the long and short chord pattern being pl ayed on 

the piano. The utterances of the child might look like 

th is on paper: 

faaaaaaaaaa; fa; f a aaaa aaafa; fafa faaa aaaaaaa ; 

and so on . the next step would be to have the child 

reproduce the rhythmic pattern of the mel ody of simple 

songs, using nonsens e syllab les, proceding line by line 

or phrase by phrase, and emphasizing the accented beats 

as they occur in each measure. Robbins speculates that 

"it might be possible for some children to p r oduce simple 

tunes with the rhythm" (p. 56). 

The second general area of musical activities 

explores loudness. Robbin s is emphatic in stating that 

"an evaluation of the chi ld's general auditory acuity 

must be made" so that the therapist cai:i be aware of the 

specific intensity levels which will be required to make 

changes in volume audible. This i~ achieved through exami

nation of the results of audiometric testing and observa

tion of responses to various noisemaking toys, to the 

piano, and to general sounds in the environment. Robbins 
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considers imitation to be a useful means whereby the 

child is exposed · to the idea of "greater force producing 

greater volume" (p. 56). She favors using the piano 

to play a loud chord in the middle or lower register, 

or a single note, followed irnmediateiy by the same chord 

or note repeated softly to produce a contrast; the child 

is allowed to watch. Thereafter, the child is encouraged 

to play the chord in imitation; the emphasis is upon the 

vol ume, not the accuracy of the chord itself. Robbins 

recommends playing different chords for the sake of v a riety, 

following the same procedure (p. 56). 

The - imitative activities are followed by practice 

in discrimination. Here the advice is to use one chor d 

only. Th e object is to develop a motor response to "loud". 

and " s oft ." Suggested responses are: stamping the foo t 

f orcefully or very gently, or opening the arms very wide 

or just a little. When the des ired response has been 

established, play the chord so that th~ child hears the 

contrast and can indicate whether he heard a loud or 

soft sound. The response should be directed at first, 

then it should be done independently. Now build or 

contrive corribinations of loud or soft for the child to 

discriminate and.indicate: loud--soft; loud--soft--loud; 
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etc. If by this time an oral response is feasible, use 

nonsense or neutral syllables which are spoken loudly or 

softly "in accordance with the chords being played" (p. 56). 

The final aspect of music and r elated activities 

invo lves pitch. Here again, it will be necessary to be 

fully av.1are of the child I s pattern of hearing so tha t only 

those sounds that lie with in the child's r ange cf hearing 

are used. A h i gh frequency loss will reduce or a l ter the 

perception o f ch anges in pitch . 

Initial activity in this area uses imitation. 

The therapist pl ays a chord in the low registe r o f the 

piano ; the child is allowed to watch and th en to play 

the same chord himse lf. The same proce dure is followed 

with a cho rd in a much higher r egi s t er as long as it will 

be audible. It is important to associate a physical re

sponse to high and low , for e xample, reaching high an d 

stooping low, or poi nting to the approximat~ place wh ere 

the chord was played on the piano. T~is prepares the child 

to discriminate by listening, after which he is asked to 

indicate where each chord was played. His next responses 

should be II disassociated from the piano II s o th2.t emphas is 

can be on listening rather than look ing. The next step 

is to make up combinat ions of high and low chords as was 
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done for discriminations of loud and soft. Gradually, 

extremes of pitch ·can be reduced so that the chords are 

not so far apart. It should then be possible to proceed 

t o the use of single notes (p. 57). 

The next set of discriminative tasks introduces 

the child to various instruments which by their size and 

r ange illustrate the concept of high and low as well as 

ti rrbre or tone quality. Suggestions include the flute 

(h igh) and the tub a ( low) , or the violin (high) and the 

violoncello (low), or a woman's voice (high) and a man's 

voice (low) . Robbins also sugge s t s that the therapist 

provide occas ional opportunities for the child to expe ri

ment with, listen to, and discrimina te between the sounds 

of a v a riety of musical instruments, namely, a guitar, 

recorder, piano, drum, etc. Once the child has become 

familiar with the instruments thems elves, recordings 

of instruments may be used. And after the instruments 

have been associated with their sounds and with pictures 

or facsimiles, "the pictures or miniatures may be used 

in responses" (p. 57). 

A list of recordings and songs for use in auditory 

training for discrimination of gross, en~irorimental, and 

musical sounds as well as recorded speech material can be 
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f ound in the Appendix to this book (Robbins, 1964 , pp. 

85-87). 'l1he follo\.1ing recordings are recommended under the 

heading "gross discrimination:" 

(a) Beginning awareness of sound: 

Sousa Marches, DL 8807. 

(b) Dis·crimination of musical rhythm instruments: 

Ri17.ythm Instruments, A 10 3-5, Rhythms 
Production. 

(c) Gross discrimination of sounds: 

Records accompanying the si s of Jean 
O ' Su 11 iv an , A uo it. o rv Tr a i 1~J_!~" Un pub 1 is he d 
master I s t 1"1 esis, Boston Uni ve rsity, 19 55. 

For environmental sounds, Robbins recon@e nds: 

( a) Sounds Around Us, Wayne Griffin. New York: 
Scott, Foresman & Co., 1951. 

(b) What's Its Name?, Jean Utley. Minneapolis: 

( C) 

Maico Co. (Record 1). 

So unds for Young Readers, A-E 100. 
N. Y.: Audio-Ed. Co. (Side 1). 

Herrick, 

Robbins has included the following in her list of examples 

of "possible" songs to use for descriptive music activities: 

Marching 

Skipping 

Swaying 

Tiptoeing 

Jumping 

ri1his Old Man 

Jack and Ji-11 

It's the Loveliest Night of the Year 

Tiptoe Through the ·Tulips 

Pop Goes the Weasel 



For basic rhythms which may reflect either the time sig

nature or the beat patierns, the following are suggested: 

2/4 Yankee Doodle 

3/4 Let Me Call You Sweetheart 

4/4 Jingle Bells 

6/8 Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes 

The following are given as examples of ligeneral, usable 

reco rd series:" 

(a) Childre n's J3.!'1Ythms , Series I and II, Ruth 
Evans. Springfield, Mass.: Box 132, P. O. 
Branch X. 

(b) Rhythmic Activities, RCA Victor. 

Sources for song-games and activity-songs inc1ude: 

( a) Recordings: 

Let's All Join In, CLP-1208. 

A Child's First Record, VL 3625. 

(b) Books: 

The Romper Room Book of Finger Plays 
and Action Rhymes, Wonder Books, 627 R. 

The Best Singing Garnes (Rev. ed.), Edgar 
S . Bley. New York: Sterling Publishing 
Co., 1960. 

The following recordings may be used for speech and language 

development by placing emphasis upon the understanding of 

speech itself and its meaning through auditory clues alone. 

It might be well for the music therapist to be familiar 

with this recorded speech material: 
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(a) Beginning language level, using songs which 
involve activities or object play: 

A First Record for C~i ldren, CL 680. 

Nothing to Do, CRG 1012 B. 

A Child's First Record, VL 3625. 

(b) Intermediate to advanced language levels: 

Mother ~oose Songr;, CU-100. 

Str ike Up the Band, CRG 5027. 

A Chi ld 's First Reocrd, VL 3625. 

Le~.:3 Lis-ten: Auditory Training for 
SEeech Development and Readiness, M. M. 
Bresno_ham and v-l. L . Pronovost. Bos ton: 
Ginn & Co. 

What's Its Name?, Jean Utley. Minneapolis: 
Mai co Co . , I-1ai co Building; or Urbana , 
Ill.: Univers ity of Illinois Pres s. 

The final s ection of the Appendix is a rationale 

for the use of teacher-made tape recordings. Among the 

possibilities and advuntages which are presented, particu

lar attention should be given to the final statement: 

Through tapes, recorded materia l qan be tailor-made 
to fit the abiliti es and needs of the child--in terr.-:s 
of material, rate of presentation, language level, 
subject material, a nd so on (p. 87). 

What's ·Its Na.me? (Vt ley, 1950) 

Utley has designed this guide to spee~h and hearing 

development for parents and teachers of acoustically 

handicapped children of preschool age. Within the broader 
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goal of language development, one finds the subsidiary 

goals of (a) teaching ~peech and speechreading, and (b) 

auditory training. In the Introduction, Utley gives clear 

directions to help the parent or teacher get ready to use 

this workbook. Basically, this involves familiarizing the 

child with the real objects, ideas, and actions depicted 

in the book. Subsequently, the child becomes familiar 

with the book through a program of 11 matching 11 pictures 

which have been traced from the book with pictures in the 

book. Utley also suggests playing perceptual matching 

or imitative games with the child as part of a program 

of getting the child prepa red or ready for auditory 

training (pp. 9-10). (See Appendix F.) 

The concluding paragraphs of the Introduction 

consist of instructions on "How to Use this Wo r kbook, 

Once Your Child Is Ready" (p. 11 ) . Essentially , this 

procedure requires one to say the word while pointing 

to the picture in the book. If the trierapist has the 

real article represented by the picture, he should also 

point to it. Utley believes in allowing the child to "see" 

the word on the lips of the parent or therapist and to 

feel the vibrations of the word as he h~ars it through 

the hearing aid.· The word should be spoken several times-

slowly, but not "mouthed" in an exaggerated way. 
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When you are sure that he knows each word on the 
first page, cover your face with a large card or 
paper and say one word into the microphone of the 
hearing aid. If the child points to the picture 
correctly representing that word, or to the word 
itself [in close proximity to the pi c ture], praise 
him and do it again (p. 11). 

Wien enough progress has been made so that more than one 

word is being presented for a single "trial'; or stimulus, 

t he advice given by Utley is to be sure to vary the order 

in which the words are spoken. Frequent and constant 

r eview is advised (p. 11). 

Parts I through VI of this workbook cont a in 

groups of new words and other speech work, followed by 

in s tructions on 11 How to 11est Your Child's Hearing" (pp. 

132-133). Part VII, "Words to Use with Recordings, u 

contains drawings depicting creatures and things that 

produce sounds so that the child is introduced to (a) 

animal sounds, (b) gross sounds which include toys and 

environmental sounds, (c) musical instruments, and (d) 

the voices of a woman, a child, and a _man (ppe 135-141). 

Utley has suggested that, in lieu of the record album 

which should accompany this workbook, the parent or 

therapist can make good use of this part or unit by 

imitating the sounds himself, or by using any of the 

instruments themselves. 
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Part VIII (pp. 142-163) contains drawings of three 

familiar nursery rhymes: "Little Boy Blue, 11 "Jack and 

Jill ," and "Little Jack Horner." These are divided into 

parts so that the child can grasp easily the flow of ideas 

and action. There is also an abbreviated and simplified 

version of the story of "'l'he 'I'hree Bears. 11 11his, likewise, 

i s separated into small elements. This unit is intended 

s pecifically for use with the recordings which were de 

signed especially for the manual or workbook. However, 

even without the recordings, Utley suggests reciting the 

story aloud as the pictures are shown, having the child 

use his hearing aid or allowing him to touch the face 

of the parent or therapist. In this way, the child 

could use his tactile sense to perceive both the vibra

tion and movement of the speech articulators (p. 142) ~ 

Immediately following Part VIII are several pages 

of "Do's and Don'ts" (pp. 164-165) which a.re a modification 

of "A Child Doesn't Talk, 11 obtained through The Cleveland 

Hearing and Speech Center (1947). These are written, 

obviously, for the particular ben~fit of the parents of 

a hearing impaired child. 

The informal bibliography, "What to Read 11 (pp. 

166-168), contains, in addition to conventional published 

works, a correspondence course for the "beginni,ng" parent. 
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This cour se is available through the John Tracy Clinic, 

80 6 West Adams Bouleva~d, Los Angeles, California 90007. 

Other resources listed include recordings, an "object 

k it ," and auditory training equipment, that is, various 

types of hearing aids. 

The list of recordings compiled by Utley (p. 166) 

was derived from recommendations given to her by personal 

communication with Genevieve Drenner of the Ill ino i s 

Department of Public Instruction_ and Laila L .. Larsen of 

the Un iversity o f Indiana at Blo omi ngto n . They are a s 

foll ows: 

RCA Victor Records: 

Rhythm Dixie an d Yankee Doodl e, 20166. 

Marches ( FJ1y thrns ) , 2 2 76 4. 

~ythm Band, 2 2 766. 

Sinaing Games (seven records), 19 926 , 20079, 
20·162, 20214, 20806, 21618, 22759. 

Columbia Reco rds : 

Instruments o f the Orchestra, ~X-2 50. 

Nursery P~ymes ( six records) , 309·-PV, 311- PV, 
313-PV, 314-PV, 315-PV, 316 -PV . 

Cinderell'a, 334-PV. 

Bozo and the Circus, BBX-34. 

Tex Ritte~ (Album), BD-14. 
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Fox Record: 

Twenty F_roggies Went to School 

Young People's Records: 

Muffin in the City 

Muffin in the Countr~ 

Karousel Records: 

Sj_ng a Son g o f Mother 

Sing: a Song of Animals 

Goose, 

Sing a Song: of Boys, TC-5. 

Sing a Song of Girls, TC-6. 

rrc-1. 

Th e concluding pages of this manual provide a word list 

for teachers who wish to teach words according to specific 

initial sounds (pp. 169-171) o 

Auditory Training for Children (Whitehurst, 1966) 

Whitehurst has written a number of auditory trainin9 

manuals which are intended for , and appropriate at , various 

specified age levels: children , young teenagers of twelve 

to sixteen years, teenagers and adults (1955 , 1958, 1959). 

One of the manuals is for the congenitally deaf rather 

than the adventitiously deafened (1952 ) . Whitehurst has 

also c ompiled a coloring book for young children (1954) ; 

recorded materials have been prepared to accompany this 

book . The manual , Auditory Training for Ch i ldre n (19 66), 

has been designed for use wi th . children b e tween t he age s 
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of four and nine years. The only prerequisite is that the 

child have enough hearing "to respond positively to a 

hearing aid and that an aid capable of delivering the 

amount of sound indicated by hearing tests has been 

procured" ( p. v) . 

In the Introduction to this manual, Whitehurst 

states the general aims of the course which may be used 

by parent or teacher. She also presents a rationale for 

the use of music, stressing its importance (p. 2). 

Other topics discussed include: (a) the hearing aid in 

terms of (1) what the child should know and what the parent 

and teacher_ should know, and (2) how to locate minor de

fects; (b) time allotment for regular instruction, (c) 

a typical lesson plan, (d) story telling, (e) suggested 

stories for use, and (f) presenting speech material 

(pp. 3-11) . 

Whitehurst recommends a regularly scheduled time 

for listening, preferably in the morning when the child 

is more alert and responsive and less apt to be tired. 

For the first three units she considers a half-hour of 

formal daily instruction suff-icient. However, she suggests 

that this time be divided into two sessions of fifteen 

minutes if the child is distractible, and that a third 

session, in the form of a story hour which combines vision 
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with hearing, is also desirable. For Units IV, V, and VI 

Whitehurst recommends forty-five to sixty minutes a day-

divided into two shorter sessions, continuing the story 

hour as a third session (pp. 7-8). 

In discussing the typical lesson plan, Whitehurst 

suggests that new material be presented through head

phones and that the child be permitted to control the 

volume. The child's own hearing aid may be used for 

material to be reviewed. Whitehurst "assumes" that there 

wi ll be two periods for instruction and that both will 

contain music as well as speech. She reminds us that the 

format and content of lessons should be flexible and 

varied. In general, the first session should embrace 

(a) review of one or two songs, (b) presentation of new 

speech material, and (c) discrimination of gross sounds 

or rhythmic activity. The second sess ion should consist 

of (a) the teaching of a new song or review of one most 

recently taught, and (b) the review of speech material 

previously taught. Some of the suggested stories to use 

have been recorded with musical cbmponents, and the specific 

direction given by Whitehurst is to use the story of 

"The Three Bears" as it is presented in What's Its Name? 

by Utley, 1950, (pp. 7-9). 
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Units I, II, III, and IV are considered to be basic 

because they lay the foundation for the remainder of this 

course; and the specific aim of these four units is to 

create an interest in listening. Furthermore, these are 

the units in which music plays an integral part. Although 

the outline for the use of gross sounds might be misle a di ng, 

it must be stated that in Unit I, only one idea with its 

sound is to be presented at a time; in Unit II the purpose 

is to combine two ideas. Therefore, these suggested com

binations of sounds are to be presented after the child 

is familiar with each sound separately: 

Gross Sounds for Unite I and II: 

(a) Noise-making Instruments 

Use in the following corrbinations: 

drum and cowbell 
drum and whistle 
cowbel l and whistle 
crunching paper and hammer 
rattle and triangle 
paper and rattle, ha~rne r and triangle, etc. 

Procedure: 

1. Teacher demonstrates each. Child 
plays each. 

2. Teacher puts two items down on table. 
(She has a duplicate set.) · She stands 
behind the child and plays one of 
them. This may be increase d gradually_ 
to three or four on the table at a 
time. 
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(b) Toy Animals 

Use in the following combinations: 

cow and dog cat and dog 
cow and pig cat and pig 
dog and pig cat and cow ' 

Procedure: 

etc. 

1. Make animal sounds with live voice, 
using standard imitationse 

2. Child wa lks a ppropriate animal o ver 
to improvised barnyard wh en hearing 
sound. 

3. Review four o r five sounds each lesson . 
Continue to introduce new ones, gross 
as well as animal, from What's Its 
Name? by Utley. No more than five 
minute s of each period should be de
voted to this activity. Dis continue 
animal and gross sounds when child 
is proficient in identify ing them 
(p. 14-15 ). 

Music and Rhythmic Activities for Units I, II, 

I II, and IV : 

(a) .Music for Sound Awareness 

"Stop-Start Game": 

1. Play recording of a march. 
2. When needle is picked up, child 

stops march ing. 
3. When needle is put down again on 

record, child starts marching. 

(b) Activity for Marching Rhythm 

Keeping time to a march by: 
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1. Clapping hands. 
2. Marking time with feet. 
3. Following the leade r in rhythm. 

a. Do different things with your 
hands: up, down; out to sides; 
clap; point finger at child. 
Child follows you, the l eader . 
Then encourage child to be the 
leader. If initiative is 
lacking, do not insist. 

b. Do different things with your 
f eet : march; march, and then 
bend at end of phrases; mark 
time and cl ap at the s a me time. 
Child follows , and again, you 
encourage him to b e the leader. 

4. Tapping rhythm sticks or beating drum. 

( c). Swinging , Swaying, Rocking , and See--Saw 
Rhythm Activities 

Keeping time to a waltz: 

1 
.J.., • 

2 . 
3. 

4. 

Swing bot h arms from side to side. 
Swing both arms ovt:.rh ead .. 
Make a swing wi.th :your hands and the 
child ' s. A third pe r son may push the 
swing high. 
Make rocking motion, standing with 
one foot in front of the o ther. 
Make up and down, s ee-saw motion with 
arms . 

(d} Discrimination b etween Marching and 
Swinging Rhythms 

1. Does this music march or swing? 
2. Child listens and shows with appro

priate bodily respons e which he 
thinks it is. 

(e} -Running Rhythm 

Keeping time. 
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(f) Discrimination between Running, Marching, 
and Swinging Music 

(g) Skipping Rhythm 

Keeping time. 

(h) Discrimination between Musical Rhythms 
of Skipping, Marching, Running, and 
Swinging 

(i) Jumping Rhy thm 

Keeping time to jumping or hopping rhythm. 

(j) Discrimination between all of the rhythms. 

(k) Sing ing of Songs (pp. 16- 17). 

Whitehurst recommends the followi ng procedure for the pre

sentation of singing material which sho u ld be heard through 

headphones as new material and through the chi l d's hearing 

aid when it is being reviewed: 

(a) Arouse interest in the song, that is, mo tivate . . 

(b) Say the words of the song. 

(c) Sing the entire song, using both vision and 
hearing. 

(d) Sing the first phrase, or portion of a phrase, 
if it is long. [This is known as the pa rt. 
method of teaching a song.] 

. (e) The child repeats a phrase or portion thereof 
with you. 

(f) Continue steps (d) and (e) to the end of 
the song. 

(g) Sing the entire song again to the child. 
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(h) The child sings the entire song with the 
teacher or therapist. No corrections are to 
be made during this trial. 

(i) Continue this procedure until the child knows 
the song and can repeat the words alone. 

(j) The teacher or therapist sings any phrase 
of the song, but not in sequential order and 
not permitting lipreading . If the child 
is able to recognize and repeat the phrase(s) , 
he has really learned the song. 

(k) When two or more songs have be~n learned, 
let the child guess which one is being sung. 
If he does not r ecognize it without visual 
clues , the song should be repeated while 
the child is permitted to use the visual and 
auditory pathways or modes of perception to 
speechread as well as listen (pp . 17 - 18). 

Whitehurst adds a comment which might be appropriate and 

applicable to a nonmusica l parent or teacher , -suggesting 

that "if the teacher cannot sing, she may say the words 

rhythmically as [in] reciting a poem" (p. 18). Whitehurst 

also recommends presenting a song according to the steps 

outlined above before playing a recorded version of a 

song. 

Five original songs have been providedby Whitehurst 

to illustrate the simplicity of words and music which 

is necessary at this itage of development (pp. 18-20). 

Comparable s ongs can be found in school music books for 

the kindergarten level and also for the first grade. 
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The musical activities for Unit V consist of 
I 

(a) review of songs learned in the preceding units, and 

(b) continuation of identification of individual songs 

through hearing alone. When there is sufficient residual 

hearing, Whitehurst suggests that melodies be played on 

the piano or sung on a neutral syllable, for example, 

la, so that a familiar song is identified without the 

clues provided by the lyrics or wordso New songs should 

be introduced, their selection h aving been based upon 

their simplicity. Desir~le characteristics or qualities 

of songs include the following: 

(a) They have repetitive phrases. 

(b) The accompaniment is simple. 

(c) The tempo is slow with pauses at the end of 

each line (p. 43). 

In Unit VI , the final one , the type ·of ·visual 

aid utilized takes the form of the printed ~ord, phrase, 

or sentence and the child must be able . to read at a 

primer leve l. Becaus e of this expectation, there is a 

slight change in technique for the presentation and 

learning of songs. The words of each new song are 

written down and placed in front of the child. The song 

is presented in the accustomed manner, by means of the 

teacher's voice. When the child is thoroughly familiar 
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with the words, he listens to the recording through head

phones as he fo~lows the script closely. Any conm1ercially 

recorded song may be used as long as the child is able 

to hear it. Whitehurst does add a statement of warning 

that selections not be chosen if (a) · they are too fast 

in tempo, or (b) they have noisy accompaniments which 

tend to drm·m out the voice. Her advice is to choose 

only solo voices, presumably so that t he melodic line 

wi ll be clear (p. 92). 

Curriculum Guides 

In addition to the selected manuals of auditory 

training which have been reviewed herein, the .curriculum 

guides of several metropolitan school districts were 

examined. One of these (Denver Public Schools, 1956) 

relied heavily on the use of the Whitehurst manual, 

strongly recommending it as well as the curriculum guide 

for the Los Angeles City School Districts (1953). The 

only new suggestions found in this curriculum guide were 

in regard to the type of responses requested from the 

children. The direction is given for the teacher to have 

the children raise their hands when they hear her voice 

and to have them lower their hands when they no longer 

hear her voice. The same response is to be used for 
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sound heard from the radio or record player. It is also 

the standard resp6nse used in audiometric testingc A 

second type of response requires the child to place a 

peg _in a peg board when he hears amplified sound. 

The second curriculum guide which was examined 

was from New York City. The rnost outstanding feature 

of this report, · Auditory 1:'r•aining for the Deaf Child: 

A Design for Growth (Hallin, .1959) i s the s pecial listing 

of recordings which indicates why and how e ach record ing 

may be used. In addition, .there is an alphabetical list

ing of the recordings according to the compnnies which 

manufacture a nd distribute them (pp . 18-26, 27- 28). Al

t h ough it is possible tha t some recordings may be diff~~t 

to procure, o r even unavailable, it should be helpful to. 

have the titles and names of the manufacture rs 

Appendix G). 

(see 



CHAPTER IV 

THE FUNCTIONAL USE OF MUSIC WITH THE 

HEARING IMPAIRED 

1. Research in the Use of Music with the Deaf 

One of the subsidiary goals of this inve stigation 

was that of finding scienti fi c studies which would provide 

data indicating the valid i t.y o f comrnonly held o p inions, 

as well as principles and practices in aural rehabilita

tion, particularly in the functional use of music. Experi 

mental studies in auditory training have been limited to 

the area of speech, exploring various aspects; for exam

ple , (a) transmission a nd reception of selected frequen

cies, (b ) linguistics, (c) e valuation of effectiveness and 

assessment of r e sults of auditory training, and (d) devel

opment of r ef inement of techniques to control and measure 

or define variable s and parameters i n scientific studies 

(Affolter, 1971; Be°kesy, 1947; Bode and Oye r, 1970; 

Borrild , 1967; Dicarlo, 1948, 1954; Donnelly, 19 64 ; Gault, 

1926 ; Guberina, 19 64 , 1971; High, Fairbanks, and Glorig, 

1964; Lowell and Lowel l, 1973; Perdoncin~, 1967; Rosen

stein , 1967; Ross, Hunt, Kessler, and Henniges, 197~; 

157 
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Speaks, Jerger, and Trammell, 1970; Wedenberg, 1951, 1970; 

Whitehurst, 1967) ~ Closely allied is research which has 

been concerned with the relationships of sound, hearing, 

and _perception of vibration. Some of the early studies in 

this area were initiated and developed by Gault (1926), 

Goldstein (1933, 1939), and Wedenberg (19 51 ). More recent 

investigations have emphasized the facilitative aspects of 

vibration in auditory perception (P. Bender, 1973; Gube 

rina1 1964; van Uden, 1971). A recent study of synesthesia 

(Madsen and Mears, 1965) has attempted to explore and 

under s tand the perception and enjoyment of music by the 

hearing impaired by determining the effect of sound upon 

the tactile threshold of deaf subjects. Certainly, the 

tactile sense or taction is significant in the multi 

sensory approach to hearing rehabilitation. 

The ability of the deaf or hearing impaired to 

make musical discriminations has been the subject of 

several investigations (Baird, 1969; ~rock, 1974; Downing, 

1948; Lord, 1935; Traughber, 1959; Wecker, 1939). The 

aspects or dimensions of music on . which discriminations 

have been required include the following: (a) noise or 

music, (b) pleasantness or unpleasantness, (c) rhythm, 

(d) pitch, (e) intervals, (£) chords, (g) intensity, and 

(h) timbre or tonal quality of instruments. These studies 
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indicate that the deaf are able to perceive some of the 
I 

specific qualities of music. It is noteworthy that 

Traughber was able to point out the adva~tage of using a 

free field as opposed to headphones, namely, that the deaf 

are enabled to use the tactile sense in conjunction with 

audition .. It is also quite probable that when sound stim-

uli are presented in a free field, there is facilitation 

of the vibratory sense. 

Because the development of speech and language is 

of prime importance in the rehabilitative process for the 

hearing impaired, music therapists have become involved in 

cooperative and coordinated projects , programs, and re

search with spe ech therapists, working wi th children at a 

preschool level (Cartwr ight and Huck~by, 1972; Latham, 

Edson, and Toombs, 1965; Groginsky , 1960; I-<aplan, 1955; 

Michel and May , 1974; Seybold, 1971). A recent study 

(Galloway and Bean, 1974) has attempted to determine the 

effects of action s ongs upon the development of body 

image in hearing impaired preschool children. The results, 

although no t conclusive, are indicative of the usefulness 

of music in establishing essential concepts. Spicknall 

(1968) has reported his use of action songs with h~aring 

impaired children in public schools to promote the self

concept of specific body partso 
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Songs relating to posture, locomotion, and 
direction ar~ used to teach concepts such as 
''up and down;" "right and left," "stand and 
sit, 11 "walk and run," and - "slow and fast" 
(p. 314) . 

Spicknall has also used songs (a) to introduce new ideas or 

concepts and activities and (b) to increase the reading and 

oral vocabulary. Michel and May (1974) believe that there 

has been a gradual refinement of procedures and evaluation 

of results in the scientific study of, and the accumulated 

experience in, the use of music therapy in speech and 

language disorders. 

While research under controlled conditions is in

creasing, the preponderance of available information is 

contained in descriptive reports. And in these reports 

may be found the delineation and description of the 

functional role of music in the education and rehabili

tation of the hearing imp~ired, particularly children and 

youth of school age. 

2. Goals and Techniques Described· in Various Works 

a. For the Comprehensive Educational and 

Rehabilitative Program 

The procedures for teaching through sound percep

tion as recommended in the auditory training manuals 

reviewed in Chapter III of this study clearly indicate 

the possibilities for the development of a variety ·of 
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concepts. On the other hand, the usefulness of music in 

the general educational program or curriculum may not be 

quite so apparent; indeed, it may seem to be paradoxical. 

However, as various studies have indicated, there is evi

dence that musi c has been used with the deaf for several 

centuries (Bender, 1960, 1970; Goldstein, 1933; Hummel, 

1969, 1971; Wedenberg, 1951). 

Hummel has outlined the functional role of music 

in teaching the deaf, indicating that the b road areas for 

its application are (a) teaching sound perception, (b) im

proving speech intelligibility, (c) building or developing 

more adequate language, and (d) encouraging self - improve

ment (1969, p. iii; 1971, p. 224). The perception of 

sound was the basis of part of the discussion in Chapter 

III of this study; further discussion is deferred because 

of its being particularly apropos to the ~ound Perceptive 

Method" of van Uden and the t..<verbotonal Method)) of Guberina. 

Speech intelligibility is dependent, in part, 

upon the correct pronunciation of words. And the correct 

pronunciation of words_ requires correctness and accuracy in 

the rhythm, syllabic accent, intonation, inflection, empha

sis, and volume of each word. Other aspects of speech and 

voice productiori involve phrasing, rate of utterance 

(tempo), and breathing which, in itself, is basic to good 
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voice production and quality. All of these facets of 

speech production contribute to the intelligibility of 

speech. The child must be trained to perceive, to learn, 

and to imitate the differences and changes in rhythm (dur

ation) , pitch (frequency), loudness (intensity), and rate 

of utterance (tempo) of words. He must also be trained 

in proper breathing habits (Hummel, 1969, pp .. 35 - 48). 

In addition to using the component qualit ies or 

dimensions of music or musical tones for training in spe ech 

and voice production, several necessary factors should be 

noted: (a) the child should be able to hear or monito r 

his own voice; (b) he may need to use the tacti le sense, 

touching the face and/or throat of the therapist as well 

as his own face and throat; (c) he may need exercises in 

blowing- - bubbles, balls , puffs of cotton, pinwheels, and 

wind instruments ; and (d) his voice production may be im

proved through humming and singing .. Another important 

point to be remembered is that relaxation is an essential 

element not only for proper and efficient breath control 1 

but also for the purpose of establishing a mood or atmos 

phere which is conducive to lear ning (Hummel, 1969, pp. 63-

68). Furthermore, it is especially desirable, and also 

very helpful, when a therapi st or teacher is creative and 

is able to appeal to the child's imagination. F.or thus, 
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it is possible to enhance the learning experience through 

the enjoyment of the activity or procedure. 

Language development may be fostered through the 

singing of songs which have the purpose of (a) stimulating 

speech and language, (b) teaching vocabulary and related 

concepts, (c) supplying a verbal sense of rhythm which, 

through repetition, teaches correct word o rder for gramma ti-· 

cal construction of sentences, and (d) providing a meaning

ful and pleasant form of drill in l anguage . Songs selected 

for language stimulation should be pertinent to the subject 

matter being taught or the language structure currently 

being used in language drill. The words of songs should 

(a) be within the child's speech ability, (b) have mean

ing for him, and (c) b e created from real or actual situ

ations (Hummel , 1969, p. 71). Stylistically, songs should 

be short, suitable for the text, and set to a rhythmical 

melody containing easy intervals (Lor d, 1935, p. 50). 

Harris (1963) believes that dea f children enjoy and learn 

by participation in activities such as singing and clapping 

and watching the teacher as she plays and sings (p. 213). 

According to Birkenshaw {1967), an important part of the 

development of the child is the learning of songs aod poems 

that form the repertoire of the normally hearing child 

{p. 1242). 
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In addition to the singing of song s f o r the pur

pose of language development , Harris (1963) has recommend

ed the dramatization o f songs for developing or enlarging 

the vocabulary (p. 30 9). Loughran (1960 ) c onsiders (a) 

interpretative demonstrations, (b) visual aids wh i ch de

pict children in various activities, such as running, and 

(c) 11 da.nces 11 to be very useful and beneficial in language 

development (p. 60). Dale (1967) and Sister Irene (1967) 

have suggested that the development of interpretative 

dance is a logical and appropriate result or product de-

rived from the understanding of the words of a song, a 

poem, or a story (pp. 784-801 ) . 

A number of writers and authorities in aural 

rehabilitation have related their e xperiences and h ave 

expressed their opinions in support of the use of music 

for the self-improvement o f hearing impaired individuals 

(Alexander , 1932 ; Birkenshaw, 1967; Cavanagh and Winters , 

1949; Connery and Young , 1935 ; Costello , 1964 ; Dale , 

1967 ; Gay , 1940; Harris, 1963; Jayne , 1939; Lord, 1935; 

Martin , 1953 ; May , 1961 ; Montessori, 1965; Moroney , 1955; 

Murrel , 1959 ; Nicholas, 1967; Niels on , .1948; Salkin and 

Schaap , 1960; Sandberg , 1954; S t ahlam , 1967; Tull , 1926 ; 

Uden , 1949, 1960 , 1963 ; Unholtz and Negley , 1953; Wisher 

1965; Wojan, 1955) . Wi t hin the general categ6ry o f 
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self-improvement lie the areas designated as (a) psycholog

ical, (b) physiological, and (c) aesthetic. These writers 

affirm that some of the positive results of their work may 

be seen in the development of (a) self-expression, {b) feel

ings of belonging, of well-being, and of confidence; (c) de 

sirable traits such as initiative, responsibility, self

reliance, and leadership; (d) physical coordination and 

balance; and (e) appreciation as well as enjoyment of 

music in general. 

Activities which have contributed to self-improve

ment of the hearing impaired include the following: (a) 

choral speaking and singing, (b) playing a wide variety 

of instruments, (c) listening to live instrumental per

formances, and (d) bodily movement as in action songs, 

various physical activities, eurhythmics, and dancing as 

well as mime. 

The importance of rhythm in speech and language 

development has been stressed by Lane - (1953) who has cited 

the use of rhythm as an underlying factor in the attain

ment of improved speech, improved bodily coordination, 

and social habilitation-- more specifically, preparation 

for entrance into, and adjustment to, a hearing wo~ld. 

Lane disapproves.of the use of the term "singing" to 

denote recitation of simple familiar songs by a verse-
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speaking choir. But, she suggests that this activity can 

lead to the acquisition of the ability to participate in 

community singing of familiar songs; and instruction in 

folk; square, and ballroom dancing can lead to skill and 

grace in social dancing (pp. 169-172). According to Alvin 

(1965), dancing affords an apportunity for the sharing of 

experiences and f or nonverbal communication (p. 136). 

Datillo (1953) and Harbert (1953) have also noted the value 

of rhythm in teaching the deaf (Jesepha , 1968, p. 118). 

The importance of the tactile sense in the perception 

of music may be characterized as being in direct proportion 

to the extent of hearing loss. For this reason, Gilliland 

(1955), Giovanni (1 960 ), Lane (1953) and Spicknall (1968) 

have stressed the us e of the tactile sense iri teaching 

gross pitch discrimination (high and low). Alvin (1965) 

discusses the value o f the deaf person's experience of 

musical vibration through the tactile sense as a means of 

contact with the world o:E sound. Birkenshaw (1972) and 

Turner (1848) have provided descriptions of their work which 

relied upon the u,se of ·taction as the~ "lead sense. 11 Fraser 

(197 4) recommends that touch and hearing be ,usc<l together 

in every feasible situation and a.ctivi.ty . As a means of 

facilitating the reception of musical vibrations, the floor 

of the music room in the Louise ·Whitbeck Fraser School was 
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designed and constructed in layers. The bottom two layers 

are composed of soft wood with a layer of felt between 

each of the wooden layers. The top layer is a parquet 

floor. In addition to receiving vibrations through the 

floor, the children also place their hands upon the piano 

or the record player so that they can feel the "beat" of 

the music. 

The role of music in the education of hearing 

impaired children has been delineated by several writers. 

Sister Giovanni (1959, p¥ 88) concurs with Whitehurst 

(1966, p. 2) in ascribing the following contributions to 

the use of music: 

(a) It lends variety and interest to a l e sson. 

{b) It affords a means of building up toler
ance for sound. 

(c) It is educational. 

(d) It affords an opportunity and is a 
medium for directed and structured 
listening. 

(e) It provides, through the singing of 
songs, the means of teaching the child: 

1. to become conscious of changes 
in "volume" and pitch. 

2. to respond to changing rhythms. 

3. to reflect all of these changes 
in his own voice. 
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Harbert (1952) considers the following functions of music 

valuable and applicable both to normal and exceptional 

children: 

(a) Music provides for emotional release and 
balance through free rhythmic activities 
and a developmental program based on 
rhythmic expression, circle and singing 
games, and moving into more patterned 
folk and social dancing~ 

(b) Music offers personal satisfactions and 
feelings of success, through group sing
ing, musical dramatizations, [and] individ
ual and group exper i ences built around 
the normal interests of children. 

(c) Music provides an orderly sequence of 
educational experiences through the use 
of simple instruments, leading to a 
more extensive instrumental experience-
whenever and wherever indicated. 

(d) Music develops growth in social aware 
ness , through a wide variety o f group 
experien ces suited to the physical, 
emotional, and mental capacities of the 
participants. 

(e) Music satisfies the desire for achieve
ment, through success in the mastery of a 
skill--even though it be of the simplest 
type. 

(f) Music provide s a means of changing be
havior attitudes from negative to 
positive [ones] through happy, function
al individual and group experiences . 

(g) Music expands horizons, eririches other 
areas of learning, and enhances human 
values of living, through guidance iri 
li~tening, and the use of the inherent 
creative power native to all children 
(pp. 147-148). 
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These explicit functions of music in the educational and re
' 

habilitative program are consistent with the processes of 

music therapy which are developed within the classifi

cations of experience: 

{a) within the structure of music itself 

{b) in self-organization 

(c) in relating to others (Sears, .1968, p. 33). 

It is noteworthy that the history of the use of 

music with the hearing impaired h a s emphasized the func 

tiona l role of music. In contrast, a recent publication, 

Music Educa tion for the Dea f (Edwards, 1974) proposes and 

presents a program which is intended to develop musical 

learnings , unde r s t andings, and concepts through ''rich, 

varied, and inter es t ing experie nce s " (p. 128). The ul

tima te goal of these s equential experiences and experi

mentation with mus ic is the attainment of a fuller, more 

rewarding, and enriching understanding of the art of music. 

In other words, the music education program for the hearing 

impaired can,and must, focus on the teaching of music so 

that the development and attainment of the following 

musical goals will be realized: 

(a) Skill and competency in performance ~n 
every conceivable mus ical activity, 
including the reading and writing of 
musical notation; 
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(b) The acquisition of knowledge which is 
not only learned but understood in 
respect to (a) music, (b) music history 
which includes the stories of composers 
and their music, and (c) music of other 
lands and cultures; 

(c) 'l1he enjoyment and aesthetic appreciation 
of music and its relationship to other 
art forms, such as da.nce, as a means of 
expression in which one may participate 
either as an observer or listener or 
as a performer (Edwards, 197 4 , pp. 100-· 
101) . 

Obviously, these interrelated and intertwined categories 

of goals fall within the realm of self-improvement 

through emphasis upon the aesthetic value o f music. 

Three of the four broad goals which Hummel (19 69 , 

1971) has outlined as areas for the functional use of 

music in teaching the dea f have been presented and dis 

cussed in this chapter. These three areas are dependent 

upon the primary goal, that is, the perception of sound 

and of music. The methods or systems of van Uden (19 49 , 

1953, 1963, 1970, 1972, 1973) and Guberina (1963, 1972, 

1973) are especially unique in their emphasis upon, and 

development through, sound perception which is facilitated 

by means of special equipment. 

b. For the 11 Sound Perceptive.Method" 

A nsound Perceptive Method" was initiated in 1940 

by a professor of expe rimental psychology and ~as developed 
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during and after the Second World War. This method is 

closely associated with the name of Father Anthony van 

Uden {1949, 1953, 1960, 1963, 1970, 1972, 1973), Principal 

of Research at the Institute tor the Deaf, St. Michiels

gestel, the Netherlands. Van Uden has chosen the term, 

sound perception to refer to the perception of sound 

through '1 hearing remnants and Ithe] sense of vibration in 

one entity'' (1972, p. 26). Vibration-feeling is developed 

for the purpose o f stimulating consciousness of sound in 

the aural appratus , that is, the ears. Sound perception 

is induced (a ) in the body by means of amplified sound 

produced through loudspeakers, and (b) in the ears by 

means of headphones. A sound box containing loudspeakers 

is set on the floor so that the children can crawl on top _ 

of it and press their ears against it; thus, they are able 

to feel the vibrations in their b6dies and to hear the 

sound in their ears at the same instant or moment---" as 

one great whole" (1972, p. 26). 

Van Uden differentiates between contact-feeling 

which is caused by the skin touching a vibrating body and 

resonance-feeling which is the result of the body resound

ing in response to vibrations which reach it and pass 

through it. Although the normally hear ing person may not 

be aware of resonance-feeling, he--as well as the deaf--
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can learn to cultivate this sense. (The investigator 

discovered this phenomenon when ear plugs were used to 

block out loud music.) According to van Uden, low tones, 

that . is, 40 to 80 Hertz (Hz), are felt in the abdomen; 

slightly higher tones, of 80 to 130 Hz, in the chest ; 

still higher tones (130 to 250 Hz) in the upper part of 

the chest; and even higher--medium range--tones (250 to 

500 Hz) in the throat. The last-named r ange is approxi 

mate to the octave which be gins with middle con the 

piano. Deaf children c an feel the vibratory effe cts of 

their own voices not only in the chest, but also in the 

larynx, cheek, and skull. In addition, they can feel the 

vibratory effects of the i r movements in the joints (1970, 

p. 571). 

A summary of the specific goals o f the van Uden 

method and the means by whi ch t hey are attained i s given 

below: 

(a) De velopment of sound con~ciousness. 

(b) Following a cybernetic principle in 

training. 

This requires auditory feedback so that 

a n1oop system" relates and attunes the 

perception of sound to movement as 

well as spee ch. 
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(c) Development of a srhythmical sense 

through eurhythmic movement _and _speech. 

Rhythmical breathing and control are 

given a central place using "blow-organs" 

which will be described later. While 

the children execute a play-song they 

speak continuous ly, especially the younger 

ones. The rhythmic movements of the body 

are entirely coordinated and integrated . 

(d ) Training of short term and o f long term 

memory. This is accomplished through the 

play-songs . The successiv e memory plays 

a special part in speech and in~finding» 

the body movements. 

(e) Emphasis on content and form of language 

and speech. This includes experience, con

versation, shifting of accent, and con

struction of larger entities, especially 

emotional language and orectic language 

(the language of want and desire). This 

is achieved not only in the play-song as 

a final product, but also in the creative 

process. 
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(f} Development of "plan-behavior 11
: learning 

td sum up a series of behaviors and to 

unite them into one plan. Again, the 

play- song is the means. 

(g) Training in sound perception. All of the 

activities are structured so that the 

children may perceive the results of their 

o wn actions and the actions of others i n 

the group. They learn to recognize parts 

of, and patterns from, play songs; these 

a re then transformed into movement pat

terns which they learn to execute. They 

must also be able to reverse this proced

ure, that is, to translate movement pat

terns into sound patterns. 

(h} Development of phantasy o~ imagina tion 

and o f the ability to be express ive, 

especially in movement. The child him

self is the medium through which his 

feelings or inner life is revealed. For 

the bene fit of their emotional life, it 

is important for the children to perform 

a series of play- songs in succession, each 
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expressing a different emotion, such as 

sadness, anger, lightheartedness, etc. The 

suggested number is three. 

(i) The meaning of Various aspects of tbne : 

1. Differences in pitch . Low pitches are 

described as being rough, high pitches 

as smooth or fine . Other contrasts are: 

large and small, heavy and light, fat 

and thin, awkward and graceful (espec

ially when imitating animals ). The 

tactile and visual senses are used to 

convey these concepts which are then 

reinforced through imitation and imagi

nation (pretending and dramatization ). 

2~ Crescendo and decrescendo. Games can 

be played to illustrate these contrasts 

and those which follow. For crescendo 

the child rises up and flexes his mus

cles or clenches his fists to show how 

strong he is; for decrescendo he re

laxes and lies limp on the floor. 

3. Long and short. 

4. Slow ~nd quick (fast). 

All of these concepts can be incorporated 

into the play song. 
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(j) Oral mimicry. This is also known as pho

netic symbolism and can be developed in 

classes of older children (twelve or 

thirteen years of age). Poems are used 

as the basis for play-songs in classes at 

an advanced level. Van Uden feels that 

the deaf can appreciate the articulatory 

beauty of poems·and of art-prose. In 

other words, they can identify what he 

calls ntaketen and "malooma"--the flow 

of poetry and the flow of speech (1963, 

p. 86 4 ; 1972, pp. 32-43). (See Appendix 

H , Figure 1.) 

Van Uden emphasizes the ge s t alt principle in 

the whol e nes s of the experience of sound and the fullnes s 

of perception when the vibra tory sense is combined with 

auditory perception, that is, hearing. He also directs 

attention to the emotional impact of ~ound and of music 

which he prefers to call "feel-music" or "movement music" 

in recognition of the precedence of emotional response 

over perception of the essence of music--tonal quality. 

For the deaf, melody is subservient to the rhythm. "It 

makes the rhythms more recognizable to them [the deaf] 

and supports some movements of the body .... " (L.ampard, 
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1963, p. 858). Differences in pitch are felt spatially 

and interpreted ·in terms of "feelings which are reflections 

of bodily movements and postures, for instance, light 

movements in the larynx which are perceived by the chil

dren themselves'' (van Uden, 1972, p. 28). Because of the 

rhythmic nature of sound, sound perception is more dyna

mic than seeing. 

Van Uden speaks of a type of response which has 

been called induction du mcuvement and relates this to 

another phenomenon known as t he "duet of conversation. 11 

These induction or inductive movements presuppose a great 

unity betwee n hearing and moving. According to van Uden, 

every movement from birth onwards produces a sound which 

the normally hearing person is able to monitor; and thus 

begins a cybernetic or loop process. Moving and hearing 

are only two aspects. of one behavior; they fonn a II gestalt!: 

Bodily movement comes first in ·most cases, and this pro

duces sound. 

The control of the senses on movement is built up 
from that movement. Hearing is. not prepared by 
itself to check on movements, but those movements 
fi rst have to influence hearing, and via the loop
process both -are attuned to each other (1972, p. 33). 

This is the basic idea of the van Uden method. Its appli-

cation is seen in the placement of the sound-box in close 

proximity to the electronic organ so that when the child 
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pushes or depresses the organ keys, he perceives the ef

fects of his movements (p. 32). 

Van Uden states that rhythm performed in space is 

copied or executed more easily than a rhythm which is not 

performe d spatially. In other words, after a child is al

lowed to practice beating a rhythm in three different 

places on a drum or table, it is easier for him subsequent

ly to beat a rhythm in one particular place or spot on the 

drumhead or table. With this in mind, the children learn 

graphic symbols for rhythm (1972, p. 34). (See Appe ndix 

H, Figure 2.) 

It is importa.nt to integrate rhythmic exercises 

with speech from the very beginning. Therefore, if the 

child has no vocabulary, nonsens e syllables, such as 

baa baba , are used until he has acquired a few words. Be

cause breathing is essential to speaking and to dance, 

word phrase s are used not only to teach rhythm, but also 

to train the diaphragmatic and intercostal muscles. The 

rhythm of spe ech is learned via the temporal accent which 

is much easier to teach to the deaf than the tonal and 

dynamic accents (p. 35). (See Appendix H, Figure 3.) 

After the children have been taught the meaning of accents 

and understand what van Uden calls "accents of opposition" 
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and "accents of newness," they are ready to create or 

develop play-songs. 

Van Uden considers the play-song to be central or 

c rucial to the entire sound perception method because 

in this, the connection between music and dance 
on [the] one hand and acquisition of language on 
the other [hand] comes to the fore (1972, p. 41). 

This work is begun with children when they are six years 

old. Van Uden r e commends that · the fir s t play--song be 

extreme ly short and that the best source for the text or 

word s is to be found in the reading-texts of the children's 

diaries. Vertical line s are drawn on a mus i cal staff 

above the words. After this, wavy lines representing the 

rhythm a r e dra wn connecting the vertica l lines. At the 

point whe re the wavy line intersects a vertical line , a 

no t e is pl a c e d and a prolongation sign (-) is drawn a bove 

the accente d syllable. (See Appendix H, Figure 4 .) 

According to van Uden, it is the custom at the 

Institute for the Deaf in St. Michiels9estal to have the 

newly created tune sung by a friend with musical ability 

(Mr. Kees) while an accompaniment is improvise d; this is 

recorded on tape. The song is acted out or dramatized by 

each child in turn and then by the entire group. The 

children learn to "sing" the play-song, that is, to speak 

it rhythmically. The notes are sung to nonsense syllables, 
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such as baba or pompom. Once the song has been thoroughly 

learned in this ·manner, work continues in the music and 

dance rooms or classes where the tape recording is used. 

In the mus ic room the song is played on the blow-organs, 

and eventually it is accompanied by xylophones and drums. 

In the d ance r o om it i s performed as a play-song, and 

rhythnic patterns become patterns of movement (1972, pp. 

37--38). 

Van Uden (1972) states that the equipment needed 

for, and the procedures used inf his Sound Perceptive 

Method include the following: 

{at A dance room designed and furnished or 

equipped like a ballet training room . 

The b lackboards are wide enough to make it 

possible to accommodate (1) al l the music 

and language needed in the l essons, {2) 

graphic symbol s for " space contr ol 11 and bodily 

postures, and (3 ) musi c symbols next to the 

notes , in the form of curls, waves, angular 

stripe s, spots, colors , etc. 

The floor i s cons truct ed of concrete 

which is covered with a plaster compound over 

which is placed a layer of rubber rathe r than 

wood. The purpose of this special woodless 
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floor is the enhancement of resonance-feeling 

and tJ:ie elimination of contact-feeling which, 

in dancing, is intermittent rather than con

stant. Every time the child lifts his foot 

off of the floor, he loses contact with the 

stimulus; and if he is dependent upon this 

contact-feel i ng , he is apt to restrict his 

movements .. 

The wall s are designed and prepared in 

such a way that no standing sound waves with 

irregulari t ies can develop; thus, the sound 

pressure is "practically" equalized through

out the room. For the deaf, van Uden con

siders 90 dB to be the best sound pressure 

level (SPL), with dyn amics ranging from 

approx i mately 80 to 100 dB on the Inter

national Organization for Standardization 

{ISO) scale . 

The room is equipped with (1) a piano 

which is electronically amplified, (2) an 

electronic organ with four or five so- called 

sound-boxes in which loudspeakers are con

cealed--positioned in various parts of the 

room, (3) a cluster of small loudsp~akers 
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(the tweeters) hanging in the center of the 

room and pointing in all directions, (4) a 

tape recorder with remote control, and (5) a 

video recorder for delayed visual feedback of 

the dances and expressive movements. In addi 

tion, there is an inductive loop system de

signed so that the teacher can use a micro 

phone which is connected to this loop via an 

amplifier . The hearing aids worn by the chil

dren are adjusted in such a wa y that even when 

they switch on the listening coil, they can 

still hear their own voices because their 

microphones continue to work. 

(b) Small , separate cubicles for individualized 

speech ins t ruction at the preschool level. 

Each c ubicle is equipped with a built- in 

amplifier and two microphones, one for the 

teacher and one for the child; thus, provision 

is made for auditory feedback. The amplifier 

is provided with controls which make it pos

sible to adjust sound pressure and sound 

characteristics to 11 fitr1 each child and each 

ear . . The re is also a mirror which can be 
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pushed forward or backward on the desk, sup

plying visual feedback. 

(c) A music room equipped with the Orff style 

percussion instruments (Hall, 1960; Wheeler 

and Raebeck , 1972). Very important in the 

scheme of a ctivities are the blow-organs which 

are twelve in number and are the means by 

which breath control is taught. Each organ 

ha s twenty- six keys which, when depressed, 

produce tones ranging from 125 to 500 Hz 

(two octaves). Each child holds in his left 

hand a tube whi c h has a conical-shaped mouth

piece at one end and is connected to the 

organ at the other end ; the tube functions as 

a b el lows when the child blows i nto it. When 

the child blows and simultaneously plays the 

organ , the sound is amplified and fed back to 

his ears v ia the hearing apparatus. The chil 

dren begin lea rning to play the blow organs at 

the age o f five . When they have mastered this 

task--usually when they are nine or ten years 

old, they commence tra ining in playing an in

strument known as the roelodica which is 

blown like a recorder but has a keyboard 
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which, apparently, makes it easier to "finger." 

Another important item is a drum with a 

circumference large enough to accommodate ten 

children who stand around the periphery and are 

taught to perceive and to execute various 

rhythmic patterns. Colored pieces of paper are 

attached to the drumhead to permit the chi let 

to perform spatially prior to beating out a 

pattern in the same spot. 

Van Uden characterizes the "stamping-case" 

as a cybernetic device because the sound made 

when the child walks, jumps, or hops on it is 

amplified by resonance so that the child is 

able to feel the effect of his actions. Ther~ 

are a number of these stamping cases in the 

music room. 

(d) Well-equi,_p]2ed classrooms which have specially 

designed group hearing apparatus providing each 

child with what is called a "mibavo," that 

is, a wearable or portable unit containing 

a microphone and a balanced volume control 

by means of which the child i~ able to 

increase or decrease the intensity of sound 

in both ears (maximum SPL 135 dB) . . Connected 
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to the group hearing apparatus is a tape re

corder for delayed auditory feedback. Pre

school classrooms have drums; some classrooms, 

e spec i a lly those for the multiply handicapped, 

have vide o recorders for«self-lipreading✓ and 

for recording the conversations with the 

children. 

(e) Very powerful hearing aids fitted with 

ceramic microphones for each child to wear 

during out - of-school hours. The aids are 

fitted by the audiological service (pp. 29 -

3 1 ) . 

In presenting an inventory of the basic or es

sential requirements for equipment, a few aspects of this 

sound perception method have been mentioned and explained. 

It should be stated that this method embraces home training 

as we ll as "after-care service" which prepares the young 

adult fo r "integration in the hearing society" (pp. 1-22; 

94-··108). 

c. For the "Verbotonal System" 

The 11 Verbotonal System" was begun in 1952 b y Dr. 

Petar Guberina, a professor of phonetics at the Univ.ersity 

of Zagreb in Yugo s l avia. It was an attempt to improve the 

teaching of a foreign language by e mphasizing the spbken 
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rhythm of the language to be learned. The original re

search was unde~taken for the purpose of determining 

the effe cts of differential filtering on [a] the trans
mission of portions of frequencies produced by speech 
sounds in two or more intervals of time, [b] on the 
e raission of sounds as a function . of time, and [c] on 
audito ry perception resulting from the foregoing 
transformations which occur as a r e sult [a] of fi l
tering and [b] use o r combination of other parameters 
of spe ech sounds resulting from these researches 
(Guberina , 1 963, pp. 279-280). 

The parameters which are basic in the Verbo t onal 

System h a ve been structurally described or defined by 

Gube rina (1 963) as follows: 

(a) Time is a structural factor which can in

fluence the hearing of the whole or partial 

s ound spectrum. 

(b) Small bandwidths of fr equency are sufficient 

for the intelligibility of speech "under 

particular condi tions." 

(c) Intens i t y c a n be studied in terms of its 

relations hip in discrete form to discrete 

bands o f frequency. 

{d) The who l e body acts as both a receptor and a 

transmi tter in the chain of communication 

which al s o includes perceptiori and reproduct ion; 

these links a re interconnected and form a 

loop system . 
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(e) Tension is the effect or result of opposing 

agonistic and antagonistic muscles [or 

muscle groups] on the production of speech 

sounds; and this factor is also influenced 

or mediated by the functional ability or capa

city of the kinesthetic, auditory, tactile, 

and proprioceptive sense modality systems. 

(f) Pause is an activi ty. It is one of the com

ponents of intonation, rhythm, and t ens ion by 

means of which we e xpress our ideas. Its 

rhythmical r ole is physiologically significant 

and is related to functional on and off 

(Guberina, 1963, pp. 280-285). 

Although the verbotona l system may be used wherever 

it is applicable, it is genera lly identified with Guberina 

and the use of his theory and methods in rehabilitation of 

the deaf. With this in mind, a summary of t he many find-· 

ings and principles stated by Guberina may contribute to 

our understanding of his sytem: 

(a) When individual and group work with acoustically 
handicapped children has as its goal the improve
ment or correction of the voice and of a rticu
lation, the best way to stimulate the brain is 
by means of structures which will not recall to 
the mind badly articulated phonetic structures. 
Therefore, logotomes, that is, nonsense syllables, 
are used as test stimuli to prevent the inter
vention of psychological factors (pp. 280, 292). 
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(b) Every sound, word, and sentence has its optimal 
band of frequencies. Under continuous form this 
band embraces ' an octave. Outside of its optimal 
octave, a sound is perceived as -different when 
compared with its emitted form. The loudness 
of a given sound does not depend -on the physical 
intensity of emission but it depends upon the 
band which is more or less optimal for the given 
sound (p. 2 8 7) . 

(c) We always perceive [the] high frequencies produced 
by speech sounds at least 25 to 50 milliseconds 
earlier than [the] low frequencies of the respec
tive sounds (p. 288). 

(d) Sometimes high- pitched sounds or words will be per
ceived by an acoustically impaired ear if the 
low frequencies are transmitted 50 milliseconds 
earlier than the high frequencies. For other 
subjects, perception will be achieved if the low 
frequenci es are transmitted 100 to 150 or more 
milliseconds earlier than the high frequencies 
(p. 291). 

(e) Speech sounds or words are used as test stimuli 
rather than pure tones. The threshold of a 
detection test includes the use of a vibrating 
source for the determination of responses for 
differen t points on the body (fingernails , palm, 
wrist, elbow, clavicle, sternurn, jaw, different 
points [places or loci] of the h ead , and [at 
various] points on the legs) . [Thus, the oscil
lator or vibrator is used to stimulate and fa cili
tate the r e ception of speech sounds] (pp. 290 -

. 291) . 

(f) Classical bone conduction is efficient only when 
the inner ear is intact (p. 289). 

(g) The sensitivity for rhythm of the human body is 
mediated by low frequencies. The body of the 
person deficient in hearing responds particularly 
to the vibrations which are transmitted through 
amplifiers having ve r y low fre quency respODSe 
characteristics (p. 289). 
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(h} We can utilize body sensitivity to a greater de
gree [in structuring sound] by using o ther kinds 
of rhythms; for example, rhythm in activities, 
rhythm in art, but especially--and we emphasize-
musical rhythms. !Sometimes the deaf perceive 
speech sounds more readily when these sounds are 
emitted as musical tones.] ... It is by the 
rhythm of nursery rhymes and musical rhythms that 
one is often most successful in the initiation 
of the hearing of speech sounds as well as in 
the corre ction of fau lty articulation (p. 291). 

The essential components of the Verbotonal Syste m 

are seen in the basic approach which is characterized by: 

(a) Emphasis on low frequency response (below 500 Hz ) 
and on vibratory clues in perception of spoken 
language patterns . 

(b) Matching of amplification to the deaf child's 
"op timum field o f hearing ." 

(c) Us e of body movements to assist in the perception 
and production of speech. 

(d ) Emphasis on acoustic memory for l anguage pattern$ 
(aided by b ody movements and by the articulatory 

movement s required in the production of speech) ~ 

(e) Provision for speech and language work through 
play activities (with puppets, masks, and objects ), 
so that much longer periods of concentrated work 
on spoken language are possible. 

(f) Emphasis on language in meaningful context and in 
naiural situatibns (Cra ig and Craig, 1972; 
DiJohns on, Craig , and Craig, 1973, p . 4). 

The specialized equipment required for the verbo

tonal method reflects a departure from traditional think

ing. Conventional auditory equipment has been based upo~ 

the theory that lower frequencies (below 300 Hz) mask th~ 

higher frequencies, and, therefore, should be excluded 
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for best understanding of speecih. Hence, _conventional au

ditory trainers are ·customarily built to amplify in the fre

quency range fro~ about 300 to 3500 Hz. According to the 

Gubei-ina theory, the low frequencies of' spoken language do 

not mask but actually help the deaf person perceive the 

higher speech frequencies--through 11 transfer 11 or perceptu

al closure. In other words, given the auditory clues from 

th6se parts of spoken language which fall below 500 Hz (the 

rhythmic patterns and the sound fundamentals), the cerebral 

cortex can learn to fill in the missing higher frequencies 

and thus perceive , to some extent, what has been said. 

Emphasis is placed on these lower frequencies 

because: (a) profoundly deaf children have almost all of 

their residual hearing below 500 Hz,._ and (t,) the in~onation 

patterns and rhythms of speech are carried in the frequen

cies below 600 Hz. Therefore, the verbotonal auditory 

equipment (Systems Universal Verbotonal Auditory Guberi.na) 

amplifies in the more extended ranges: the Suvag I (group 

auditory trainer) from .5 to 16,000 Hz , _the Suvag II (in

dividual auditory trainer) from 20 to 20,000 Hz, and the 

Yiini Sufag (individual wearable aid) from 20 to 4 ,00 0 Hz. 

In line with its em:9hasis on the lower frequencies, ~ac

tile vibrators or ·bone oscillators are used to provide 

additional vibratory cues in the ·perception of l~nguage . ) 
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rhythms and to call attention to sound patterns. The 

Suvag II equipment is designed (a) to match precisely a 

person's optimum field of hearing, (b) to amplify what he 

hears best, and (c) to attenuate {through non-amplification) 

areas of most probable distortion (Craig and Craig, 1972; 

DiJohnson, Craig, and Craig, 1973, pp. 4-5). 

Pedagogical specifications of the Verbotonal System 

demand special instruction and . training for the teachers 

who must know how to apply o r us e the audiovisua l, global, 

and structural method known as the "audiovisual method of 

St. Cloud." The habits and knowledge of the teacher are 

of essentia l importance. Guberina (1 963) cautions the 

teacher to speak normally even if , on some occasions, he 

must speak more s lowly. He must never speak too loudly, 

become nervous, or change the rhythm and intonation of 

"emission" or u tterance because of his mood or a nx i ety 

'
1provoked by the child's incor rect pronunciation or inade

quate hearing" {p. 292). 

The teacher must be familia r with the rhythms of 

nursery rhymes and of music. He must observe the stages of 

painting of objects by the deaf child; for when the child 

lose s his rigidity in painting , it is an indication that he 

will become less rigid in the articulation of speech sounds. 

The same type of observation needs to be made respective 
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to the rhythmical movements of the body during exercises. 

Guberina (1963) recommends that the scholastic program be 

limited while speech and language patterns are being taught 

by hearing; for, "when hearing and speech have been devel

oped (usually after two years), the children will advance 

very rapidly in the school program'r (pp. 292-293). 

Guberina considers this method appropriate for the 

rehabi litation of all types of deafness and states that it 

can be of benefit to adults either by improving functional 

hearing or by providing a hearing aid adapted to the opti

mal field of hearing. Hearing aids are given to young 

people and adults only after they have received and under

stood spoken speech through limited-frequency bandwidths 

prior to reception through a system whose frequency re

sponse is similar to that of conventional hearing aids. 

According to Guberina (1963), maximum results are 

achieved only "through unceasing practice in individual 

and group sessions being careful, however, to avoid fa

tigue" (p. 293). Moreover, it is in the individual work 

that opportunity is provided (a) for finding, developing, 

and structuring the opti"nal field of hearing, (b) for 

improving functional hearing, and (c) -for discov~rin9 the 

optimal timing for comprehension of words. 
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The verbotona l system or method is being used and 

evaluated at several centers for rehabilitation of the deaf 

located in the United States and at various centers in 

Canada, Brazi l, France, and the Netherlands. An interim re-:

port of one investigation at the Western Pennsylvania School 

for the Deaf (DiJohnson, Craig , and Craig , 1973) indicates 

that results have been encouraging and that the statistical 

evidence,cou p1ed with subjective comments and observations, 

continue to l end credibility to the verbotonal approach. 

Recognition i s given, however, to the need for further ex

perimentation to determine the overall effectiveness of the 

verbotonal method (pp . 17-21). 

d. For the 11 0rff-Schulwerk 11 

A recent trend in musical activities for classes in 

music education , for educ at ion of the deaf , and for music 

therapy is the u se o f the Orff Method which was o r igina t ed 

and developed by the composer, Carl Orf~ for use in school 

music classes, hence its name: "Orff-Schulwerk" which lit-· 

/ 
erally means Orff Schoolwork (Lehrer-Carle, 1971). The 

creative approach is b a sic to this method which Orff (1963) 

characterizes as "never fi na l, complete, but always in the 

proce ss of growth, in a state of 'be coming,' 'in flux'" 

(Lehrer-Carle , 1971, p. 28). 
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The popularity of Orff-Schulwerk is increasing in 

spite of the expensiveness of the Orff instruments which 

are comparable in construction and tonal quality to some of 

the instruments tha t comprise a Javanese orchestra, par ti

cularly the chimes and gambangs. To encourage and facili

tate ensemble playing, the instruments have been adapted to 

the physica l requirements of children. The Orff instru

ments which are played with rna·llets are tuned to play in 

the k ey of C major and include the glockenspiel or bells, 

me talophone, and x ylophone. Other percussion instruments 

include musical glasses, triangle, cymbals, wood blocks, 

jing les or sleigh bells attached to a leather band, rattles, 

tambourine, tympani, and bass drum. String instruments 

which may b e used to play the bordun or bass line, that is, 

CG CG, include the gamba or lute, the guitar, or the 

violoncello. According to Hal l (1960), it is essential 

that the teacher be able to play and improvise freely on 

the recorder whether the children are doing rhythmic body 

movements or basic o s tinati, that is, a repetitive pattern, 

on the instruments (p. 10). How ever , this might not be 

possible or practical withall groups of hearing impaired 

children. Wheeler and Raebeck (1972) have listed five 

sources where these instruments may be obtainedi some of 

the manufacturers are well-known in the band instrument 
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industry with the familiar names of Ludwig, Lyons, and 

Selmer . Therefore, in a metropolitan area, the Orff instru

ments are undoubtedly available through local music stores. 

Techniques .and procedures which characterize Orff

Schulwerk include (a) the playing of instruments, general 

ly within the confines of the pentatonic scale, (b) rhyth

mic and choral s peaking of phrases and rhyming poetry or 

verse, and (c) rhy thrni c and expressive bodily movement. 

The rhythmic bodily movement includes c lapp i ng, stamping, 

finger snapping, and dancing as well as patschen or knee 

slapping (Ha ll, 1960, p. 12). 

Pro~essional personnel who use this method usu

ally receiv e special training either at the Orff Institute 

in Salsburg, Austria or at specially scheduled or arranged. 

Orff- Schulwerk Symposiums or Workshops. Here they have 

access to printed materials, are ab le to observ e demonstra

tions , and participate in creative activities. The printed 

materials and music books are also available through local 

music stores .. 

The value of the Orff method as a source of sheer 
; 

enjoyment i s an attitude shared by Lehrer-Carle (1971) and 

Loberg (1973). Its use for hearing rehab{litation has been 

recommended and described by Birken shaw (1965, 1967; Fahey 

and Birkenshaw (1972), Gilmore (1966), Hofmarksrichter 
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(1963), Hummel (1969, 1971), Sister Irene (1967), and van 

Uden (1963, 1972, 1973). According to Lehrer-Carl~ (1971), 

the Orff method has been used in Germany (a) as music 

the~apy in clinical settings , (b) in classes and schools 

for exceptional children , and (c) in general school set

tings (pp. 28-30). Its use for behavior modification is 

the subject of several reports (Hollander and Juhrs, 1974; 

Ponath and Bitcon, 1972). Certainly, its creative basis 

facilitates its adaptability to a variety of situations or 

purposes. And the possibilities for activities are limited 

only by the imagination of the teacher o r therapist. 



CHAPTER V 

SUM.MARY,. CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

summary 

The primary purpose of this study was to provide 

a music therapy handbook for the use of music with the 

hearing impaired, especially in auditory tr~ining. For 

this reason the appendices are comprised of Dertinent 

information and material not appropriate for inclusion 

wi thj __ n thE~ chapter discussions. Sub E;i :i.iary goa.Ls involved 

(a) exploring the problems and effects of hearing impair

ment# (b) describing the purposes, features, and techni

ques of an auditory training program, (c) defining and 

delineating the role of music and of music the rapy for thci 

aurally handicapped, and (d) finding scientific studies 

which would substantiate or indicate a valid b as is for 

generally held opinions, principles, · .and pract ice s in 

aural rehabilitation, particularly in ·audito r y training. 

In this study, answers were sought to several 

questions. Of these · questions, the following formed the 

outline of, and the basis for discussion i.n, .Chapter II: 

197 
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1. What is the structure of the hearing 

mechanism? 

2. What are the physical effects of hearing 

impairment? 

3. What are the psychological effects of hearing 

impairment? 

4. What are the sociological effects of hearing 

impairment? 

5. What are the educational effects of hearing 

impairment? 

a. What are the educational potentials? 

- b. What are the educational achievements? 

c. What are the educational goals? 

6. What are the communication factors in hearing 

impairment? 

a. What is the role of communication? 

b. What are the methods of communication? 

c .. What are the problems related to communi 

cation? · 

· The human ear is a complicated and delicate 

series of structures which function both ~s a hearing 

mechanism and as a space-orienting organ. normal 

function involves adequate or unimpaired functioning of 

each component within the auditory· and vestibular appa-
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ratus. Furthermore, _ascending and descendi~g nerve path

ways to the interconne.~ting and communicating projection. 

areas of the brain must be intact or unimoaired as a 
.t; 

prerequisite to normal or adequate perception. 

Frequently the pathology responsible for hearing 

impairment may result in other physical problems o r handi

caps. These, coupled with the frustrations due to inade

quate hearing and annoying physical conditions which 

characterize various types of hearing impai rment , can 

create psychological problems. This is not surprising; 

for hearing loss has been considered a type of sensory 

deprivation. In other words, a hearing impairment 

interfers with environmental contact, modifies or distorts 

experien6e, and alters the interaction between the person 

and his environment. It also influences the psycholog

ical processes upon which learning is dependent. 

The psychological processes are closely relatedto, 

and are quite likely to be determinants o f, social strat

egies and interaction or pat t erns of behavior. Indeed , 

Meyerson (1963) considers early studies of the personality 

development of deaf children to be primarily a "sociology 

of childre n and youth who attended special schools and 

classes" (p. 125). Although there may be differences of 

opinion as to what constitutes the "typical deaf p e rson-
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ality," there is less divisiveness regarding the isolation 

and communication· factors. 

Therefore, the most important goal of education of 

the deaf has been, and remains, that of improving com.rnun

ication. This emphasis on the development of speech and 

language is o f utmost importance b e cause it is the means 

whereby the innate abilities or educational potential c an 

be fully developed. Moreover , .the vocational opportun

ities are greater when educational level or achievement 

and social competency are adequate . Of course , the mode 

o f communication will depend both on the ability and 

preference o f the hearing impaired individual and upon 

the method which i s preferred by those who are respon

sible f o r aural rehabilitation in a given situation or 

facility .. 

The following questions indicate the manner o f 

the formulat i on o f Chapter III. 

1. What steps or procedures mus t be followed 

in the rehabil i tative process? 

2 • . what are the generalized goals of auditor y 

tra ining'? 

a. How did the concept of auditory training 

.develop? 
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b. What are the principles of, and the 

practices used in,auditory training? 

3. What general features are seen as. character

istic, or serve · as a common denominator, of 

auditory training? 

4. What specific suggestions are given for the 

use of music in each of the manuals or hand

books selected for review? 

The rehabilitative process h as been equated with 

therapy, training, _and education. Re gardless of the em

phasis or viewpoint of a particular discipline , the 

requisite steps or procedures remain the same: (a) early 

screening for detection and diagnosis of hearing impair

ment in infants, (b) a c areful and complete assessment, 

or differential diagnosis, _of the specific hearing impair

ment, (c) a diagnostic training period concomitantly 

with medical , neurological, _and psychological evaluations, 

(d) parental guidance, _(e) audiometri c testing and 

assessment with (£) p r escription for, an d tra ining in, 

the use of a hearing aid, and (g)· auditory stimulation. 

The improvement of auditory capacity implies the 

use of residual hearing and development of ability to 

discriminate in _terms of various aspects or dimensions 

of sound. The concept of auditory training is old, having 
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a history which can be traced to the first century A.D. 

However, the greatest progress has been made within the 

present century and is directly related to the develop

ment of the electronic industry and to research in the 

science of sound, _that is, acoustics. Refinement of 

techniques has contributed to almost limitless opportuni 

ties for aural rehabilitation. 

Auditory training is only part of the rehabili

tative process, but it is an essential step. In general, 

its goals are similar to those of education. But, 

particular attention is given to the following aspects o f 

auditory perceptual development: 

( a} Awareness of a stimulus, that is, _sound 

consciousness 

(b) Attention, that is, attending, to a 

stimulus 

(c) Motivation and curiosity 

(d) Learning, especially recognition of sound 

in terms of 

1. Knowing the · meaning 

2. Reacting appropriately 

Training in discrimination of sound involves the 

use of (a) environmental or gross sounds, (b) musi~ and 

musical tones produced by a variety of instruments, and 
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{c) speech discrimination~ The ultimate goal is the 

development of facility in the understanding and use of 

spoken language. 

Training in sound perception and discrimination is 

focused on the development of the following concepts: 

(a) Sound and silence or on and off 

(b) Loud and soft 

{c) High and low or up and down 

( d) Fast and slow or run and walk 

(e) How many or counting 

The auditory training manuals and currucilum 

guides which have been reviewed in this study are simi

lar in respect to goals to be attained, concepts to be 

deve loped , and overall philosophy in regard to motiva

tion. The importance of the child's acceptance, use, 

and care o f the hearing aid is a major concern of hearing 

and speech therapists. Equally important is the atmos

phere of education or therapy where enjoyment and fun 

should guide, if not determine, the procedures and, un

doubtedly, do determine the outcomes . 

The differences in philosophy are minor. Although 

the acoupedic approach stresses the use of hearing with

out the aid of vi~ion and the tact i le sense , it does not 

completely eliminate multisensory response to auditory 
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perception. The perceptual act is \L~isensory, initially, 

whenever the learning situation is structured so that 

only auditory clues are made available t~ the child. The 

variety of techniques recommended provide the therapist 

with opportunity to use a procedure according to his pre

f erence, discretion , and ability , at least until he has 

gained enough self-confidence to try using an unfamili a r 

t e chnique. 

The questions which f ollow are indicative of the 

outline for Chapter IV: 

1. What r esearch has been done relative to the 

use o f music with the hearing imp aired? 

2. How do the speci f ic goals and techn iques de

scribed in various works reflect the function 

of music in the genera l educational curriculum 

or the comprehensive rehabilitative program? 

3. What special equipment and procedures are re

quired in the Sound Percept_i ve ~~ethod? 

4. What acoustical findings , electronic equipment, 

and pedagogical principles are involved in the 

Verbontonal System? 

5. What distinctive features of the Orff-Schulwerk 

are especially applicable to its use with the 

hearing impaired? 
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Although experimental studies in the use of music 

with the hearing impaired have been somewhat limited, it 

has been possible to determine the ability of the he ar ing 

impaired to respond to rhythm and to discriminate and 

match pitch. According to Sister Josepha (1968), addition

al findings include the following: 

(a) Exposure to amplified sound appears to in

fluenc e the deveJ.opmAnt of normal respon

siveness to sound in i nfants originally 

diagnosed as deaf~ 

(b) Deaf c hildren can learn to appreciate m~sic 

through which they can find a means of 

sel f-expression . 

(c) Music therapy can help deaf child ren develop 

increased self esteem , better i nte rpersonal 

relations, and a more Drofolnd awareness of 

the world a.ro und thern (pp. 120-121.) . 

Various writers have traced the fun ctional use of 

music with the deaf to accompli s h nonmusical as well as 

musically oriented g-oals in the comnrehensive educational 

and rehabilitative program, not ab ly Hummel (1969, 1971) 

and Edwards (1974). rJ.1hese goals embrace four broad areas: 

(a) Sound perception and discrimination 

(b) Speech intelligibility through emphasis on 
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rhythmic activity and proper breathing habits 

or.breath ,control 

(c) Language stimulation and development through 

singing and other musi cal activities such as 

dramatization or mime and rhythmic bodily 

movement 

(d) Self-improvement through activities that 

contribute to the development of well-being 

within three a reas of life, 

1. Psychological 

2. Physiological 

3. Aesthetic 

The rhythmic, social and self-exoressive aspects 

and effects of the functional or therapeutic use of music 

have b een observed by professional personnel in theed

ucation or aural rehabilitation of the deaf. And, despite 

the preponderance of subj e ctive descriptive reports, the 

prospects are encouraging for several reasons: 

(a) There has been an increase in the numbe r of 

studies which are joint projects of special

ists in speech and language disorders as well 

as music therapy 

(b) The accumulated experience and scientific 

study of the use of music therapy in soeech 
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and language disorders has contributed to the 

development and refinement of techniques as 

well as more specific and objective evalu

ation of results (Miche l and May, 1974). 

The importance of rhythmic activity and the use 

of touch, that is, the tactile sense, to perceive the 

beat and rhythmic patterns has been repeatedly stressed. 

I t f o r ms the basis of two unique methods which emphasize 

t he perception of sound through the vibratory sense, 

namely the Sound Perceptive Method and the Verbotonal 

Sy stem. The two methods require use of sophisticated 

electronic equipment and pedagogical techniques. · Both 

a re b ased on acoustical resear ch. They use (a) rhymes 

o r the rhythm of poetry, (b) nonsense or neutral syllables 

which have been recommende d also by other writers, and 

(c ) b odily rhy thms coordinated with speech. Significantly, 

s ome of these technique s are a lso u s ed in Orff-Schulwerk 

which emphasizes the creati ve approach to musical activities. 

Th e playing o f Orff instruments which are specif

ically designed for c hildr en is an enjoyable activity; it 

contributes to enhancement of self-esteem through feelings 

of success in attainment of a realistic goal. It should 

be noted that the access i bility of Orff i n s truments and 
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music books makes possible the use of this method without 

the necessity of special training. However, opportunity 

to participate in an Orff-Schulwerk Symposium or Workshop 

would surely generate enthusiasm for, and facilitate rapid 

progress in the development of expei.tise or proficiency in, 

the use of this method. Fortunately , it is adaptable to 

a variety of situations and settings and has been used 

successfully with the deaf. 

Conclusions and Recotrimenda.ttons 

This study has not provided easy or definitive 

answers to all of the questions posed . Hopefully, it has 

revealed the need for further study in the area s which now 

provide either indefinite, ambiguous, or controversial 

answers or present new questions or problems. The ori gi

nal suggestions offered by Hummel (1969) and M.ay (1961) 

for further research are still valid and worthy of consid

eration .. 

The author presents the following ideas as recornrre:r1-

dations arising out of conclusions drawn from the research: 

. 1. The procedures which have been used with the 

hearing impaired to develop basic concepts 

through the functional use of music reflect 

and emphasize similarity of (a) goals, (b) 

techniques, and (c} final results. Experi-
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ence indicates that all of these are valid. 

The experimental studies and reports based 

upon experience indicate (a) that these goals 

and procedures are valid, and (b) that desired 

results are being achieved. 

2 . Both the Sound Percep tive method and the Verto

tonal System are intriguing; however, it would 

be wise to commence with a simpler, stru ctured 

method of music therapy with the hearing im

paired. 

3. Many of the proc edures used in Orff-Schulwerk 

reveal the similarity in basic philosophy and 

methodology of this method to both the Sound 

Perceptive !-!ethod and the Verbotonal Sys t em. 

Therefore, the Orff Method is well worth con

side ration for use with the hearing i mpaired. 

4. The rapy for children with hearing impairment 

requi res so much technological knowledge, 

expertise and equipment t h at a beginning ther

apis t would be wise to: 

a. Become aff iliated with a speech and 

hearing center, only after profes?ional 

preparation, either through research 

or traini ng. 
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b. Become qualified for such work by 

following an educational plan which 

provides one or two major degrees, 

either in music education or education 

of the deaf. One does not become cer

tified in the geneial field of special 

education but only in one p:3rticular area 

such as (1) education of the deaf, blind,. .· 

orthoped.ically handicapped, etc., or (2) of 

children with learning disabilities 

such as mental retardation. 

c. Poss ib 1 y prepare to function as a mus:ic 

therapist and as a music educator. 

This education might take longer to 

acquire but would be ·a challenge. The 

author cari testify to the advantage of 

having a broader fund of knowledge 

provided by preparation both for teach

ing music and for using mu sic as therapy. 
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Figure 1. 

Mean Speaking Fundamental Frequency Level Used by Males, 
Females and Children 

(from: D. A. Sanders. Aura l Rehabili tat i on . Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1971, P. 47 ) 

Speakers 

Children 
Pre-adolescent girls 
Pre-adolescent boys 
Post-adolescent girl s 
Post-adoles cent boys 
Females 
Males 

16.5 months 
8 yrs. 
8 yrs . 

17. 5 months 
18 yrs. 
adult 
adult 

Mean Frequency (Hz) 

443 .3 
288.0 
297.0 
211 .. 5 
115.9 
199.8 
113.2 
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Figure 2. 

Pi t ch - level Trena for Males and Fema 1es, from data collected 
a t various ag e s (after Ringel et al: R. McGlone: J. Michel, 
et al; G. Fa i rbahks, et al: E. Linke; H. Hollien, et al: E. 
Mysak ). (from Sanders, 1971, p. 46 ) 
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Figure 3. 

Sensation Level and Frequency Characteristics of Speech 
Sounds (f rom: Sander s, 1971, p. 57) 
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Figure 4. 

Actua l Spectra of Eight Vowels (from: Sanders, 1971, p. 54) 
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Figure 5. 

First and Second Formant Freauency Values for Vowels Whose 
Spectra are Shown in Figure 4. (from: Sanders, 1971, p. 
55) 
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Figure 6. 

Average Formant Frequency Values for Male and Female Voices Uttering 
Ten English Vowels (from: Denes and P inson, 1963, p. 118) 

ee 1 e ae ah aw u 00 h.. er 

FIRST FORMANT FREQUENCY 

Male: 270 390 530 660 730 570 440 300 640 490 
Female: 310 430 610 860 850 590 470 370 760 500 

SECOND FORMANT FREQUENCY 

Male: 2290 1990 1 84 0 1720 1090 840 1020 870 . 1190 1350 
Female: 2790 · 2480 2330 2050 1220 920 1160 950 1400 1640 

THIRD FOR!v'lANT FREQUENCY 

Male: 3010 2550 2480 2410 2440 2410 2240 2240 2390 1690 
Female: 3310 3070 2990 2850 2810 2710 2610 2670 2780 1960 
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APPENDIX B 

Diagram of the Outer,. Middle, :and Inner Ear 
(Davis and Silverman, 19 70, p. 48) 

Diagram of the Cochlear portion of the Inner 
Ear {Denes and Pinson, 1963, p. 70) 

Diagram of the Cochlear portion o f the Inner 
Ear, unrolled: (a) longitudinal section, 
(b) c ross section (Denes and Pinson, 1963, 
p. 71) 

Cross-sectional drawing of the Cochlear duct 
(Scala media) showing the organ of Corti. 

Diagram showing the organ of Corti: at rest 
and after movement. (Davi s and Silverman, 
19 70, pp. 5 6, 5 8) 

Diagram of the auditory pathways showing as
cending and descending conne ct ions (Littler, 
1965, p. 11). 
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Di~gram of the Outer, 
(Davis and Silverma n, 

Middle, and Inner Ear 
1970, p. 48) 

Sem icircular · 

membrane 

M.Hioid ti p 

V~1t1buk 
Vc-<; t1b ul.u N 

CochkM N 

Cross tection 
of Eu~·achi.a.n cu ti<: 

In this ~midiagrnn mat ic drawing of the ea r. the inner ea r is shown with the tem
poral bone cut away to reveal the semicircular ca nals , the vestibule. and the cochlea. The 
cochlea has been turned sligh tly from its normal orientation 10 show its coils more clearly. 
11le open ing fo r ne rves through the bone to the b rain cav ity o f the skull is quite d iagrammat ic . 
The Eustac hian tube actua lly runs forward as well as downward and inward. The muscle of 

th.e middle ear, shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3, are omitted. 
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Diagram of the Cochlear portion of the Inner 
Ear (D e nes and Pinson, 1963, p. 70} 

Tiu codtl,ar pqrli~ of tk inn,, tar, 
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Diagram of the . Cochlear portion of the Inner 
Ear, unrolled: (a) longitudinal section, 
(b) cross section (Denes and Pinson, 1963, 
p. 71) 

:· . . 
(b) 

hrlion (a) shows 11 lo~itudifUAI UCIU)lll •/ llt1 wuoJW ,odtlu; JiWl'iA (t) 
i, II t'f.U•s«h011 tNout.lt IN r,wo/Jed ,oduta. 
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Figure 4. 

Figure 5. 

Cross-sectional drawing of the-Cochlear duct 
(~cala media) showing the organ of Corti. 
Diagram showing the organ of Corti: at rest 
and after movement. { Davis and Silverman 
19 7 0 , pp. 5 6 , 5 8) ' 
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Cross-sectional drawing of the can&I in the teicond tum of a guinea pig'1 cochJ,ea. 

The hum n cochlea is very similar to this. 

Uml>us 

Builar 
At the left the organ of Corti and tectorial membrane are in the position of rest. 

Their. respective .. hinge points .. where they a tta ch to the limbus and the bony lamina are 
5-l\own by the heavy arrows. At the ri gh t the partition has moved .. upward ." Becaus.c of its 
different hinge point the tectonal membrane must slide past the reticular . lamina and bend 

the b.airs. 
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Diagram of the auditory pathways showing as
cending and descending connections (Littler, 
1965, p. 11). 



APPENDIX C 

1. American Manual Alphabet. (from: Personal Communica
tion with Gladys Drake, Assistant Professor of Educa
tion of the Deaf (retired), Texas Woman's University, 
1973) 

2. A Bibliography of Instructional Materials for Use in 
Manual Communication. 
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1. American Manual Alphabet. (from: Personal Communication 
with Gladys Drake, Assistant Professor of Education o f 
the De~f (retired), Texas Woman's University, 1973) 

ER 
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2. A Bibliography of Instructional Materials 
for Use in Manual Communication 

1. Anthony, D. A. & Associates (Eds.) • See•ing Essential 
Engl~sh (2 Vols.). Anaheim, Calif. : Educational 
Services Division, Anaheim Union Hi gh School District, 
1971. 

2. Anthony, D. A. Siqning Essential English Unpublished 
master's thesis, Eastern Mi chigan University, Ypsilont.lt 
!-Iii ch • , 19 6 6 • 

3. Bornstein, H. & Kannapell, B •. M .. New Signs for 
Instructional Purpose:s., Wa.shingt.cm, D .. C.: Offi ce of 
Education Report Noe 6-1924, 1969~ 

4. Bornstein , H., Kannape ll, B. M., Saulnier, K. L., 
Hamil ton, .L. B., & Roy, H. L. Sianed Bng Li•sh Basic 
Pre- School Dicti•onary. Washington , D .. c.: Gallaudet 
College Press. 

5. Deland, .F. Th~ Story of Lip•- Readtng.. Washington, D .. 
C.: TJ1e Alexander Graham Bell Association for the 
Deaf, Inc e , 1968. 

6. Fant, L. J., Jr., Ameslan: An Introduction to the 
American _.§_ign La:nquag-e . Silver Spring , Md.: Na tioral 
Association of the Deaf, 1 972 . 

7. Fant, L. J., Jr. Say it with Ha.nds. Washington, D. 
C.: Gallaudet College Press, 196 4 . 

8. Gor man, P. & Paget, G. "!::, systematic Sig~ Language. 
London: Royal National Institute for the De af, 1964. 

9. Gustason , G c, Pf et zing, D., & Zawolkow, E. Signing 
Exact F.nglish. Modern Signs Press-, 1972. 

10. Hoemann, H. W. (Ed .. ) • Imp·ro_ved ·Techniqu e s of Manual 
Communi cation: For u~e With Severelv Handi c appe d 
Deaf Cl·i •ents. Bowling Green , Ohio: Bowling Green 
State University, 1970. 
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11. Kannapell, B. M., Hamil ton, _L. B., & Bornstein, H. 
Signs for Instructional Pur o oses. Washington, D. C. : 
Gallaudet Col l ege ~ress, 1969. 

12. Mads en, W. Conversational Sign Languaqe: An. Inte·r
mediate J'.1anual . Was hington, ,D. C.:. Gallaudet College 
Press, 1972. 

13 .. 0 'Rourke , T. J ., A Basic Course i n M nual Communica-
tion .. Communicative Skill.s Progr am : National Assoc
iation of the Deaf, 1970. 

14. Paget , R. The New Sign La.nquage. London: The Well
come Fo undation , 1951. 

15. Quigley , S .. P. (Ed .. ) & Youngs, J. P. Interpreting 
f or Deaf People. Report of a \t·lorkshop on Inter
preting, Portland, Maine: 1965 . 

16. Riekehof, L. L. Talk to the Deaf. Springfield, Mo. : 
Gospel Publishing House, 1968. 

1 7. Sanders, J. I. (Ed.) • The ABC 's of Siqn Language. 
Tulsa, Oklahoma: Manca Press, Inc ., 1968. 

18. Stakoe, W. c . , Jr .. Casterline, D. C. & Croneberg , c . 
G. '!::. Dictionary of Arneri c an Sign Lan·quaae on 
Linguistic Principles. Washington, D. C.: Gallaudet 
College Press , 19 65 . 

19. Wampler, D. w. Linguistics o f Visual English. Santa 
Rosa, Calif. Boo]r lets: Morp heme List One, An In-
trod uction to the Spatial Symbol System, Questions 
and Answers. 



APPENDIX D 

Supplementary Information for 
Use in Auditory Training: 

(from: E. L. Lowell & M. Stoner. 
Play It ~ Ear: Audi_tor.y Train
ing Gam_es. Los Angeles, Cal if.: 
John Tracy Clinic, 1960, pp. 56, 
180, 175) 

1. Directions for Making R~ythm Instruments. 

2. Standard Responses. 

3. Fishing Game. 
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Directions for Making Rhythm Instruments 

Rhythm instruments may be purchased commercially or 
made at home as follows: 

Rhythm sticks may be made by cutting a 1/2" dowel into 
two 7" - lengths. The rough edges may be smoothed by 
sanding. 

A triangle may be made by attaching· an 8'11 piece of ribbon 
'or string to each end of an extra large nail. The child 
will hold thP nail up by the center of the ribbon and 
us e a second nail as a beater. 

Sandpaper b locks may be made by attaching sandpaper to 
t wo blocks o f wood approximately 2 1/2" x 5 1/2 11 x l". 
An empty thread spool may be attached to each piece of 
wood for a handle. 

Bells may be made by sewing approximately four small 
j ing.le bells onto a 7" ribbon or cloth strip. 

£Y_mba _l s may- be made from two metal pie tins . Att a ch 
an empty thread spool to the center of t he back of e a ch 
tin, to be used as a handle. If you prefer, two k i tchen 
lids with handles may be substituted for the pie tins. 

Maracas may be made by putting a few beans into a small 
meta l or plastic container with a lid. Be sure the lid 
is fastened securely. 

A tambourine may be made by attaching several metal pop 
b6ttle lids to the edge of a small pie tin. Make small 
holes around the edge of the pie tin and in each pop lid, 
then put together with wire or str i ng. 

A drum may be made from a round cereal box. A wooden 
stick will be needed as a beater. 

(Lowell and Stoner, 1960, p. 56) 
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STANDARD RESPONSES 

A. For Use When One Sound is Presented. The child may: 

(a) Take one raisin, marshmallow, piece of candy 
or cereal, etc. 

(b) Drop a poker chip through a slit in a box 

(c) Drop a marble or ping pong ball through a hole 
in a box 

(d) Drop a clothespin into a bottle or other con-
tainer 

(e ) Place a block in a container 

(f) Roll a ball across a table 

(g) Make a mark with a crayon, or put a sticker onto 
a headband, tie, or necklace 

(h) Move a marker up one space on a gameboard 

(i) Move an object up one step on a ladder 

(j) Take one treat off a gumdrop tree 

(k) Place a toothpick in clay, styrafoam, an apple 
or a potato 

Using Pictures 

(1) Play the fishing game 

(m) Drop a picture through a slot - in a box 

(n) Take a picture off a gumdrop tree 

(o) Turn a page in a homemade book containing pic
tures of only the object represented by that one 
sound 

(p) Place pictures on a flannel board or bulletin 
board 
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(q) Hang pictures onto cuphooks which have been 
pushed into a piece of styrafoam (first attach 
a paper clip to each picture) 

(r) Make a book and tape the correct picture on 
different pages of it 

(s) Turn the correct picture over as he hears the 
sound 

(t) Raise the correct picture from under the table 

B. For Use When Discriminating Between Two or More Sounds 

Most o f the responses under A above can be adapted 
for two or more sounds. For example: 

(a) Cut two hol es in a box and place a pict ure or 
object, each representing one of the two sounds 
above each hole. The child drops a marble 
into the correct hole. 

(b) Divide a piece o f styrafoarn into as many sections 
as you have sounds to be used, each section being 
identified by a picture o r object representing 
the sound. Stick toothpicks holding rnarshmal lovJS , 
etc., in each section. The child takes a marsh
mallow from the toothpick in the correct section. · 

(Lowell and Stoner, 1960, ppc 180-181) 
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Fishing Game 

This is a game children love. 

To make a fishing pole, take a long pencil or 
short stick, etc., and attach a small magnet to it either 
by taping it directly onto the end q f the st ick or by 
tying it to the end of a string which is tied or taped 
to th e end of the sti ck. Or you may prefer to buy a 
carpenter's magnet which is shaped like a pen. 

Take the pictures you intend to use (it is best 
if they are backed by s ome sort of stiff paper or c ard, 
such as index cards) and either clip paper clips to the 
tops of th e pi ctures or else tape them onto the b acks 
of the pictur es. 

Place the pictures on the table or in a containe r 
where the child cannot see them. (This will depend upon 
the activity . ) During the game , the child picks up the 
correct picture with the fishing pole. 

Sma ll pictures can a lso be drawn or pasted on the 
inside of the metal caps from milk bottles. A paper 
clip should then be taped to the back o f each metal cap. 

(Lowel l & Stoner, 1960, p. 175) 



APPENDIX E 

1. The Frequency and Decibel Levels of Noisemakers 
Sounding at a Distance of One Foot. 

2. The Perception of Environmental Sounds According 
to Hearing Loss. (from: No Robbins. Auditory 
Training in the Perkins Deaf-Bli.~d Department. 
Pub. No.23 Wat ertown; Mass. : Perkins School 
for the Blind, 1964, pp. 39,47) 
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Noisemakers 

Frequency 

Toy 250 500 1000 2(}00 4000 8000 -
Blow horn 40db 80+ 80+ 80 80 70 
Halloween rattle 0 40 75 70 75 70 
School Bell ( lge.) 20 35 60 70 85 85 
Hallowee n clack er 30 55 60 70 75 75 
Cow bell 15 35 60 70 75 75 
Rabbit 10 55 60 70 70 
Triangle 15 30 40 50 65 70 
Sm. Sehl. bell 10 25· 40 50 60 70 
Wooden clacker 10 25 40 50 55 50? 
Maraca 10 20 40 50 55 60+? 
Sandpaper J_ 5 35 40 50 50 
Tr i ple bell 20 40 55 50 
Lge. cricket 5 20 35 30 20 
Sm. cricket 0 10 30 25 
Med. cricket 5 15 10 
Drum 45 55 50 50 45 30? 

(Robbins, 1964, p. 39) 
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Perception of Environmental Sounds 
According to Hearing Loss 

Moderate loss 

clock ticking 
water flushing 
milk pouring 
dripping water 
snapping finge rs 
knock at door 
fire bell 
airplane-in air 
water down drain 
meat frying 
paper tearing 
pencil sharpener 
walking o n hard floor 
radio at "normal" 

level 
door bell 
refrige rator hum 
corn popping 
human sounds: 

cough 
sneeze 
laugh 
whistle 
man's voice 
woman's voice 
group of voices 
singing 

(Robbins, 1964, p. 47) 

Severe loss 

human sounds 
group singing 
loud shouts 
baby crying 

thunder 
airplane motor on 

ground 
vacuum cleaner 
t e l ephone 
clatter of dishes 
animal sounds: 

nearby dog 
barking 

clapping 
truck motor 
music-a band 
alarm clock 
typewriter 
saws 
shoveling snow 
piano 
auto horn 
object s dropped on 

wooden floor or 
desk 

subway 
radio at "louder 

than ave·rage" 
lPVPl 

Profound loss 

chapel organ 
audience ap

plauding 
fire , engine 

siren nearby 
heavyoobjects 

dropped on 
hard floor 

door banging 
large, deep , 

tower bell 
nearby 



APPENDIX F 

Perceptual Matching Garnes to use as a Readiness 
Program for Auditory Training 

(from: J. Utley, What's It's Narne? 0 A Guide to 
Speakino and Hearing Development, Urbana, Ill.: 
University of Illinois Press, 1950, pp. 9-10) 
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Perceptual Matching Games 
(Utley, 1~50, PP• 9-10) 

1. rrhumbs up--Thumbs down--thumbs to the left--thumbs 
to the right. 

2. Left palm up- -right palm down on : lap. Reverse palms 
at the same time, turning left palm down and the 
right pa l m upo Repeat slowly at first and gradually 
increase the speed. 

3. Roll arms forward and backward. 

4. Point to parts of the body. 

5. Clap hands, then hit lap with both hands. Then clap 
hands again. Later clap hands twice, hit laps once, 
etc., unexpectedly cha nging order of proc edure, thus 
making the exercise more difficult and thereby 
creating more fun. This is an exercise similar to 
"Peas Porridge Hot." 

6. Toes together, heels far apart. Heels together, 
toes far apa rt. Toes up in the air, heels on the 
floor. Heels up, toes on the floor. 

7. Imaginary snow falling. Place your hands up in the 
air, and wriggle your f ingers as you gradually l ower 
your h2.nds. 

8. Place your hands on your knees. Gradually or slow~ 
ly slip ·them down to your ankles, and then quickly 
place them back on your knees again. Next time 
slip them only part way down and back suddenly or 
slip only one hand down or slip both down at the 
sides, changing the procedure by working fast one 
time and slowly the next . 

9. "This Little Piggy"--using the finge_rs of your left 
hand instead of ycur toes. 

10. The 11 Beehj_ve 11 --place your right fist, with your 
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thumb enclosed flat on your left palm. Show a pic
ture of a beehive. Repeat the following rhyme and 
perform the exercise as you say it. 
~his is a beehive. (Right fist or left palm) Where 
are the bees? (Look at your fis t on all sides) 
Hidden away where nobody sees. (Continue looking) 
Soon they come peeping out of the hive. 
One--(Pull out your right thumb) 
Two--(Pull out your index finger) 
Three--(Pull out your third finger) 
Four--(Pull out your fourth finger) 
Five--(Pull out your little finger ) 
And away they fly. (Remove right hand, waving fin
gers and thurnb of the right hand, and raising your 
right arm slowly away from your left pa lm, gradually 
higher and farther away). 

11. Race a rolling ball and pick it up. 

12. Follow the leader. (Blow a horn. Clap hands. Jump 
rope . Skate. Walk fast. A Rocking horse. See
saw . Stepping stones. Choppin~ wood, Play ing the 
piano. Play a mouth organ. Beat a drum. Wash 
Clothes. Iron Clothes. Fly lik e a bird. Walk on 
tip toes. Walk heavily like a giant. Gallop like 
a horse.) 

13. Ball bouncing games. 

14. Use the E card to familiarize the children with the 
use of the cards and with what they are exp ected to 
do when they visit the opthalmologist. Have the 
child point . his fingers in the san e di rection that 
the three lines on the card point. Change the di
rection of those lines by turning the card. 

15. Gymnastics of the jaw, lips and tongue: 
(You may use a mirror to ma~e this easier for the 
child). 
a.. Jaw: ( 1) • 

( 2) • 
'(3) " 

Open a~d close mouth slowly. 
Op en and close the mouth fas£. 
Open lliouth and ey es at the same 
time, then alone or t hen at the 
same time. 



b. Li.ps: 

c. Tongue: 
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(1). Protrude lips and then draw them 
back tight. 

(2). Rotate tongue around lips, begin
ning on right and going up slowly. 

(3). Rotate around lips, beginning on 
left and going down. 

(1). Thrust tongue out quickly; in 
q:uickly. 

(2). Thrust tongue out quickly; in 
slowly. 

(3). Thrust tongue out slowly; in 
slow}y. 

(4). Thrust tongue out slowly; in 
quickly. 

(5). Turn up point and ap~ly it to 

( 6) • 

( 7) • 

( 8) • 
( 9) • 

( 10) • 

( 11) . 

( 12) • 

( 13) • 

( 14) • 

(15) .. 

different po ints of lips, teeth, 
and roof of the mouth~ 
Turn p o int of tongue down over 
lower lip as far as possible. 
Turn tongue point down o ver lower 
teeth. 
Thrust tongue into cheek. 
Extend tongue out a little over 
the lower lip and groove it~ 
Flap poin t of tongue as in say
ing "La la la la. 11 

Shut point of tongue against the 
upper teeth. (Mouth open). 
With the mouth open, shut point 
against upper gum. 
With the mouth open, shut back 
of tongue against the roof of 
the mouth. 
With the mouth open , narrow 
tongue, then broaden it. 
With the mouth op en, let the 
tongue lie soft and flat within 
the mouth . Draw it back within 
itself until it is·thick. 



APPENDIX G 

List of Recordings. 
(from : Auditory Tr~ining: 
Design for Growth . N. Y.: 

New York City Board of Education·, 
19 5 9 , pp • 2 7 - 2 8 ) 
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING ACCORDING TO COMPANY 

1·;rfc 

All,11111 --- HIIYTll\l IS Fl1:\' 

I.L .-\H:\l\'C TO I.ISTI·: :\ 

Fl-: :\SI I·: UFJ·::\Sll•: Sl'I DEil 
JI \,'CU·: HJ-:1.1 .S & OTll 1·: H SO:\CS 

for \\ l:'\Tt-:ll FU\ 
TH .·\!\ TO TIIE F:\ll\l 1 & 2 

TIC-\!'.\ TO TIit-: ZOO ( l) (all graclt's) 
FHOSTY Tll I·: s,m,· \I.-\:'\ 
1i,:·1 ·s 11:\\ .I•: :\ HIIYT!l\l B:\:'\D 
I.ITTI.1·: \\ IIITI ·: J)l :C~ 
J•l·T )Ol'H Fl:\_CEI\ I:\ TllE AIH} 
J<>l:\ !\'TO TIii·: CA\11 ·: 
:--UIOOL lHYS & OLD \!ILL STHEAM 
H l.l : L I) :\ :\ l 1 I W 
L ·\STl ·:I\ I' .-\ 1\.-\DE 

!-llSSOt ri:1 \\':\I.Tl,&. HE:\l1TIFLTL 0[110 
0:\1 ~: ·1_-0 TF:\- -Tl ll' Cnu11ti11g Hccordl 
Al\( .-- 1111· :\lpk1hd HtTnrd J 

S-\:'\T:\ C:1..-\l ;S JS C0\11:\C TO TO\\'N 
111--1u-: ,,-i-: co 1.ooBIL-I.Ol'l 
F J \T LITTU-: CJ J ICJ...: .·\ DEES l 

LET YOl 1 H. l · JTT CO j 
EASTEt , l'.-\1 \:\D E 
COD HLJ:S S .-\\fflUC.-\ 
Tll 1-: ST:\ H SP.\:\Cl.1-:D BA:'\ :\EH 
I.IT'il.i-: COi.DI·::\ Cl! 1: IST \1:\S ALBU~·l 
CIIII.J)lU·: '.\.'·s ..\l 1DlTO HY TEST 

.CJI 11.Dl\E:\'S SI::HIES - All> u11 1 of 
.5 Hn·11 rd, t·,t, ·li "itl1 1 or 2 :-tories 

S ;\ Y A :\ n s I :\ C:- - .-\ 11rn111 I 
··s--- -Tlw .S11.1h· So11nd 
'"H"- .. TII(' Hrn ,,kr So1111d 

SA) t\\1) Sl\'C:-- --:\l1>11111 II 
·· i--"- --Tlll' Cr11 , , Kitt \ Sou11d 
··1,··--- -Tl1t · llt-t· Sou11ti 

S:\ Y i\ \l) SJ:'\(;--.·\l l,lll ll III 
"'Tl1· ·-·•Tli l' Con~l' Suu11 d ( \ 'ukeless) 
.. L"- Tl1t · Si11 ~in~ Suurn l 

$ ,t\.'; . -~~1 ) ~; ::~(:~ _\}1 Hd~i !\. 
··i-.:··-Tl,c Cou ~liin c!; S111md 
"Ch"- TII(' Tr.;in s:,111,d 

,\l :l)ITOl,Y Tlnl:\I\C :\LBl"\[ for 
"\\ lu t\ It ~ :'\ .n 11e? .. 

(Cl!.-\ C/1 .\ Cl! ·\ ) To;..:dl1('r 1-:2-3 
Tl 11 : DOC<: 11 : I:'\ TI11·: \\T\ DO\\' 
Af.l'IL\l\l·:T SO:\C: 
BIL\11\l', --- llTI..\HY & COOD\ICllTl 
J> 11 > I ) I Y I) 11 ) I > u : D l ' \ 11 ' I. I :\ C: l 
C< >l. \.Tl'\(; S< >:\C- ll lC:l...:OHY DlCKOHY 
I I.\ I' I') II If ff 111 n Y / 
JC>II .) (;(}()I> l·Tl.1.0\\ . I 
JIOh.1-:) l'Of...l ·:) 
n, .-\ 1.1r11.1-: TL-\l'OTJ 
()II) \1, I)():\ \I.I) l~ 
1,()()1\)J()() 

~Ul,<:111:\<. SO:\C:S--
\\ l.'r, · OIi In Sn· tlw l\11 .1d1• l 

. :\I. tr irll' I h 11111--X 11d1nr'> .-\,, ·d'....'.1l r 
Si 111 J1d ()Ii°-) .111k1·1· I), H>< Il l' . de. I 
:\I:\ I\ Y I I.\ I) .-\ I. !TIU: L\\tH 
S\101---:l ·:Y Tlll : 111: .-\H 
SO\< ;s FHO\I \IOTlI Lil COOSL 
;\JC:L 
SI.LU') Tl\11 ·: 
l rf• l . 11 
c1. :.i.1 • 11\'\l)S I 
\Ul :\T DOLS H.\B) IIL\l : .i1 
\\ .IIAT DOLS lL\BY ~FL? J 

Rc·cord Compa11y 

Bowm;u nl•<.·onls 
Capitol 

Children's HtTord Cuild 

Child rrn 's Hveord C:uild 
Cliildrl'11's lkcord Cuild 

Cliild1t·11\ lkcord C:11ild 
Colurnhia · 
Colulll l1i.1 
Colu111hi ,1 lJnbn.·,tkahle 

Col11mhia lJnhrl'akahl ,· 

C olu111bi;1 
Dl.·c:ca 
De1..Ta 

Decca 

Dec<'a 

Folkcraft 

C olden Hvcords 
l:old Hccord:-
Coldcn lkcord , 
Coldc 1t lkcords 
Hear ing lh·!t.1h. Ct'n!cr 
\'ol ta Hml',ltl 

Jl e;-iri 11g lh-liali iliL1tion 
Jeri P rod u di,>11, 

3212 Ck11d .tk Hh-d. 
Los A11~dt·s 3~). Ct!. 

Jeri Pr()d ud io11~ 

J eri Prududions 

J e ri Prndu <:t io11 s 

~Ltico Co., Ille. 
~f ardi Cr;i-.; Hct·ord ..; 
:\ferc11rv l'l.1n·r,1ft 
Peter P;m lh:c:ords 

Pder Pan Hccortls 

l'dn l'.tt t Hn·onl, 

Pdl·r l'a11 Hct·onl, 

l'd l' r Pan Ht·l.·onl., 

Pdl'r Pan H.vc:onls 

Pdt.'r l\tn HlTo rtl, 
PdL·r l\111 lkc11rds 
Pdl'r Pan lkuird~ 
Pr;un 
Pram 

l-'1am 

Pram 

Artist 

Fredric.la ~foon· & Inez Sl1t1li('rt 
John Tracy Clinit'--

Junl' Foray, Art Cil1110 
Donald l'l'rry 

Gene Lowdl 

i\orma11 Ho"'t' 
Cc11c Autry a11tl Ci,.;s Cou:1ty Boys 
Mosel.ins\\ tTtLt11d \Lih-in 
Burl l,Ts 

To111 Cla,t·r 

Frank :'\o,·ak &. H()ot in Tuotin Boys 
Jh,!H:rt Stol1. & Ord1. 
Bi11 g Cw'11y- Joli11 Sn)tt Twttcr 

& I li s Orcl 1c"t ra 
Vic-tor Yout1g &. Ord1cst ra 

Frank I ,utlwr 

Ring Cwshy & A11tlrc\\ s Sistn~ 

Thl.' Folkcraf ters 

Sandpipt'r Cl1orus 
Sandpiper Choru~ 
Pctt'r lLrnk y- Sandpi p C'r Chorus 

E<ln:i. K. ~fonsC'cs 

~fary \\ "ood \\ 'lt itchur"t 

ThO!ll!)SO!l &, Sd1dl1 

Thompson & Sclidb 

Thompson l. Schelb 

Al Castdl.tno & Ord,cstra 
Patti Page 

T~m C:bzer 
To111 Chi,n 

Tom Ch,n 



1'itlr 

\\'111-:liF ,\l i l·'. YOl 1H EH:S?l 
HIC A'-.:!) I.ITTI.E I 
P:\ H.·\ DI·: ()!-' \ \ '001)1•:\: SOLDJEHS 
C:\ EOl'SLL, l-.: l :\D l·:Hl'OI.K:\, ll!CHLAND 

Fl.l\:C t-. SC IIOTTIS<:II E 
COD BI.FSS :\\11-:li!C.\ } 
Ti l l·: ST:\!\ Sl' :\\:(;1,1 ·:n n.-\:\';\'EH 
ST:\ H SJ'.-\ \:Cl.LI) B:\ \:\:J·:H & A\1EHICA 
SOL'\:l)S .-\1\(>l'.:\D l 1S ALBU\! 

Ar01111d tl1 \· l !rn1,1·-Farn1-To\\ ·n 

SO l 'S .\ \l:\l\Clll •: S 
TIi i: \L\Itl'\'L·s ·111\t'\' ~ TIIE CAISSONS 

CO HO! .1.I '\'C :\ LO\'C 
PI C' l'l : IU·: STOHYHOOh-Alln1111 I\:o. 7} 

~lotl wr C\l\l:-,c Sm1g, 

CIIII.DIIOOD HliYTll\1S HECOHD 
Scrin I Ill 
~ni\· :-. I! I\' 

SO:\CS \\T: J.11(1·: TO Sl:\C 

Al :Ttrl ·: \: T IC LOCO. SOl1:\DS
TH:\ 1' SOl'\;l)S 

JIO:\Oli HH'H P:\HT:\FH-Alhum 
HtT(> l\l 1- Hi!YTI !\! B :-\:\ 1) 

:2-HIIYTJ J\IS 
:2-HllYTll\lS ~ C.-\ \IES 

Hl . POI .1' 11 Tl It·: Hl·:D . \'OSU) REl:\'DEEH 
S(>t'\:D l·Tl·TCTS \I :\\' 
1.1-:T ·s ! ' l.-\Y ZOO 
\ll 'FIT'\ I:\ THE COl:YrnY 

\!l'SIC I.ISTt·::\I\'C C :\\IE 
H:\l'\:Y D .\Y 
TIIL c 11:u1s CO\IES TO TO\\'N 

Record Cu1111>m1y 

Prnn1 

Rainlx,w H.cconh 

HCA 

nCA \' ic tor 
HCA \'i<:tor 

RCA for SL·Otl Fnrt·sman & Co. 

HCA Vidor 

HCA Vidor 
Hod:i1:g l lorst· Hccnrtlinµ;

S\'ntlidi<" I'L,,tics 
]\'.(.'\\';\[~ .. i\. J. 

Ru th E,·[u1s - Spring ficl tl 
Sih-n Burdett 

Star Fkctronies Inc. 
Pi tt:s hmgh, Pa. 

Sqti;1n· D a11n· :\ssP('LlkS 
Frt·( -port · 

Top, Hl'l'(lrds 
\.'oco H( ·t·nrd , 
Yo l!l1 g P1·npl(''s H, '\'\lrd , 
You11g l'coi,k ':-. l~t vonl., 

Young Pn 1plc\ H('(·ord , 
You11;.: l'1·opl(.', H<·L·ord, 
Yo1.11 1g l 'n• i.)k\ H1.'n>rd,; 

• ~ . .-t :'vt 

Tom GhtL·r 

Edd ie t,.f illvr Trio 

RCA Folk D a 11t'l' Ord1t·\tra 

Ka t<.-S11 1i tl1 
\'ictor Ihml & Pryor Ba11<l 

\\'ayiw Griffin 

Citi<'s Sl'r\'icc Band of A111l'ri<:a 

Victory ;\f ilitary naml 

Tl :e Fairyland Players 

Jlu th Ev.ms 

Ed Du rhchcr-Thc Top ! lan<ls 

Bud Hom.111 

T oni CLvn 
\'on11;111 Hose 

~11rni;111 Hose 
To111 C:h1.\·r 
·rom CLll\'[ 

N 
CX) 

N 



APPENDIX H 

Illustrations from A. van Uden. 
Th~ Will GroY'7--lCT, Human Speech. 

The Netherlands : St. Michielsg~stel, 197 2 
Washington, D. C.: 

Alexander Graham Bell 
Association for the Deaf, 1972 

- (pp. 34, 37, 40 ) 

1. Illustration of T~ete and MalooI!la as used in 
Oral Mimi cry~ 

2. Illustration of Graphic Symbols for Rhythms .. 

3. Illustration of Speech Rhythms., 

4~ Illustration of Process of Creating a Play-Song. 
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Illustration of takete and malooma as used 
in oral mimicry 

(van Uden, p. 43) 

r 
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Illustration of graphic symbols for rhythms 
(van Uden, p. 34) 
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Illustration of speech rhythms 
(van Uden, p. 34) 

in the draw 

~ 
till to- morrow 

few children 

~ 
one by one 

~ 
it is my turn l 

~ 
. can I come? 

~ 
we together 

~ 
bye mama! 

~ 
wait a moment! 

~ 
Show me that! Etc., etc. 
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Illustration of Process of Creating a Play-Song 
(van Uden, p. 27) 

John's reading book: 

11 Who made this? 11 asked Willy. 
"My mummy! 11 said Kees proudly. 
Kees had a very big book in his satchel. 
Mummy h ad stuck a lot of photographs in it and has 
also wr itten a lot! 
J 'ohn wanted t o read it. But Miss Dora said: "Ask 
first: Can I r e ad your book?" 
Etc. 

Who rnaoe this? 

~ -=---=----=.-,-J~-- ---:;.r-r4?-~,-----~:L---~----r _..__._ 7 ·::s._,;;;....,,'" ~ 

Who this? 

Who made this? 



APPENDIX I 

Supplementary List of Books and Recordings 
for Use with Exceptional Children 
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Song Collections, Books, and Other Materials 

American singer, (2nd ed.), Book 1, by J. W. Beattie, 
J . Wolverton, G. W. Wilson, & H. Hinga. New York: 
American Book Company, 1955. · 

Creative rhythmic movement fo r childern, by G. Andrews. 
Englewood Cliffs, N~ J.: Prentice-Hall, 1954. 

Daily sensorimotor training activities, by W. T. Braley, 
G. Konicki, & c . Leedy. Freeport, L .. I., New 
York: Educational Activities, Inc., 1968. 

Finger p lay , by M. Miller & P. Zajan . New York: G. 
Schirmer, 1955. 

Golden song book, The, by K. T. Wessells. New York: 
Golden Press, 1945. 

Hoagy Carmic hael's songs for children (A Big golden song 
book). New York: Simon & Schuster, 1957. 

Music activities for retarded children, by D.R. Ging
len d & W. E . Stiles . Nashville, Tenn .: Abingdon 
Press, 1965. 

Musica l experiences of little c hildren, by N. M. Ken
agy & F. MQ Arnold. Cincinnati, Ohio: Wil lis 
Music Company, 1932. 

Music for c h ildren, Orff-Schulwerk (5 volumes). En
glish adaptation by D. Hal l. Mainz: B. Schott's 
Sohne, 1 956. 

Mu i c therapy in s pecial education, by P. Nordoff & 

C. Robbins . Ne 1 York : John Day company, 1971. 
Music with c hi ldren, Teacher's manual, by G. C. Nash . 

Scottsdale , Ari zona : Swar twout Enterprises, 1970. 
New approaches to mus ic in the elementary s c h ool, by 

L. Raebeck & L . Wheeler . Dubuque, Iowa: Wm . c. 
Brown Company , 196 4 . 

New golden song book, The, by N. Lloyd. New York: 
Golden Press, 1955~ 

Nursery rhymes and songs, English adaptation by D. 
Hall . Mainz: B . Schott's s ohne, London: Sch6tt 
& Co., Lt d., New York: Schott Music Corp. (Associ
ated Music Publishers), 1961. 

Orff arid Kodaly adapted for the elementary school, by 
L. Whee ler & L. Ra ebeck . Dubuque , Iowa: . Wm. c. 
Brown Company , l972. 

Pat-a-cake and other games • .• , illustrated by D. 
Sicula n . New York: Rand McNally Company, 1970. 

Perceptual, training activit ies handbook, by B. Van 
Witsen. New York: Columbia University Teachers 
Co llege Pr ess, 1967. 
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Play a tune (The World of Music Series), by M. Glenn, 
H. s. Leavitt, &. v. L. F. Rehmann. New York: 
Ginn and Company, _1936. 

Play through the day · (Pla y songs for kindergarten and 
elementary grades). New York: Sam Fox Publishing 
Company, 1958. · 

Recorder for beginners (from the Series, Music With 
Children, the creative approach to music education), 
by G. C. Nash . Scottsdale, Arizona: Swartwout 
Enterprises, 1965. 

Rhymes for fing·ers and flannelboards, by L. B. Scott & 

J. J. Thompson. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, Webster Division, 1960 

Rime, rhythm and song for the child of today, by Martin 
& Burnett. Minneapolis: Schmitt, Hall & McCreary, 
1942. 

Rhythmi c games and dances, by D. Hughes. New York: 
American Book Company, 1942 . 

Sing a song (with accompanying phonograph recording), by 
Charity Bai l ey & Eunice Holsaert. New Yo rk : Ply
mouth Music Company. 

Sing a song (The World of Music Series), by Glenn, 
Leavitt, & Rebmann. New York: Ginn & Company, 1936. 

S 101 , learner and music, The: a handbook f or teachers, 
by J.P. B. Dobbs. London: Oxford University Press, 
1966 . 

Songs for the nursery s chool, by L. P . MacCarteney. Cin
cinnati, Ohio : -illis Mus ic Company, 1937. 

Teaching physical education in the ele .entary school, by 
E. B. Salt , G. I. Fox, E. M. Douthett , & B. K. Ste
vens , with music by K. G. Merril . New York: A . S. 
Barnes and Company, 1942 . 

Th e study of music in the elementary school, by C. L. 
Gary (Ed.). Washington, D. C.: Mus ic Educators 
National Conference (a department of the National 
Education As sociation ), 1967. 

Threshold to rnusic , by M. H. Richards. San Francisco: 
Fearon Publishers, 1964 . 

Tone matching tunes fo r singing and playing , by L. E. 
Cb-it --& R. Bampton. New York : Harold Flammer , Inc., 
19 40. 
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Suggested Recordings 

Action Songs and Rounds. Honor Your Partner· Records 
#508 . 

Action Stories in Song. Physical Fitness - Rhythmic 
Activities. LP 1055 . 

Basic Rhythms. Set No .. 1, Kay Ortman, Music _for Move
ment, 2005 Alba Road, Ben Lomond , Ca lifornia. 

Birds, Bees, Bugs and Little Fishes . Pete Seeger. 
Folkway Records, FC 7010 - 10 inch. · 

Birthday Record, The. Al legro Jr.~ #307 . 
Concert in the Park . Childcraft, Mercury. 
Counting Games and Rhythms for the Little Ones (with 

Ella Jenkins) . F o lkways Album, FC 7056 . 
Dov·h _ on the Farm .. Elizabeth Deutsch, "Sing N ' Do 

Songs II Albunl. 5, Sing N' Do Company, Inc., Ridge
wood, New Jersey . 

Echo Songs and Rhythms . CM 1042. 
Finger Games . Honor Your Partner Records. #506. 
Finger Play . Classroom Materials , Inc., 93 Myrtls Dr. 

Great Neck, N. J. CM 1043. 
Fin ger Pla y. Volume II. CM 1046. 
Fun With Speech , Album I. Encyclopedia Britannica, 

#5 200 . 
Health Can Be Fun, Based on the Book by Munro Leaf. 

Decca. CU 114 (DU 90043). 78 RPM. 
Hooray ! Today Is Your Birthday . Young People 's Records 

(Children's Record Guild) #222 . 
It's Party Time for Boys and Girls. Promenade Records 

2116. 
Johnny Can Sing Too, Volume I. CM 1014. 
J"ohnny Can Sing Too , Volume II. CM 102 6. 
KI!."iBC, - USA --- Kirn.be Publishing Co. Exercise Is Kid 

Stuff (Rhythmic Activities and Physical F itness for 
The y·ounger Set) s LP 2 07 0. 

Learn As We Play ~ Folkways. FC 7659. 
Listening a nd Moving. Educational Ac tivities, Inc., 

Freeport, N. Y. 11520. Album #606-7. 
Lisi:ening Time Storie s - Chi.ldren' s Storeis for Speech 

Improvemen+ and Relaxation: Say-It- Together
Participation (Children 4 to 8 ) - for School and 
Home. Louise Bin d er Scott, Narrator ; Lucille Wood , 
Pianist and composer. BoW1na r Records. 
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LT 1001 - ... 2\.lburn 1: Leonard the Lion, Tommy Tea
kettle, The Magic Piano, The Sleepy forest, Tommy 
~nd Hi s Talking Friends · . 
LT 1002 - Album 2: Ready Rooster, Raggedy Ann, My 
Own Star, The Little Yellow Duck, Zabrina the Zebra, 
the Seashell, The Lost Shadow 
LT 1003 - Album 3: The Sleepy Farm, Choo Choo 
Engine, Terry at School, The Dream Fence, Children 
Who Listened for Sounds. 

Make New Friends; Toy Town Parade. Jim Dandy Records, 
#803 . 

More Learning as We Play. Folkways. 
Moder n Mother Goose. Harold and Mary Jane Lecrone. 
Nocturne, Capitol. 
Nothing To Do . Children's Record Guild - #1012~ 
Peter Rabbit, Goldilocks, and Other Great Tales for 

Growing Girls and Boys. RCA Camden - CAL 1001. 
Physical Fitness for Pre-School Children. Harold and 

Mary Jane Lecrone. 
Playland Party - Follow the Leader. Record Guild - 208A 

(Sounds of This and That . Record Guild - 208B.) 
Preschool Activities. Harold and Mary Jane Lecrone. 
Rhythms Is Fun .. Moore and Schubert. Bov,mar · · 
Rhythms Hour, The. Ruth White. Rhythms Production 

9844 Everest St., Downey, California. 
Songs for Children with Special Needs. Bowmar - 1684, 

1685, 1686. 
Songs for Children with Special Needs. Francis Cole. 

Bowmar. 
Songs for Classroom Activitv and Singinge CM 1033. 
Songs to Grow On. Woodie Guthrie (in two volumes) 

Folkways. Vol. 1 - FC - 7005. 
We Speak Through Music (in three Albums). - Stanbow 

Productions, Inc., Balhalla, N. Y. (by Sister Mary 
Arthur and Sister Mary Elaine of Our Lady of the 
Lake College, San Antonio, Texas 78207), 1959. 

Who Said It? Educational Activities, Inc., Freeport, 
N. Y. 11520. This company has excellent activity 
records. 




